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ABSTRACT 
In Ethiopia planned resettlement programmes have been viewed as a key government strategy for 
addressing food insecurity, population pressure, landlessness, and environmental degradation since the 
early 1960s. Intensified resettlement efforts have also been implemented since 2002/2003. 
This thesis examines the recent experience of resettlement through a case-study of the Metema 
Woreda resettlement site, located in the Amhara Regional State from a disaster risk lens through the 
application of the sustainable livelihoods framework. 
SpeCifically, the study sought to examine the vulnerability and risk context of resettled households. It 
also aimed to investigate the ways in which household livelihoods are configured and differentiated in 
the new environment. In addition, the study gave particular attention to identify structural and 
institutional determinants that mediate household vulnerability in relation to key environmental shocks 
and stresses in three selected resettlement sites in Metema. 
The methodology comprised both quantitative and qualitative research methods. Primary data were 
collected via a structured questionnaire survey that involved a sample of 93 resettled households in 
three purposively selected resettlement sites within Metema. In addition, focus group interviews, key 
informant interviews and field observations were also used. The analysis was undertaken through the 
application of a livelihood fragility index developed in the course of the study. Simple descriptive 
statistical techniques and direct quotes were also applied. 
Study findings indicate a complex vulnerability context characterised by a diverse combination of 
naturally occurring threats including waterlogging, striga weed infestation and malaria, with poor 
household adaptation across the sites. Households were also exposed to export-related price volatility 
due to their dependence on cash cropping. Moreover, livelihood sources and strategies were poorly 
diversified across the three sites and largely limited to crop production which accounted for 83.4 
percent of annual household income on average . 
Across the three sites, research findings indicate complexities in the livelihood outcomes of the resettled 
households. The majority of households reported improved food security status and wellbeing 
compared to their original areas. However, these benefits do not seem sustainable due to numerous 
factors that are constraining effective adaptation. 
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However, the application of the livelihood fragility index revealed unexpected differences in the 
livelihood portfolios of households located in the different sites. This was illustrated by the seemingly 
anomalous index results for households residing in Wodi-Gemzu, characterised by highly fragile levels of 
financial and physical capital. Despite these constraints, livelihood fragility index values indicate a more 
favourable resettlement outcome for families in this site compared to the other areas. This was 
attributed to more robust access to natural capital in Wodi-Gemzu, due to its lower levels of land 
degradation. 
The application of the livelihood fragility index also flagged issues of significant concern. It profiled the 
consistently high fragility of the social capital across the three sites. In addition, it also indicated 
differences in the livelihood portfolios between male-headed and female-headed households; female 
headed household having highly fragile livelihood portfolios. 
The results underline the potential value of the livelihoods fragility index in resettlement contexts, and 
propose its application in similar studies. 
Key Words: Ethiopia, Disaster risk, Resettlement, Vulnerability, Fragility, Livelihood and Adaptation 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
1.1 Identifying the Problem 
Ethiopia is considered to be one of the world's food insecure countries and the most food-aid 
dependent (von Braun and Olofinbiyi 2007). This is evidenced by the need for recurring emergency food-
aid programmes in the past decade, even in years of good harvest (World Bank 2003 cited in Goodo 
2008; Ziegler 2005). It is also specifically reflected in the large-scale famine relief required for over 13 
million people during 200/2003 (Ziegler 2005) . 
While instances of severe national food insecurity are in part explained by repeated droughts (Little 
2008), they also signal declining agricultural productivity, especially in Ethiopia's highland regions. This is 
attributed to disproportionate population pressure in these areas due to the fact that 85% of all 
Ethiopians live in the highland zones (UNDP-GEF 2006), despite these regions constituting only 45% of 
total land areas (Austrian Development Cooperation ND; UNDP-GEF 2006). It is also reflected in smaller 
farm holdings and land fragmentation. These conditions are compounded by other factors, including 
outmoded farming practices, tenure insecurity and environmental degradation (Haile 2004; Belay 2004), 
all of which have contributed to declining agricultural output. Ethiopia is now viewed as less productive 
per capita than 20 years ago (Ethiopian Economic Association 2000 cited in Haile 2004). 
Government responses to address this issue date back to the 1960s. and have included officially-
sponsored resettlement programmes from the highlands to the more fertile lowlands. Specifically, this 
was reflected in approximately 190,000 families relocating to the lowlands between the years 2002-
2007 (Federal Government's Food Security Programme Quarterly Bulletin 2007/2008), some of whom 
later reportedly returned to their villages of origin (Refugees International 2004). 
However, resettlement remains a controversial policy issue. On one hand, agricultural and development 
specialists emphasise the inevitability and importance of resettlement programmes. On the other hand, 
donors and scholars have expressed reservations about the effectiveness of such initiatives in enhancing 
the livelihoods of those resettled (Belay 2004). 
Proponents of resettlement programmes argue that the relocation of people from drought-prone and 
ecologically-degraded areas in the north and central highlands to the under-utilised lands in the 
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southwest and lowlands is necessary for economic and social development. They refer to the problems 
caused by the pressures of a growing population, reduced landholding sizes and the limited potential for 
intensive agriculture in the highlands. They also underline the limited availability of non-agricultural 
livelihood alternatives in a country where 85% of the people depend on agriculture (Black et aI., ND; 
Ezra 200la; Dejene 2003; Belay 2004) . 
The opposing view draws its argument from the results of government-sponsored resettlement 
programmes implemented during the military regime. These programmes (especially those which 
occurred in 1984/85) resulted in documented hardship, due to changes in environment and direct 
exposure to diseases along with insufficient government support (Black et al. ND). As a result, some 
scholars, as well as donor countries and NGOs, have been sceptical about the more recent programmes, 
arguing that resettlement may cause people to become 'worse off than they were before (Belay 2004). 
These opposing views on the effectiveness of resettlement in Ethiopia have been articulated in policy 
debates at a national level as well as by international organisations. However, they remain constrained 
by a lack of evidence-based research, particularly as applies to post 2002/2003 resettlement efforts . 
Despite the urgent need for detailed information regarding the effectiveness of these recent 
resettlement efforts, research findings that explore the actual experience of resettlement from the 
perspective of the relocated households are limited; specifically those addressing local risks, constraints 
and opportunities as well as the coping and adaptation strategies adopted by households in the 
resettlement areas. 
This study seeks to address these gaps in knowledge by investigating the subjective experience of 
resettlement through the lens of a livelihoods analytical framework, with a specific focus on selected 
households who resettled in 2002/2003-2004/2005 in three selected resettlement sites, in the district 
of Metema, North Gondar zone, located in the Amhara regional state of Ethiopia. A statistical tool 
(fragility index) has been utilised for a systematic comparison of livelihood fragility level and 
vulnerability context of households in terms of the five livelihood capitals of the livelihood framework in 
the selected resettlement areas. 
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1.2 Research Aims and Objectives 
This study seeks to examine the vulnerability and risk context of households that have recently resettled 
from highland areas to Metema district, a lowland location in Amhara regional state, Ethiopia. The 
principal aim is to investigate the sources of livelihood of resettled households and the relative 
effectiveness of their livelihood strategies in the new areas. 
It intends to achieve this by: 
• Identifying the significant socio-economic, livelihood, health and environmental threats 
identified by sampled households and key informants in three selected resettlement sites 
• Determining the ways in which household livelihoods are configured and differentiated in the 
three resettlement sites 
• Identifying structural and institutional determinants that mediate household vulnerability in 
relation to key environmental shocks and stresses 
These objectives are informed by studies that have been made on resettlement in different countries . 
The studies acknowledge that when people move to a new area they are faced with various difficulties 
and challenges in adapting to their altered circumstances, such as ecological, social, economic and 
cultural differences. They need to cope with or adapt to various environmental as well as non-
environmental challenges to establish sustainable livelihoods (Cernea and Guggenheim 1993). The study 
objectives therefore seek to identify the major threats that are perceived to exist by the resettled 
households as well as their respective adaptive responses. It also recognises the importance of 
institutional factors in enabling/constraining household adaptation. Therefore, as an important research 
objective it focuses on structural conditions that enable or discourage adaptation. 
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1.3 Situating the Research Theoretically and Empirically 
The objectives of the study situate the research theoretically within the broad domain of political 
ecology as it addresses issues of risk and vulnerability in marginalised communities. In this 
conceptualization, vigorously advanced by Blaikie et al (1994) and Wisner et al (2004), household risks 
are viewed as the outcome of the interaction between external shocks and stresses and internal 
conditions of household vulnerability. 
This conceptualization also places the role of household livelihood strategies to the forefront, as they 
enable adaptive responses to new conditions, including perceived shocks and stresses. Similarly, it 
underlines the importance of structural and institutional factors as critical mediating forces that 
influence external socio-political and environmental conditions as well as internal household capacity . 
Empirically, these research themes direct attention to particular research questions in relation to risks, 
household livelihoods and adaptive responses in the specific context of voluntary resettlement. 
Therefore, important empirical research questions for this study include: 
• What are the main sources of livelihood of households in the resettlement sites? 
• What are the differences in livelihood strategies across the three resettlement sites? 
• How do institutional factors influence the robustness of household livelihood profiles in the 
three resettlement sites? 
• 
• 
What are the main environmental, socio-economic, and other shocks or stresses identified by 
sampled households and key informants in Metema? 
How effectively are resettled households coping with and adapting to the key environmental, 
and economic shocks and stresses in Metema? 
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1. 4 Limitations of the Study 
The study has the following limitations: 
Firstly, updated information was not available from appropriate government offices and other sources 
regarding the number of households resettled, as well as those who returned back to their villages of 
origin and the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of these returnees. Such secondary 
information would have provided valuable insights into the households who could not cope and adapt 
to life in the resettlement area, in addition to the primary data obtained through surveys and interviews. 
Secondly, the literature that informs this study is mostly derived from development-induced involuntary 
or forced displacement studies. Limited literature related to voluntary resettlement programmes 
undertaken as a response to population pressure or envi ronmental degradation exists. Hence, critical 
analysis of the findings in relation to the published literature is limited. 
Thirdly, it is possible that the information gathered regarding household income might not be reliable 
and accurate. This is due to respondent bias; respondents may have concealed their true levels of 
income. In addition, the households that were interviewed had no written financial records. However, 
this constraint was in part managed due to the timing of the field research, which took place 
immediately after harvest. The households' major source of income is crop production, and this allowed 
field observation of the household harvest. Furthermore, the distortions of respondent bias were 
addressed by the fact that household income from crop production was calculated using the 
independently-determined market price for that crop . 
Fourth, the findings of the study cannot be generalized, as the sample size was too small to represent 
the entire population resettled and the local context might not be the same in all the resettlement sites. 
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1. 5 Organisation of the Thesis 
The paper has eight chapters. The first chapter introduces the study by presenting the background, 
objectives and limitations of the research. The second chapter explores the literature. It provides an 
overview of the origins and emergence of disaster risk, examining concepts implicit in disaster risk such 
as vulnerability, hazard, resilience and resistance. This section also examines the link between livelihood 
and vulnerability and specifically introduces the sustainable livelihood framework. The chapter also 
provides an overview of the concept of food security and its link to household livelihood. Finally, it 
describes the importance of resettlement as adaptive strategy under conditions of environmental stress 
and associated risks. This is reflected in the review of two theoretical approaches ("inadequate input" 
and "inherent complexity" approaches). The third chapter provides the contextual background of the 
study, which includes the role of agriculture in the Ethiopian economy, as well as the influence of 
topography, population distribution in applying resettlement as a food security strategy in Ethiopia. 
Background is also provided about Ethiopia's resettlement history since the imperial regime and 
criticisms. It also examines severity of food insecurity and the implementation of planned resettlement 
as a solution. Finally, it provides background description about the study area. Chapter 4 describes the 
methodology used in the study, including data collection, consolidation and analysis methods. Chapter 5 
presents vulnerability context of the study sites and the provision of essential services in the 
resettlement sites. Chapter 6 provides descriptive discussion on household socio-demographic 
characteristics, resettled household livelihood strategies and livelihood outcome at the resettlement 
sites. Chapter 7 investigates household livelihood profile in terms of the five capital assets across the 
three sites by applying "livelihood fragility" index. This chapter also examines the relation between 
livelihood profile and food security status of households. In the last chapter the findings are critically 
compared with the existing literatures in disaster risk as well as with those associated with resettlement. 
The chapter concludes with recommendations related to resettlement and future research . 
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1.5 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the study. It has provided an overview of Ethiopia's lengthy experience of 
food insecurity and associated dependence on food aid. It has also traced recent government-supported 
efforts to improve national food security through resettlement. The chapter outlined the aims and 
objective of the study profiling its focus on investigating the sources of livelihood and effectiveness of 
adaptation strategy by resettled households in Metema. The chapter also outlined several important 
limitations to the research. These included the difficulties in accessing accurate secondary information 
on resettlement from government sources and the limited availability of literature related to voluntary 
resettlement. It also outlined the overall organisation of the thesis. 
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2.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter seeks to develop the theoretical paradigm of the research. It provides a critical discussion 
of concepts of disaster risk; these include vulnerability, hazard, resilience and resistance. The notion of 
risk and its emergence as an organising construct are then explored in some detail. A discussion of the 
conceptual models of vulnerability is then presented with particular emphasis on Blaikie et al. (1994), 
the Pressure and Release (PAR) model and Pelling's Human Vulnerability model. The relation between 
livelihoods and vulnerability and the sustainable livelihoods framework as an analytical framework is 
discussed. This chapter then examines resettlement as an adaptive strategy under conditions of 
environmental stress and provides a theoretical and empirical review of the risks and vulnerability 
associated with resettlement. The chapter then provides a conclusion on the issues discussed. 
2.2 Origins and Emergence of Disaster Risk 
2.2.1 Overview 
The emergence of disaster risk as an organising construct has significantly advanced contemporary 
understanding on disaster and risk management in recent decades. It reflects a convergence of thinking 
that has progressively integrated both the natural and social sciences and connects antecedent risk 
conditions with 'realised' risks. Risk events may be experienced as disasters affecting households, 
communities, cities and even entire countries and regions. 
In this conceptualization, disaster risk specifically refers to the probability of harmful consequences or 
outcomes (such as death, injury, property damage, disrupted lives and livelihoods or environmental 
damage) resulting from the interaction between natural or human-induced hazards and vulnerable 
socio-economic or environmental conditions (Benjamin 2008; UNISDR 2004 and 2005). While disaster 
risk now offers a powerful vehicle for bridging the development and disaster domains, its evolution is 
marked by several clear stages and paradigms . 
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2.2.2 The 'natural hazards' or engineering and behavioural paradigms 
Several authors (Bankoff et aI., 2004; Hewitt 1997; Smith and Petley 2009) have traced the evolution of 
disaster risk concepts over the past century. One useful description of this progression of thought is 
proposed by Smith and Petley (2009), who identify four distinct stages. 
They describe initial approaches (which lasted until around 1950), such as a preoccupation with 
engineering, which resulted in the design of large structures to protect human settlements from threats 
which were seen to be purely natural hazards (Smith and Petley 2009: 5). From 1970, this approach 
expanded to incorporate notions of human agency in the exacerbation of natural hazards or the 
'behavioural paradigm'. Both the engineering and behavioural paradigms view risk and vulnerability 
from the perspective of physical phenomena (Bankoff et aI., 2004), particularly hazards regarding hydro-
metrological and technological phenomena such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, flooding, cyclones 
and industrial accidents. The occurrence of these hazard events, in terms of magnitude, frequency, 
rapidity of onset, and spatial distribution, is taken as the point of departure. This understanding of risk is 
viewed as a 'natural hazard' approach (Hewitt 1997) because it focuses primarily on how the adoption 
of hazard adjustments could reduce the undesirable consequences of a hazard event. 
Numerous criticisms of the natural hazards approach to interpretations of disasters were offered in the 
1980s and 1990s. Authors such as Smith (1996) argued that, for instance, biophysical processes were not 
sufficient conditions for understanding the complex dynamics of vulnerability. Similarly, Lambert (1994) 
noted that the approach neglected both structural factors and human agency both in producing 
vulnerability and coping/adapting to it. In addition, Hewitt (1997) claimed that this approach 
overemphasized extreme events while neglecting the root causes and everyday social processes that 
influence vulnerability. 
These concerns were reflected in what Smith and Petley termed as the 'development paradigm' of 
disaster which came about during the 1970s, largely as a result of work by social scientists with first-
hand experiences in developing countries. Manyena (2006: 439) acknowledges primarily Phil O'Keefe, 
Ken Westgate and Ben Wisner (1976) for profiling the importance of vulnerability in disaster discourses 
in their paper, 'Taking the Naturalness Out of Natural Disasters'. 
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This approach placed the importance of human vulnerability as the key driver of disaster-related loss in 
the forefront. It also profiled the plight of the urban and rural poor, especially those in developing 
countries, and showed that they bore disproportionate loss and hardship (Holloway 2009). The critical 
role of social vulnerability as a key driver of risk and hardship was particularly championed by political 
ecologists such as Blakie et al. (1994), Wisner et al. (2004) and Pelling (2003) as well as in noteworthy 
contributions by Hewitt (1997). 
Contemporary thought on disasters and risks has increasingly recognized the need to integrate 
considerations of vulnerability as well as external hazards or shocks in explaining disaster events. In 
other words, disaster is considered as a function of the characteristics and frequency of hazards 
experienced at a specified location, the nature of the elements at risk (people, infrastructure and 
economic activities) and their inherent degree of vulnerability or resilience to it (DFID 1999). 
2.2.3 Vulnerability in the context of disaster risk 
In the context of contemporary approaches to disaster risk, vulnerability has been defined as the 
inherent 'conditions resulting from physical, social, economic and environmental factors or processes, 
which increase the susceptibility of a community to the impact of hazards' (UNISDR 2004). Despite 
general agreements about the contributions made by vulnerability, there are significant differences in 
the conceptual frameworks used to describe vulnerability. 
Two of the most influential frameworks in understanding vulnerability in the disaster risk field are the 
Pressure and Release model (PAR model) which was developed by Blakie et al. (1994) and further 
elaborated by Wisner et al. (2004), and Pelling's (2003) human vulnerability framework. 
Wisner et al. (2004: 11) interpret vulnerability as 'the characteristics of an individual, population or 
organization and their situation that influences their capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover 
from the impacts of hazards'. The basis of the framework is that a disaster is the joint result of two 
opposing forces, those that generate vulnerability on the one side, and the hazard event on the other 
side. In the PAR model, Wisner et al. (2004) conceptualize vulnerability as the outcome of a progression 
from root causes (which are economic, demographic, environmental and political processes that affect 
the use and distribution of power in society, for example: power, structures and resources, which may 
ultimately be quite remote from the disaster event) through to processes and activities that transform 
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or single households or collectively through public-private social investment policy schemes, such as by 
establishing strict seismic design codes for public buildings. 
Resistance reflects economic, psychological and physical health and their systems of maintenance, and 
represents the capacity of an individual or group of people to withstand the impact of a hazard. It is 
highly correlated with the asset potentials of individuals or households. If resistance is low, even a small 
hazard stress can result in the failure of a system. 
Resilience is viewed as the ability of an actor to cope with, or adapt to, hazard stress. It is a product of 
the degree of preparation undertaken in light of a potential hazard, and of spontaneous or 
premeditated adjustments made in response to a hazard, including relief and rescue. The most 
important policy options available to boost resilience are those that shape formal or informal insurance 
mechanisms (Pelling 2003) . 
Pelling (2003) further clarifies that all the components of vulnerability are shaped by access to rights, 
resources and assets, therefore attributing household vulnerability as an outcome of cycles of resource 
accumulation and expenditure. This conceptualization states that household access to sufficient 
resources to maintain its members and offer sufficient buffering to prevent or absorb disaster losses is 
determined by a household's access to assets and the decisions that are made about their use. Assets 
which affect coping ability tend to be less common when vulnerability is already high, resulting in the 
'ratchet' effects of vulnerability. In this context, economic vulnerability increases exposure to losses 
from disaster shocks, and with each new hazardous event those impacted become more vulnerable to 
future events. Pelling identified savings, material possessions and tools, labour and the dwelling as 
important productive assets in urban areas. 
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Figure 2: Pelling's Human Vulnerability Framework 
Human Vulnerability 
~ i~ 
Exposure 
/\ 
Location Environmental 
relative to 
hazard 
surroundings 
Resistance Resilience 
/\ /\ 
Livelihood Health Adjustments Preparation 
Source: Pelling (2003: 48) 
Both the PAR model and the Human Vulnerability Framework illustrate the diversity of interpretations 
associated with disaster vulnerability. Manyena (2006) discusses this in-depth. He identifies 20 different 
interpretations of vulnerability in the context of external shocks and hazards; in which some definitions 
view vulnerability as an outcome and others as a process. He also foregrounds the general consensus 
that vulnerability to disaster is 'determined not simply by a lack of wealth but rather a complex range of 
physical, economic, political and social factors or the predisposition of a community to damage by a 
destabilizing phenomenon involving independent natural hazard and anthropogenic pressures' 
(Manyena 2006: 440). 
2.2.4 Vulnerability in relation to external shocks and stresses 
An inherent attribute of prevailing approaches to disaster vulnerability, however, is the recognition of 
external shocks and stresses. For instance, as Adger (2006) pOints out, key parameters of vulnerability 
are the stresses or shocks to which a system is exposed, the sensitivity of the system and the adaptive 
capacity of the system l . 
lin this context, "system" represents household, community, group, sector, region, country and the globe which 
people live in. 
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In this context, he defines vulnerability as 'the state of susceptibility to harm from exposure to stresses 
associated with environmental and social change and from the absence of capacity to adapt'. His 
underlying premise is that shocks or stresses, combined with household, community or system 
responses (i.e. the sensitivity and adaptive capacity of the system) determine the outcome (i.e. the 
degree of vulnerability of households and the community). 
In this conceptualization, shocks include human health shocks (e.g., epidemics), natural shocks (e.g., 
natural hazard-induced disasters), economic shocks (e.g., rapid changes in prices or exchange rates), 
conflict, crop failure, livestock health problems and other such disruptions which have an impact on 
human life (DFID 2000). In contrast, stresses are viewed as either long-term trends or a continuous, 
slowly-increasing pressure within the system that undermines the livelihood potential of households. An 
example of this would be soil degradation in a rural context (DFID 2000). 
Conversely, adaptive capacity refers to 'the ability or capacity of a system to modify or change its 
characteristics so as to cope with shocks or stresses' (Brooks 2003). This is significantly determined by 
the livelihood resources available to mobilize in the face of shocks as well as the various policy 
paradigms, both economic and governance-related, that are embodied in the society's institutional 
frameworks (Heitzmann et aI., 2002; Smit &Wandel 2006) . 
2.3 Livelihood and Vulnerability 
2.3.1 Introduction to livelihoods 
Implicit in the conceptualization of disaster vulnerability is a preoccupation with a household or 
community's capacity to anticipate, resist and recover from the impact of external shocks and stresses. 
This acknowledges the role that household assets play in mediating exposure and adaptation to external 
threats as well as the contribution of different livel ihood profiles to a range of natural and other threats. 
Approaches to understanding livelihoods originated in the 1980s development arena as alternative 
strategies to poverty alleviation. They particularly highlighted the active role played by the poor 
themselves in providing for their own sustenance, in contrast to earlier views that defined poor people 
as passive victims (Jaspars et aI., 2007). 
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Current livelihoods approaches draw significantly from the work of Chambers and Conway in the 1980s 
and 1990s, in which they developed the idea of 'sustainable livelihoods' with the intention of enhancing 
the efficiency of development cooperation (Kollmair and Gamper 2002). This is reflected in their original 
definition: 
A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets (stores, resources, claims and access) and activities 
required for a means of living: a livelihood is sustainable which can cope with and recover from stresses 
and shocks, maintain and enhance its capabilities and assets, and provide sustainable livelihood 
opportunities for the next generation and which contributes net benefits to other livelihoods at the local 
and global levels for the long and short term. (Chambers and Conway 1992: 7) 
Their concepts constitute the basics for the Sustainable Livelihoods Approach (SLA), as it was developed 
by the British Department for International Development (DFID); and subsequently modified, resulting in 
the widely used interpretation below: 
A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets (including both material and social resources) and 
activities required for a means of living: a livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with and recover 
from stress and shocks and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets both now and in the future 
while not undermining the natural resource base. (DFID 1999) 
The core of the sustainable livelihoods approach is people and their livelihoods. As Ellis (2003) noted, 
the term 'livelihood' attempts to capture not just what people do in order to make a living. It also refers 
to the resources that provide them with the capability to build a satisfactory living as well as the risk 
factors that they must consider in managing their resources and the institutional and policy context that 
either helps or hinders them in their pursuit of a viable or improving living. 
2.3.2 Key elements oflivelihoods approaches as a conceptual framework 
There are numerous interpretations of the sustainable livelihoods approach (De Satge et aI., 2002). 
However, most livelihoods perspectives emphasize the importance of livelihood assets, strategies and 
outcomes as well as the enabling/constraining roles of policies, institutions and processes. Some also 
profile the vulnerability context that applies to the community under consideration. 
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Livelihood assets 
The range and diversity of household strengths in terms of assets or capital is a central component of 
most livelihoods approaches. It recognizes that access to and ownership of livelihood assets may 
significantly affect household levels of vulnerability in relation to external shocks. Household 
vulnerability can be compromised by internal resources (i.e an incapacity to avoid danger/risk) as well as 
increased exposure to external shocks and stresses to which an individual or household is subjected 
(Shahbaz 2008). In this conception according to Moser (1998:3) in understanding vulnerability one 
needs to identify: 
Not only the threat but also the 'resilience' or responsiveness in exploiting opportunities, and in resisting 
or recovering from the negative effects of a changing environment. The means of resistance are the 
assets and entitlements that individuals, households, or communities can mobilize and manage in the 
face of hardship. Vulnerability is therefore closely linked to asset ownership. The more assets people 
have, the less vulnerable they are, and the greater the erosion of people's assets, the greater their 
insecurity . 
The livelihoods framework developed by DFID divides assets into five groupings - human, financial, 
social, physical, and natural - and this is often displayed as a pentagon. The asset pentagon shown in 
Figure 3 comprises the five forms of capital, which are described as follows: 
Human Capital represents the skills, knowledge, ability to work and good health that together enable 
people to pursue different livelihood strategies and achieve their livelihood objectives (DFID 1999) . 
Financial Capital refers to the financial resources that people use to achieve their livelihood objectives 
(savings, remittances, pensions and other transfers from the state), and includes flows as well as stocks 
(DFID 1999). 
Natural Capital refers to the natural resource stocks, such as land, from which resources flow and 
services useful for livelihoods are derived (DFID 1999). 
Physical Capital includes housing, household tools and furnishings, clothing, radios, bicycles, jewellery 
and other items, and the basic infrastructure that enables the pursuit of a livelihood (DFID 1999). 
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Social Capital refers to the social networks, organizations and relationships of trust and reciprocity 
within and between families as well as within social networks and communities, and the support 
provided by religious, cultural and informal organizations (de Satge 2002). 
Livelihood strategies 
The range and combination of activities and choices that individuals or households carry out to achieve 
their livelihood goals are called 'livelihood strategies'. Generally, livelihood strategies are categorized 
into three types: agricultural intensification/extensification, livelihood diversification, including both 
paid employment and rural enterprises, and migration, in that people might move away and seek a 
livelihood source elsewhere, either temporarily or permanently (Scoones 1998). 
Individuals and households combine livelihood activities from the whole range of possibilities open to 
them and do not restrict themselves to an individual sector. This is so that they can meet their various 
needs at different times and on different geographical or economical levels (Scoones 1998). These 
strategies are directly dependent on asset status and are further influenced by transforming structures 
and processes at local, national and international levels. A changing asset status may further or hinder 
other strategies depending on the policies and institutions at work. Hence, the livelihood strategies that 
people choose have to be understood as a dynamic process (Kollmair and Gamper 2002). Therefore, 
extricating the connections between such complex and dynamic processes and the outcomes of 
different strategy combinations should be a key part of any investigation of sustainable livelihoods 
(Kollmair and Gamper 2002). 
Livelihood outcomes 
Livelihood outcomes are the results of livelihood strategies, such as greater sustainability of the natural 
resource base, reduced vulnerability (e.g. better resilience through increase in asset status), increased 
income, increased well-being (e.g. health status, access to services) and improved food security 
(Kollmair and Gamper 2002) . 
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Vulnerability Context 
Several livelihoods approaches underline the importance of the 'vulnerability context' or external 
threats over which people have limited or no control (Twigg 2001). These are important factors because 
they have a direct impact upon people's assets and the livelihood options that are available to them. 
The vulnerability context comprises trends, shocks, and seasonality, all of which inevitably shape 
people's livelihood choices (Scoones 1998). 
Trends are long-term and usually large scale. They include demographic trends, resource trends, 
national and international economic trends, trends in governance and technological trends (Twigg 
2001). Shocks include human health (epidemics), livestock or crop health shocks, economic shocks 
(rapid changes in exchange rates), natural hazards (like floods or earthquakes), and conflicts in form of 
national or international wars (Twigg 2001). Seasonality refers to conditions furthest from household's 
control. This refers to seasonal shifts in prices, production, food availability and employment 
opportunities (Twigg 2001) . 
Policies, institutions and processes 
Sustainable livelihoods approaches also recognise both the enabling and constraining roles of 
government policies, institutions and processes. They acknowledge that the social and political context 
in which people live and the livelihood strategies and livelihood options available to them are shaped by 
the structures formed by institutions, organizations, policies and legislation (Kollmair and Gamper 2002). 
These include not only formal organizations and laws but also informal structures, including cultural 
codes of conduct. These structures operate at all levels, from within the household and local community 
to the international level, and all individuals and households live within, shape and are shaped by a set 
of informal and formal practices, norms and rules that constitute the institutional environment (Kollmair 
and Gamper 2002). They effectively determine access to, and terms of exchange between different 
types of capital, and any returns to a livelihood strategy either enables or hinders the livelihood 
strategy, thereby generating or reducing vulnerabilities. Hence, consideration of this institutional and 
policy context is vital when analyzing vulnerability (Kollmair and Gamper 2002). 
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2.3.4 Criticisms ofthe livelihood framework 
Despite its widespread use, the sustainable livelihood framework has also been criticised for several key 
shortcomings (De Satge et. AI, 2003). Firstly, the framework underplays elements of the vulnerability 
context, such as rampant inflation and other macroeconomic trends, and extreme civil conflicts, in 
shaping or affecting people's livelihoods and lives. Secondly, the framework focuses only on encouraging 
the poor to use what they have in a better way, implying that people's asset pentagons can be expanded 
in a generalised and incremental fashion. However, improvements in the livelihoods and asset 
possessions of an individual household cannot be seen as totally separate from the development of the 
broader community. Thirdly, the emphasis on assets and capabilities means that the framework does 
not pay enough attention to inequalities of power and conflicts of interest between people. In reality, 
different people have different power relations according to socio-political structures at different levels, 
and these have an impact in shaping the lives of the poor, in addition to any asset holdings and 
household capabilities they may have. Similarly, the framework underplays the fact that enhancing the 
livelihoods of one group can undermine those of another. In addition, different assets have different 
values and importance in the livelihoods of households. 
2.4 Food Security and Livelihoods 
2.4.1 Overview of key concepts 
The links between the robustness of household livelihoods and household food security are explicitly 
underlined by current and widely used definitions of food security. A definition advanced by FAO 
following the 1996 World Food Summit states that 'food security exists when all people, at all times, 
have physical, social and economic access to sufficient safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary 
needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life' (Thomson 2001: 24). In this context, food 
insecurity exists when people lack secure access to sufficient amounts of safe and nutritious food for 
normal growth and an active and healthy life. It may be caused by the unavailability of food, insufficient 
purchasing power, inappropriate distribution, or inadequate use of food at the household level 
(Thomson 2001). 
This definition integrates three elements of food security: availability, access and stability. Availability 
refers to the physical presence of food at various levels from household to national level either from 
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own production or through markets. It addresses the supply side of food security (Lovendal and Knowles 
2006). Access refers to the ability to obtain an appropriate and nutritious diet and is particularly linked 
to resources at the household level. Stability refers to the availability of secure access to enough food 
currently as well as in the future or at different points in time (Lovendal and Knowles 2006). Even if an 
individual's food intake is adequate for today, he/she is still considered to be food insecure if he/she has 
inadequate access to food on a periodic basis, as it causes deterioration in nutritional status (Lovendal 
and Knowles 2006). Generally, the contemporary view argues that food insecurity is not mainly derived 
from a decline in food availability internationally or nationally but it is primarily because of failure of 
household's access to food. Similarly, they emphasize its link to poverty or failure of entitlements, rather 
than inadequate food production (Thomson 2001: 24). Within this perspective, food security analysts 
have defined two general types of food insecurity: chronic food insecurity and transitory food insecurity. 
Chronic food insecurity refers to fa persistent inability to access adequate food and nutritional intake' 
(Maxwell et aI., 2008: 55), whereas transitory food insecurity occurs when a household faces a sudden 
drop in the ability to access enough food to maintain a good nutritional status for a shorter duration 
(Maxwell et aI., 2008; Maxwell & Smith ND). Chronic food insecurity is strongly associated with extended 
periods of poverty, an inappropriate political environment, a lack of assets and inadequate access to 
productive or financial resources (Maxwell et aI., 2008; Maxwell & Smith ND). These are underlying 
causes which need long term development interventions in livelihood protection or rehabilitation. 
However, as Maxwell et al. (2008) noted, such interventions are underfunded, even though these 
activities were being discussed in the 1980s and 1990s. This is because chronic food insecurity cannot be 
clearly defined in time or linked to a specific cause (Maxwell et aI., 2008). 
On the other hand, transitory food insecurity can be linked to identified causal factors, such as short-
term shocks, fluctuations in food availability and food access (including year-to-year variations in 
domestic food production), adverse price movements and seasonal income fluctuations (Maxwell et aI., 
2008; Maxwell & Smith ND). Hence, transitory food insecurity has always received more attention from 
the government and from donors, and usually greater levels of resources are allocated when households 
face transitory food insecurity. This does not solve the problems of chronic food insecurity, though the 
latter is a more serious problem in terms of scale and severity (Maxwell et aI., 2008) . 
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However, one should note that chronic and transitory food insecurity are closely linked in that 
successive exposure to temporary stress may increase the vulnerability of a household to chronic food 
insecurity, by causing households to liquidate assets in their efforts to stabilize food consumption. 
Equally, transitory food insecurity will be found where poverty and vulnerability exist (Maxwell and 
Smith ND). 
2.4.2 Livelihoods and food insecurity: Focus on resilience and sensitivity 
In recent decades, resilience, sensitivity and sustainability have been given increasing emphasis in 
household food security literature. The literature has particularly focused on the food security strategies 
of poor people in the context of their complex and dynamic livelihood strategies. The emphasis is also 
reflected in the use of the sustainable livelihood framework by numerous development agencies and 
governments as a tool for assessing poverty and the food security status of households at different 
administrative levels. Thomson (2001) explains that the Sustainable Livelihoods (SL) framework provides 
an alternative way to analyze food security issues and looks at household food security both in its 
vulnerability context and in relationship to policy decisions. Ellis (2003) also emphasizes that the 
livelihoods approach originates from literature on food security and famine, especially from Amartya 
Sen's work on entitlements (1981) . 
In its application to problems of household food insecurity, the sustainable livelihoods framework links 
the various assets of an individual household (human, social, natural, physical and financial capital), 
through various policies, institutions and processes. These in turn affect the returns to those assets, and 
the choices that are available to the household as a result of their livelihood strategies. This generates 
specific livelihood outcomes, one of which is defined in terms of household food security. 
2.5 Resettlement as Adaptive Strategy under Conditions of 
Environmental Stress 
2.5.1 Concepts and definitions 
The concept of resettlement is often blurred with the concept of displacement. However, the two 
concepts are different. Displacement refers to the general phenomenon of movement of people from 
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original areas to another areas due to various reasons, either in a planned way (voluntarily or 
involuntarily) or spontaneously (Cernea and McDowell 2000), whereas resettlement refers to the 
movement of people from original areas to other areas in a planned and controlled manner. 
In this context, displacement refers more broadly to the movement of people which includes either 
planned movement through government assistance, or spontaneous movement (i.e when people 
resettle to a new place through their own initiative). For instance, the spontaneous movement of people 
includes internally displaced people (lOPs) and refugees. Those who are forced to flee from their home 
areas to other areas within their own country (i.e who do not cross an international border) in the face 
of civil conflict, natural or economic disasters, or other threats are considered internally displaced 
persons (Hines and Balletto 2002). Those fleeing from one state into the territory of other states in the 
face of civil conflict, natural or economic disasters, or other threats, are considered refugees (Hines and 
Balletto 2002). 
On the other hand, as Chambers (1969) stated, 'resettlement is characterized by two main features: a 
movement of population; and an element of planning and control' (Chambers 1969 as cited in Pankhurst 
1992) . 
Large-scale government sponsored or planned resettlement programs are undertaken for different 
reasons: to prevent (or in response to) disaster events, to move people from disaster-prone areas or 
areas where natural resources have been depleted (environmentally-induced resettlement) or to 
address economic, social and ecological issues (developmentally-induced resettlement) and provision of 
land for the landless. In addition, some resettlement programmes are motivated by unofficial political 
objectives such as to strengthen border defences or to enforce collectivization on larger scale (Erlichman 
2003; Yntiso 2009) . 
Environmentally-induced migrants are understood to be those individuals, communities and societies 
who choose to, or are forced to, migrate as a result of damaging environmental and climatic factors 
(Couldrey and Herson 2008). They include those who are forced to flee disasters such as flooding as well 
as impoverished farmers leaving degraded land and migrating to other areas where they believe 
agriculture will be more viable. Poverty, failing ecosystems, vulnerability to natural hazards and gradual 
climate-driven environmental changes are all linked to environmentally-induced migration . 
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2.5.2 Resettlement as adaptive livelihood strategy 
There is a large body of literature that indicates that human populations have used migration2 as an 
adaptive strategy to adverse environmental conditions, i.e. when people can no longer gain a secure 
livelihood in their homelands and have no other alternatives (Gemenne et aI., NO, de Haan 2000, 
Mcleman & Smit 2006). The sustainable livelihood and development literature also identifies migration 
as one of the three main livelihood strategies of poor rural households that incorporates agricultural 
intensification and livelihood diversification, especially in developing countries in Africa and South Asia 
(McDowell and de Haan NO). 
This underlines rising concern that baseline rates of migration will increase in the next 40 years due to 
climate change and associated environmental and economic stresses, mainly within developing 
countries (Barnett and Webber 2009). These environmental changes undermine the contributions of 
natural capital (land) to livelihoods where alternative sources of food and income are not available. This 
motivates people to move to other areas which are perceived to offer better opportunities. 
The environmental stresses which lead households to adopt migration as an adaptive strategy can take 
many forms: vicious or slow-onset, natural or man-made, due to a single or cumulative changes, etc. 
Increases in the frequency and intensity of sudden-onset extreme events may lead to larger numbers of 
people being temporarily displaced. Slow-onset changes may aggravate permanent moves (Barnett and 
Webber 2009) . 
The International Organization for Migration (1992) as cited in Barnett and Webber (2009), has classified 
these stresses into six categories: 
• environmental disruptions prompted by climatic or geological forces which include cyclones, 
volcanoes, earthquakes, floods and other natural disasters 
• biological disruptions initiated by pathogens, insects (mainly locusts), pests and flora, which 
cause major population movements, particularly where they affect production of a staple food 
item 
2 As cited in Fosse (2006), Skeldon (2002) defines migration as "all forms of human population movement 
(2002:1)". According to Skelton migration can be divided into a list of sub groups, for example international or 
internal, long-term or short-term, circular and seasonal, labour migration, voluntary or involuntary and refugees. 
With this conceptualization resettlement can be considered as one form of migration. However, in this study the 
researcher focuses on government sponsored resettlement 
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• slow-onset disruptions which include global warming effects, deforestation, land degradation, 
erosion and salinity and may contribute to drought and famine 
• accidental disruptions, an inevitable by-product of the industrial revolution 
• disruption caused by development programmes such as dams or by environmental policies and 
urbanization 
• environmental warfare i.e. when the environment becomes a major target in times of conflict 
In their policy brief to the Secretariat of the Swedish Commission on Climate Change and Development 
and the World Bank World Development Report 2010 team, Barnett and Webber (2009) argued that 
migration is a tried and true development strategy, and it can do much to increase the capacity of 
communities to adapt to the stresses mainly associated with climate change. Furthermore, they 
explained that many of the most calamitous risks arising from this increased mobility can be managed 
through aid, development, and migration policies. 
In recent decades, research in Africa, Asia and the Pacific shows that populations in rural areas have 
adapted different strategies to cope with recurring drought or other extreme events, and this includes 
migration. 
For instance, Mahmood (1995) showed that people permanently migrated in response to river bank 
erosion in Bangladesh. Similarly, Parry (2006) described how residents from Carterets Island in Papua 
New Guinea have relocated in response to coastal erosion while Charnley (1997) stated how people 
from southern Tanzania have moved in response to land degradation. In rural areas in northern 
Ethiopia, migration is also undertaken by families during times of drought after other measures, such as 
reducing food consumption and selling off possessions, have been exhausted (Meze-Hausken 2000). 
During the large-scale famines of the 1980s, migration was an adaptation taken by a considerable 
number of households in northern Ethiopia (Ezra, 2001b). 
In his case study of five rural sites in Ethiopia, Tadele (2006) also concluded that poverty could be 
worsened if migration opportunities did not exist in all the studied rural sites. The presence of seasonal 
and permanent migration from rural to urban areas mostly served as a safety net mechanism for poor 
individuals and rural households to earn cash income and transfer remittances used for coping with 
distress situations, paying annual land taxes, buying small stocks and obtaining better healthcare (Tadele 
2006). 
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In addition to these spontaneous movements as a coping strategy, the governments of some countries, 
including Ethiopia, consider planned population resettlement to be a strategy to alleviate problems of 
production failure in highly degraded areas, and to support national poverty reduction measures. 
2.5.3 Risks associated with resettlement 
While resettlement has been identified as one of the three explicit strategies to alleviate the problems 
of food insecurity in Ethiopia (more detail in the next chapter), studies carried out by many institutions 
and individuals have indicated that government-sponsored resettlement schemes have often failed to 
achieve their intended objectives. Rather than improving the livelihoods of the resettled, these schemes 
have reportedly increased the risk of impoverishment (Pankhurst 1992; Abutte 2000). 
This is consistent with findings from numerous studies. These emphasise that that relocation often 
involves a number of complex interactions that make households' livelihood reconstruction in the new 
area difficult (Tadese ND; Ota 2001; Downing 2002). The literature on resettlement has identified 
different risks, especially for those who have been resettled involuntarily through government 
sponsored schemes, although the intensity and the nature of the consequences reportedly vary from 
programme to programme. Resettlement results in a range of different stressors of a physiological, 
psychological, cultural, environmental and socioeconomic nature. Stress also results from households 
struggling to ensure their basic survival (Tadese ND; Ota 2001; Downing 2002). As Good (1996) points 
out, resettlement can result in anger, bitterness, loss and grieving and in the breakdown of family and 
community networks. Furthermore, he explains that the land given to the resettled and the attendant 
changes in agricultural practices required of them are often at odds with the farming knowledge and 
lifestyle they were accustomed to in their original areas. 
In this regard, there are two theoretical arguments as to why resettlement often fails to improve the 
conditions of the resettled and exposes them to different stressors; the inherent complexity approach 
developed by Chris De Wet (De Wet, 2009) and Impoverishment Risk and Reconstruction (IRR) model 
developed by Michael Cernea (2000) which De Wet (2009) characterize it as "the inadequate input 
approach". 
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The inherent complexity approach 
The inherent complexity approach argues that there is complexity in resettlement which arises from the 
interrelatedness of a range of factors at different levels, such as cultural, social, environmental, 
economic, institutional and political, all of which are taking place in the context of imposed spatial 
change, the influence of internal decisions and external power, and mutual transformation. This 
complexity renders resettlement outcomes difficult to predict (De Wet, 2009). According to De Wet, 
'understanding this complexity and attempting to come to terms with it, seems to require a more 
comprehensive and open-ended participatory approach than the predominantly economic and technical 
perspective which characterizes the inadequate input approach' (De Wet, 2009: 43). 
The inherent complexity approach identifies five main characteristics or features that make involuntary 
resettlement a complex process (De Wet 2009: 38-40). 
Firstly, resettlement does not only physically displace people; it also has cultural, environmental, social, 
economic and political implications for the people involved. Furthermore, it is argued that the emotional 
attachment that people can feel to the villages and land that their families have lived on for generations 
cannot be replicated in the resettlement areas because of the social disruptions involved in relocation 
(De Wet 2009). 
Secondly, resettlement very often involves a change in the pattern of peoples' access to resources as 
well as a change in livelihood strategies. Specifically, such change occurs in patterns of land use, land 
tenure, access to grazing land in rural areas; and high transport costs and higher prices in urban areas 
because as they usually resettled far away from market or work places (De Wet 2009). 
Thirdly, resettled people find themselves culturally, ethnically and religiously in larger and more 
heterogeneous settlements than before as they are drawn from many parts of the country. This makes 
the competition for resources greater and livelihood adaptations more difficult (De Wet 2009) . 
Fourth, it involves people in wider social, economic and administrative structures and this might cause a 
lessening of the political, social and economic autonomy of the resettled people. This is because often 
there are various stakeholders involved in government-sponsored resettlement schemes, such as the 
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relevant government departments and aid agencies, each with their different objectives and motives 
(De Wet 2009). 
Lastly, resettlement involves accelerated socio-economic changes that may be beyond the affected 
people's capacity to cope. Often it involves disruptions in the local means of livelihood and a change in 
agricultural practices (De Wet 2009). 
The inherent complexity approach contends that these varied characteristics of involuntary 
resettlement, combined with a number of factors at the level of the resettlement project as an 
institutional process, make resettlement a complex process and leave the resettled people 
impoverished or unable to restore their former standards of living, and most often socioeconomically 
worse off than before. 
De Wet (2009) further note that the institutional processes that undermine the realization of intended 
goals of resettlement projects, and that lead to the threat of impoverishment to the resettled, are: poor 
policy practices that are usually characterized by poor communication and coordination between the 
various agencies; a critical shortage of resources which are mutually reinforcing, such as money, staff, 
skills and time; the error of considering resettlement as mainly an external cost rather than main part of 
the development project, so that usually a small percentage of the budget of the overall project is 
allocated for the resettlement process; a lack of proper consultation with and the inadequate 
participation of the relocated people; the lack of proper plans regarding resettlement schemes; limited 
proper legal and policy framework at national levels; and a lack of sufficient political will and 
commitment (De Wet 2009:40-41) . 
De Wet (2009) cites the threats (imminent harm, danger or misery) that may occur at various levels of 
resettlement: individual/household, community level, project level, regional/national and international. 
The threats he identified at individual/household level and community level, are summarized as follows: 
At individual or household level, there is a loss of access to services, loss of access to schooling, loss of 
civil human rights. At community level, the danger or threats that could be encountered include the 
disruption of the existing social fabric i.e. the culture and patterns of social organization and 
interpersonal, kinship groups and informal networks. These are consistent with what Cernea called 
'social disarticulation' (Cernea 2000). Moreover, the loss or lessening of access to communal property 
resources, community services and schooling could happen at community level. De Wet emphasizes, 
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however, that different groups of the resettled (including rich and poor, young and old, men and 
women, healthy and ill) will experience the threats inherent in resettlement with different intensities. In 
addition, the institutional context at the new sites might be different and the resettled might have less 
political power, and this may negatively affect their ability to negotiate access to resources (De Wet, 
2009). 
The Impoverishment Risks and Reconstruction approach 
An alternative view is proposed in Michael Cernea's Impoverishment Risks and Reconstruction (lRR) 
model, which is also called the inadequate inputs approach (De Wet 2009). Cernea (2000) argues that 
very often the displaced face various risks and need to adapt to ecological, social, economic and cultural 
situations with which they are unfamiliar. Accordingly, these altered circumstances render livelihood 
adaptations difficult and lead to severe impoverishment for the resettled community if appropriate 
counteraction is not initiated. 
In his IRR model, Cernea identified approximately eight key potential socioeconomic risks that 
accompany displacement and to which planners and development practitioners need to give attention. 
These risks are unemployment, homelessness, landlessness, marginalisation, food insecurity, loss of 
access to common property, erosion of health status, social disarticulation and lack of access to 
education (Cernea 2000). 
Landlessness: land is the most important asset on which many people, especially in rural areas, build 
their livelihoods. In resettlement programmes, people very often lose their land or are given small plots 
of marginal land without appropriate compensation. If this happens, the resettled people lose their 
main source of livelihood and income. 
Joblessness: as the resettled households are unfamiliar with the economies and production systems of 
the new area, or because they have lost the use of private as well as common assets (land, industry, 
places of business and customers etc), the risk of being unemployed is very high. Substantial investment 
is required to create new job opportunities in a recently-established community and to train people to 
familiarize themselves with the new production systems (Cernea NO). 
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Homelessness: the loss of a home or shelter is normally only temporary for many of the displaced. 
However, as re-settlers often cannot afford the labour and financial costs of rebuilding a house quickly, 
there will be deterioration in their housing standards and they are usually forced to live in temporary 
shelters for the initial years of resettlement (Cernea 2000). 
Marginalization: this usually occurs when households lose economic power and fall into a lower 
socioeconomic category than that which they occupied in their home areas. According to Cernea (2000: 
26), such socioeconomic marginalization eventually results in a loss of self-esteem. 
Food Insecurity: the forced removal of a community often increases the risk that people will be 
temporarily or chronically undernourished. This is because rebuilding regular food production capacity 
at the relocation site may take years, as people are relocated to environments where their productive 
skills may be less applicable, and it takes some time to adapt these productive skills to the new area 
(Cernea 2000). 
Increased Morbidity and Mortality: massive population displacement increases vulnerability to illness 
and causes serious declines in health levels due to the change in the environment and the unavailability 
of appropriate health services. Vulnerability to illness also results from an unsafe and insufficient water 
supply and poor sewage systems that spread epidemic infections such as diarrhoea, dysentery and other 
waterborne diseases. Moreover, displacement-induced social stress and psychological trauma are 
sometimes accompanied by the outbreak of relocation-related illnesses, particularly parasitic and vector 
born diseases such as tuberculosis and schistosomiasis. Infants, children and the elderly are affected 
disproportionately (Cernea 2000). 
Loss of Access to Common Property and Services: Cernea has observed that for poor people, particularly 
for the landless and asset-less, the loss of access to common property assets such as grazing land, 
forested land, water bodies, burial grounds, quarries, etc, results in significant deterioration in income 
and livelihood levels. 
Social Disarticulation: the displacement of people often disrupts their social organisation, as well as 
informal and formal networks, associations, kinship ties and general socio-cultural foundations which 
have been built over generations. This is because the displaced people of one village are very often 
distributed into a number of relocation places. Thus, one resettlement site might consist of people 
belonging to many castes, from different villages and from various clan groups. Due to this 
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heterogeneous nature of the resettled population, social disarticulation has taken place in the 
resettlement sites during the post displacement stage (Cernea 2000). 
However, Cernea notes that impoverishment itself should not be considered as inevitable outcome of 
resettlment. The lives and livelihood of the displaced can be improved, and the above-mentioned 
impoverishment risks can be mitigated or reduced through the effective implementation of 
reconstruction plans and more enlightened national and international policies that include development 
initiatives that target the affected people. According to the inadequate inputs approach, the failure of 
resettlement programmes simply derives from failure to adhere to effective and efficient frameworks 
for planning and implementation. More specifically, the failure of a resettlement scheme will tend to 
result from a lack of the following institutional inputs: national legal frameworks and policies, political 
will, funding, pre-resettlement surveys, planning, consultation, careful implementation and monitoring 
(Cernea 2000). 
According to this approach resettlement related impoverishment risks can be reduced through targeted 
risk reversal or mitigation strategies and appropriate financing. Hence, besides identifying and 
predicting impoverishment risks (which constitute the first part of the model), the IRR model has 
suggested a second component known as the "reconstruction phase" to avoid failure of resettlement 
schemes. The logic underlying this aspect of the IRR model is that to prevent and overcome the patterns 
of impoverishment it is necessary to act timeously to reduce the risks and mitigate them from becoming 
reality. According to the model, this is possible by reverting and converting the risk pattern (i.e the first 
part of the model) into a reconstruction pattern strategy. This includes implementing and designing of 
policies and strategies which could help to address the situation of resettled households as follows: 
From landlessness to land based resettlement; from joblessness to reemployment; from homelessness 
to house reconstruction; from disarticulation to community reconstruction; from marginalization to 
social inclusion; from expropriation to restoration of community assets, from food insecurity to 
adequate nutrition and from increased morbidity to better health care (Cernea 2000) . 
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2.5.4 Comparison ofthe inherent complexity and IRR approaches 
From the discussions above it is understood that the inherent complexity approach has modest 
expectations of resettlement outcomes outcome from resettlement; i.e according to this approach, 
resettlement rarely leads to improvements in the quality of life of those who are relocated. This 
approach views threats associated with resettlement broadly in a comprehensive way going beyond 
terms of economic and technical rationality to include questions of beliefs and values, social changes as 
well as cultural and political dimensions. It views the prediction of resettlement outcome as particularly 
difficult due to the complexities which arise from the interrelatedness of these different factors. The 
approach also emphasizes the essential role of participation and effective communication at all stages of 
any development project that will result in relocation, in order to reduce impoverishment risks. 
In this regard, the approach is more robust in that it attempts to capture the complexity and changing 
nature of socio-cultural, environmental, economic, institutional and other unnoticed factors that shape 
the vulnerability of households to resettlement related risks. Furthermore, the approach unlike the IRR 
model (which focuses more on institutional constraints), is robust enough in explaining the underlying 
driving factors that trigger resettlement related risks. Besides, it highlights a historical perspective in 
terms of the changes in socioeconomic and administrative structures over time that might impacts over 
the adaptive capacity and vulnerability of resettled households. Moreover, similar to the contemporary 
understanding of disaster risk science and the livelihood approach, this approach underlies the 
importance of effective communication and participation and consideration of local knowledge in 
reducing resettlement related risks. On the other hand, the IRR approach is more optimistic. It 
presumes that the lives and livelihoods of households can be improved if appropriate implementation 
and reconstruction plans are developed. This approach gives more emphasis to planned institutional 
measures to alleviate the threats associated with resettlement rather than addressing the underling risk 
factors and the importance of the involvement of the community. Moreover, the IRR approach focuses 
on addressing the risks identified rather than the underlying triggering factors to address the problems 
of impoverishment. However, as indicated by contemporary understanding of disaster risk science and 
other related literature, these kinds of interventions are of limited effectiveness. Table 1 summarises 
the two approaches with regard to risk drivers, risk outcomes and possible solutions . 
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The inherent complexity approach states that people with different characteristics will experience the 
threats inherent in resettlement with different intensities. This implicitly indicates the importance of 
assets as a means by which to adapt or cope with threats (for example: rich and poor indicates financial, 
physical or natural capital; human capital can be represented by whether there are young or old or 
healthy or ill or men and women in the household). 
In addition, the influence of wider social, economic and administrative structures and policies at 
different levels is explicitly stated in the inherent complexity approach as a factor in shaping outcomes in 
resettlement projects, which coincides with the livelihoods framework's institutional, policy and 
structural elements. The approach has also explicitly stated the existence of changes in livelihood 
strategies due to changes in patterns of land use, land tenure and access to communal resources like 
grazing land . 
On the other hand, the inadequate input approach explicitly focuses on the policy and institutional 
elements of the livelihoods framework; and emphasizes identifying the outcomes which are defined as 
impoverishment risks; and assigns all the risks to institutional failures rather than the interplay of the 
different elements mentioned in the livelihood framework. Furthermore, similar to the inherent 
complexity approach, the inadequate input approach does not explicitly state the impact of natural 
shocks in shaping outcomes. 
2.6 Conceptual Approach for the Study 
Existing literature on involuntary resettlement underlines the complexity of the challenges and threats 
that face the relocating households. This study, however, adopts an explicit disaster risk view according 
to a social-environment perspective within geography. This conceptualization views disaster risks as the 
outcome of the interplay between external risk drivers (such as weather extremes as well as other 
household shocks and stresses) and conditions of internal household vulnerability. 
The livelihoods approach therefore provides a useful and relevant frame. It specifically allows 
investigation into the relationship between the respective asset profiles of resettled households and 
their vulnerability to external shocks. Similarly, it allows for the examination of livelihood strategies that 
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result in more (or less) favourable livelihood (or 'risk') outcomes, and the institutional factors that that 
enable or discourage adaptation to the new conditions . 
2.7 Summary 
The chapter addressed the following areas of literature that have informed the study: the 
conceptualization of disaster risk; the relation between livelihoods and vulnerability; resettlement as an 
adaptive strategy in times of environmental stress; and risk concepts in relation to resettlement. 
Studies in disaster risk have emphasized a shift from being hazard focused (in that disaster risks can be 
mitigated through structural mitigation measures) to a concept of disaster risk as a function of both 
external processes and internal socioeconomic vulnerability. In other words, disaster risk is perceived as 
an ongoing condition of the society and the environment. 
In this conceptualization, the ability of a household's livelihood to be able to cope with and recover from 
stresses and shocks has become very important when understanding vulnerability to disaster risks. In 
particular, the sustainable livelihood approach contributed significantly to current understanding of 
household vulnerability and resilience under difficult conditions . 
The resettlement literature provides insights regarding the various threats associated with resettlement 
as well as the main constraints that undermine the achievements of the programmes' intended or 
planned objectives. In this regard, two approaches were reviewed . 
The IRR approach was considered less robust in the context of this research. This focuses on the 
institutional constraints that resettled households face in improving their wellbeing. Moreover, the 
resettlement outcomes explained in the model are seen as impoverishment risks. It overlooks socio-
economic, demographic, cultural and environmental factors that cannot be addressed by simply 
allocating adequate funds or other resources. 
On the other hand, the inherent complexity approach was found to be more relevant to this study as it 
seeks to include the different factors that undermine the effectiveness of resettlement schemes. 
The chapter concluded by conceptually locating this study in the disaster risk domain. It restates the 
importance of the livelihoods approach in framing and implementing the study . 
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3.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH CONTEXT 
This chapter describes the research context for this study. As mentioned earlier, the history of 
government-supported resettlement in Ethiopia is inextricably linked to efforts to manage and reduce 
food insecurity. This is in turn exacerbated by an economy dominated by an increasingly fragile 
agricultural sector, which is characterised by ever-increasing fragmentation of land and landlessness due 
to population pressure resulting from Ethiopia's current population distribution patterns. Topography, 
climatic conditions and 'human-induced' or anthropogenic factors contribute to the Ethiopian 
experience of famine and food insecurity. 
This chapter describes the role of agriculture in the Ethiopian economy as well as the importance of 
topography and climate in shaping agricultural outcomes and population distribution. It reviews the 
recent history of government-supported resettlement schemes to address land pressures. The chapter 
then focuses more specifically on resettlement programmes associated with the 2002/2003 famine and 
concludes by providing an overview of the study area in Metema resettlement district . 
3.2 Agriculture in the Ethiopian Economy 
The agricultural sector remains our Achilles heel and source of vulnerability . ... Nonetheless, we remain 
convinced that agricultural based development remains the only source of hope for Ethiopia. ~ Meles 
Zenawi, Prime Minister of Ethiopia, April 2000, cited in Devereux (2000) 
Ethiopia, with an area of 1.14 million square kilometres, is located in the Horn of Africa, and is bordered 
by the Sudan in the west, Somalia and Djibouti in the East, Eritrea in the North and Kenya in the South 
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs NO) (see Figure 4). According to the 2007 census, the total population of the 
country was approximately 74 million. Ethiopia is one of the world's poorest countries, with indicators 
suggesting low levels of development and with an estimated per capita income of $130 in 2006 
(Austrian Development Cooperation NO) . 
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cultivation (Legesse 2000 and Adenew 2006). Furthermore, as different sources show, the sector is 
characterised by a high dependence on rainfall, the limited use of modern inputs (often farmers use 
traditional agricultural tools and paired oxen to produce different crops, and there is a limited use of 
fertilizers), limited market integration and limited irrigation (only 3% of irrigable land as cited in the 
introduction). Consequently, the sector is vulnerable to rainfall variability and drought. 
The most widely-cultivated agricultural products in Ethiopia are teff3, wheat, barley, cotton, sugar cane, 
oil seeds, corn, sorghum, millet, vegetables, fruits and coffee. Of these, teff (a species endemic to the 
Ethiopian highlands) is the most important, accounting for some 80% of the land area in which major 
crops are cultivated, and over a third of the value of total agricultural production (UNDP 2002; FDRE 
2002 as cited in DFID 2004). Although its contribution has decreased in recent years due to global price 
fluctuations, coffee is still a major export product. Ethiopia has the largest livestock population in Africa, 
with an estimated 35 million cattie, 39 million sheep and goats and 1 million camels. As such, livestock is 
also an important source of livelihood (Ziegler 2005). Livestock playa critical role in farming as well as in 
pastoral communities as a means of production (draught power), transportation, income and 
employment through sale and barter of live animals, hides and skins, dairy products, eggs and honey 
and through a range of social and political activities. EC/IGAD (2000), cited in Halderman (2004), 
reported that livestock contributed about 40% to agricultural GDP or more than 20% of the total GDP. 
Furthermore, as the banking and formal insurance system is very poor in Ethiopia, livestock plays an 
important protective role against risk (i.e. as a coping mechanism), especially in the case of crop failures 
during drought periods, as well as yielding monetary saving and investment (Halderman 2004). Livestock 
is also a potential source of foreign exchange earnings in Ethiopia. At present, live animals, chilled and 
frozen beef, mutton and canned meat are major exports (Lautze et aI., 2003). This aspect of the 
economy is however constrained by the lack of a port, lack of government investment in the livestock 
sector, poor veterinary services, successive droughts and population pressure on grazing land (Lautze et 
al.,2003) . 
Recognising this high dependency on agriculture, and the potential for agricultural development 
(because of the fact that in Ethiopia, land and labour are relatively cheap but capital is in short supply), 
the present government of Ethiopia views agriculture as the driving force of the economy and the basis 
of its economic policy. This is reflected in the government's agriculture-centred development policy 
3 Teff is indigenous to Ethiopia. It is used to bake enjera, the flat bread that is the principal form in which grain is 
consumed in most parts of the country . 
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framework called the Agriculture Development Led Industrialization strategy (ADLI) which seeks to 
ensure rapid and sustainable development (Devereux 2000 and Tesfahun et aI., ND). 
3.3 Agricultural activities and population distribution in relation to 
topography and climate 
In Ethiopia, agricultural productivity is skewed to its highland zones. It is marked by a considerable 
topographic diversity, ranging in altitude from the highland mountains of Ras Dejen at 4,620 metres 
above sea level to the Dankil Depression at 125 metres below sea level, which has the hottest 
temperatures in the world (Haan et aI., 2006). In this context, it is a land of mountains, highlands, the 
Great Rift Valley and major rivers and lakes, including the Blue Nile, as well as hot lowlands and dry 
desert regions. 
Due to this marked diversity, there is considerable annual variability in rainfall distribution and 
temperature throughout the country. Rainfall varies from up to 2,000 mm in the high central plateau to 
less than 100 mm per year in the lowlands, and the mean annual temperature ranges from lODe in the 
mountains of the North-Western and South-Eastern highlands to 35°e in the North-Eastern lowlands 
(UNDP-GEF 2006). 
Three agro-climatic zones have been identified: Oega (cool zone at an altitude higher than 2,600 metres 
above sea level), Woina Oega (a temperate zone at an altitude between 1,600 and 2,600 metres), and 
Kolla (the hot lowlands below 1,600 metres) (Wakitola, 1999). The spatial and temporal distribution of 
the rainfall brings three distinct seasons in Ethiopia: the 8ega (dry season, from October to January); the 
8e/g (small rainy season, from February to May); and the Meher (long rainy season that extends from 
June to September) (UNDP-GEF 2006). 
Each of the agro-climatic zones supports very different production systems and livelihoods, and these 
variations exert a strong influence on the distribution of the population. The Oega and Woina Oega 
zones contain a large part of the country's land area under cultivation while the dry lowlands and semi 
arid zones are dominated by livestock production (Wakitola 1999). Teff, wheat and barley are primarily 
cool-weather crops, generally cultivated at altitudes above 1,500 metres. Sorghum, millet, corn, cotton, 
peanuts and sesame plantations are cultivated mostly in hot areas at lower altitudes (Wakitola 1999) . 
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The climate of the highlands (~1500 metres above sea level) is generally pleasant. It has the advantage 
of being a relatively disease-free environment with little malaria. As a result, the majority of Ethiopians 
(85% of the total population and 70% of livestock) are concentrated in the highlands. This zone 
comprises 45% of the country's land area, while the lowlands that cover 55% of the country support 
only 15% of the population and 30% of the livestock (UNDP-GEF 2006). 
It follows that the highlands of the country, which constitute a smaller geographic area than the 
lowlands, exhibit a high concentration of human population, livestock and cultivated land. Thus, 
associated with population pressure, centuries of agricultural activities and improper natural resource 
management, the highland parts of the country, especially in the North (Amhara and Tigray regional 
states), are highly degraded. This combination of land degradation, a lack of adequate rainfall and other 
factors often causes crop failures, resulting in poor agricultural performance and low food production in 
an area where the majority of Ethiopia's people live (Legesse 2000). 
Therefore, Ethiopia's agricultural sector has increasingly been unable to perform its most important 
function of providing adequate food for the rapidly growing population. As a result, the rural poor in the 
highlands of Ethiopia are disproportionately confronted with food insecurity. On the other hand, 
however, it is widely reported that the country has a considerable amount of land in the sparsely 
populated lowlands that is currently under-utilized, yet is suitable for farming. However, it is reported 
that malaria is a recurrent problem in these areas. 
3.4 Ethiopia Resettlement Context: History and Policy Evolution 
3.4.1 Resettlement under the imperial regime (1958-1974) 
In Ethiopia, the role of government-sponsored resettlement programmes as a strategy for addressing 
problems of food insecurity, population pressure, landlessness and environmental degradation, has 
expanded since the early 1960s. Resettlement schemes under the Imperial regime were largely 
undertaken to promote the following objectives (Pankhurst 1992): firstly, to increase gross agricultural 
production and thereby raise state revenues by expanding the cultivated land area of the country. 
Secondly, to relieve population pressure in the northern highlands. Thirdly, as a means of expanding 
employment opportunities and solving the problem of a growing excess labour force. Fourth, to 
encourage the diffusion of improved technology in agricultural production (Tadesse ND). 
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The first planned resettlement programme began in 1958, during the Imperial period (Eshetu and 
Teshome 1988 as cited in Yntiso 2009). From the Imperial period up to the revolution of 1974, it has 
been estimated that about 20,000 families were resettled through government-sponsored resettlement 
schemes from overpopulated and drought-prone areas of the northern highlands to the lowlands of the 
south (Clarke 1986 as cited in Belay 2004). The settlers were landless peasants, pastoralists and shifting 
cultivators, urban unemployed and ex-soldiers (Pankhurst 1992). In addition, the number of people who 
resettled spontaneously has been estimated at over one million between 1950 and 1974. This resulted 
in cultivated land expanding by 25% in this period (Cernea & Guggenheim 1993). 
3.4.2 Planned settlement under the military regime (1974-1991) 
During the time of the military government (1974-1991)' the country experienced the most devastating 
famine and the worst economic conditions in its history. Hence, resettlement was considered as a very 
powerful policy response to alleviate the problems of chronic food insecurity in drought-prone areas of 
the country and an instrument to alleviate all socioeconomic problems (Belay 2004). Pankhurst (1992: 
17) summarized the objectives of the resettlement programme under this regime as follows. 
Resettlement continued to be seen as a remedy for all ills and a way of furthering a hotchpotch of 
economic, social and political objectives for dealing with famine, providing land to the landless, 
increasing agricultural production, introducing new technologies, establishing cooperatives, removing 
urban unemployed and 'undesirables', stopping charcoal burning, settling pastoralists, and shifting 
agriculturalists, forming defenses on the Somali border and rehabilitating repatriated refugees. 
As a result, within ten years of the revolution (i.e 1974-1984) about 46,000 households comprising 187, 
000 people were resettled on 88 sites (Pankhurst 1992). According to Pankhurst (1992: 17) the reasons 
for this dramatic increase were: firstly, the land reform in 1975 which nationalized rural land avoided 
the obstacles of shortage of land to earlier proposals. Secondly, 'two successive nationwide famines 
within the span of a decade highlighted the need for long-term solutions'. Thirdly, following the 
1972/73 famine that claimed the lives of many thousands of people, the Relief and Rehabilitation 
Commission (RRC) was established and tasked with resettlement schemes in addition to other relief and 
rehabilitation work . 
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Of all these crises, the 1984 famine was the most devastating. In response, the military regime launched 
a large-scale resettlement programme and the academic consensus is that about 600,000 people were 
resettled between October 1984 and January 1986. The relocation was from drought-affected and over-
populated areas, predominantly Wello, Shewa and Tigray, located in the north of the country, to the 
lowlands of southern and western parts of the country (Ezra 2001a; Yntiso 2009, Pankhurst 1992). With 
reference to the unpublished reports of the Relief and Rehabilitation Commission, Ezra (1997), as cited 
in Ezra (2001)' has reported that between 1980 and 1990, 343,000 households, or approximately 1.7 
million individuals, were resettled in the western and southwestern areas of the country. 
However, empirical assessments conducted on the living conditions of the resettled in past schemes 
have shown that these relocation initiatives did not meet the requirements of a sustainable 
development project. Furthermore, as shown by many research projects, the programmes failed to 
meet the intended objectives of food security and achieving better livelihoods for the resettled 
populations. Rahmato (2003), as cited in Haile (2004:46), sums up the condition as: 
Some 33,000 settlers lost their lives due to disease, hunger, and exhaustion and thousands of families 
were broken up .... The program involved considerable environmental damage. Large areas were cleared 
of their vegetation to build homesteads, to acquire farmlands and to construct access roads. 
Resettlement in particular failed to recognize the rights of local people or the carrying capacity of the 
areas of settlement. It created conflict between the host population and settlers. It also failed to adapt 
farming practices to the agro-ecological conditions of the lowlands, and as a consequence, the 
environmental damage involved was quite considerable. 
3.4.3 Criticisms of past resettlement schemes 
The failures of past resettlement programmes were precipitated by inadequate planning, inappropriate 
settler selections (many people were moved involuntarily), inadequate budgetary support and 
inexperienced staff (Tadesse ND). In addition, many of the settlement sites were chosen without prior 
investigation as to their suitability from a cultural, climatic and linguistic perspective, and no attempt 
was made to settle people from the same areas in the same settlement sites in order to maintain social 
cohesion. There were no assessments of how many people should be moved and how many people 
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were willing to move (Pankhurst 1992). The participation of the settlers in the decision making was also 
non-existent and households were given false information and false promises (Abutte 2000). There was 
no adequate infrastructure in most of the resettlement sites. It was also reported that there was a high 
rate of equipment misuse. For instance, Pankhurst (1992) indicated that 10 years after the resettlement 
only a quarter of tractors were operational. There was high family disintegration (Abutte 2000). 
Moreover, there have also been questions about the government's motives behind the resettlement 
programme. Although the government maintained that the programme was to ensure food security for 
the famine victims, some saw it as part of a larger political agenda to consolidate power by making the 
peasants more dependent on the government and to depopulate areas where opposition groups were 
active (Abutte 2000 and Clay et aI., 1988 as cited in Fosse 2006). The main motive was to empty 
northern rebel niches of potential recruits by forcibly removing the population in the guise of 
resettlement (Belay 2004); and to control opposition movments in the destination areas (Yntiso 2009). 
Moreover, it was used in disposing' of urban unemployed who were suspected of being trouble makers, 
and sedentarizing pastoralists. In addition, resettlement was used against people who were unable to 
pay taxes, and to 'solve' disputes arising from land re-allocations (Belay 2004). The other argument with 
respect to the political motives of the resettlement progrmme of the military regime was that it was 
used to reorganize the peasantry into producers cooperatives and to create agricultural collectivization 
of the soviet type, so that it enables the government to have control over large segments of society 
(Yntiso 2009). 
Despite all these shortcomings, the present government considers resettlement as one of the three 
main strategies it will use to overcome the problems of food insecurity. In doing so, it will aim to ensure 
that certain preconditions are put in place prior to resettlement, something the previous government 
failed to do. The following section reviews the context for the current resettlement programme. 
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3.5 Food Insecurity and Current Resettlement Programme 
3.5.1 Scale and severity of national food insecurity 
In Ethiopia's recent history, the 1984/85 famine, that attracted significant global media attention and 
international relief, and in which a significant percent of the population and cattle reportedly died, was 
the most tragic example of this country's vulnerability to famine and food insecurity . 
More recently, in the 1990s and 2000s, as World Bank and other sources show, there was not a single 
year in which the country was able to meet its food needs without any kind of external assistance. 
According to the World Bank (2003), even in a normal rainfall year, on average about 5-6 million 
Ethiopians are in a need of some form of assistance to help meet their basic food needs. The number of 
people in need of support increases significantly in years of below average rainfall. 
One illustration of the country's extreme levels of poverty and food insecurity has been Ethiopia's high 
dependence on foreign aid. Reportedly, Ethiopia is the largest recipient of food aid in the world and 
foreign aid has become an institutionalised response to food insecurity (Haile 2004). According to the 
Ethiopian Economic Association (2002), as cited in Haile (2004), foreign aid as a percentage of GDP has 
grown from less than 1% to about 15% from 1970 to 2000. Furthermore, the amount of food aid as 
percentage of foreign exchange earnings has grown from about 2% in 1954 to over 40% in 1998 (USAID 
1998 as cited in Haile 2004). 
In this regard, in terms of both the number of people and land area affected, the 2002/2003 drought is 
regarded to be the most devastating in the history of Ethiopian famines. During this event, 
approximately 13 million people needed food assistance to survive because the drought affected the 
traditionally food surplus-producing areas of SNNPR and several parts of Amhara (Haile 2004 and Ziegler 
2005). 
3.5.2 Government policy responses to 2002/2003 famine 
Following the recent famine of 2002/03, the government designed a national Food Security Programme 
(FSP) called the New Coalition for Food Security, within the framework of Ethiopia's Poverty Reduction 
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Strategy (FSCB M&E task force 2004t The coalition included government, development partners, civil 
society, the private sector and local communities (Canadian International Development Agency 2004 
cited in Fosse 2006). The programme sought to attain food security for five million chronically food 
insecure people, and significantly improve the food security of an additional 10 million people who are 
increasingly vulnerable to shocks and subject to transitory or acute food insecurity in times of drought 
(FSCB M&E Task Force 2004) . 
The programme included resettlement as a major component of a strategy that also comprised 
productive safety nets and other food security interventions. The third component (i.e. other food 
security programmes) included a range of developmental interventions, either by the government or by 
different donors (FSCB M&E Task Force 2004). As reported by the Department for International 
Development (DFID 2006), cited in Fosse (2006), the Productive Safety Net Programme and other food 
security programmes were to be funded by international donors like the World Bank, the EU and DFID. 
However, the resettlement programme, which the donors opposed, was to be financed by the Ethiopian 
government with a proposed cost sharing structure of 75% federal, 20% regional, and 5% local. This 
entailed the host woredas contributing their share of the costs from their own infrastructure budgets 
(New Coalition for Food Security in Ethiopia 2003). 
With regard to its implementation, the Food Security Coordination Bureau (FSCB), established under the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MOARD), was to be responsible for the overall 
management of the programme at the federal level. At the regional and woreda level, food security 
coordination offices/desks were assigned for the direct implementation and management of the 
programme. They were also tasked with carrying out most of the data collection, analysis and reporting, 
with the active collaboration of other government agents at the grass-roots level (Kebel level) (FSCB 
M&E Task Force 2004). 
In this context, the Productive Safety Net Programme was designed as an asset protection mechanism at 
the household level. It aimed to create productive community assets in order to address the problems of 
chronically food-insecure communities through two main components (Adenew 2006). 
The first of these components consists of labour-intensive public works projects, which include the 
construction of schools and roads as well as soil and water conservation, and water development 
(springs, irrigation, and ponds). Households participate in the projects as labourers. Payment to the 
4 See the components and objectives ofthe programme in Appendix 1 
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labourers is either made in cash or the equivalent value in food, thereby protecting household assets 
from depletion. In addition, as a result of the public works projects, livelihood opportunities are 
enhanced through the creation of community assets. The second element comprises a 'direct-support' 
component to those households who have no labour at all, no other means of support, and who are 
chronically food-insecure. 
3.5.3 Implementation of the resettlement programme 
The resettlement programme aimed to resettle about 2.2 million people (440,000 chronically food-
insecure households) from regions of Ethiopia which are incapable of supporting current levels of 
productive activity because they suffer from high demographic land pressure, overgrazing, and a long 
history of improper land use and over-cultivation. Resettlement was specifically encouraged to areas 
which the government believed to be fertile, with less demographic land pressure and with surplus 
cultivable land. The intent was to enable settlers to become self-sufficient in food production within 
three years through improved access to productive land. 
The resettlement programme was conceived to be intra-regional and has been implemented in four 
regions, namely Tigray, Oromia, Amhara, and the Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples Region 
(SNNPR). The number of households proposed to be resettled in the regional states was 200,000 and 
40,000 respectively for Amhara and Tigray, and 100,000 each for Oromia and SNNPR (New Coalition for 
Food Security in Ethiopia 2003). 
The programme also foresaw a benefit package and fulfillment of preconditions for resettling 
households (New Coalition for Food Security in Ethiopia 2003). This comprised: Firstly, participation in 
the programme was viewed as voluntary, with the settlers having the option to return to their original 
homelands if unhappy. They were also entitled to have land use rights for their holdings in their original 
homeland for three years. Secondly, it was expected that the availability of underutilised arable land in 
each regional state would be established. Thirdly, it was also expected that proper consultation would 
be undertaken with the host community. Lastly, the policy document also explained the need for proper 
preparation to ensure that a 'minimum of infrastructure and services' that were consistent with those in 
the home area, such as health services, water supply, primary schools and roads in and around the 
resettlement sites, two hectares of farmland per household, food rations until the first crop harvest, 
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3.6 Description of the Study Area: Metema District in Amhara Natioll,11 
Regional State 
3.6.1 Amhara National Regional State (ANRS) 
<lhiDPia j, • federal ,t.te con,;,linl uf ",r>e regim,al ,lale, and two city .dmini,trotion" Tc.:- Am"",r. 
National Rer,i"",,1 Slale iANRS) is 0""" of tho nine re& ;oo. 1 <tat.,.; of ct hic;.pia. It is located In the north 
, .l 0 
ccnlr.1 .nd north we<lem parts olthe country, botween 9 21.no 14 0 North arid 36 10 arid 40 20 
The rer,ion " bounded by faur ""l lu",,1 regia",,1 'lales, namely Oromi" in th r ,al. tho AI., in lhe • .,t. 
Ti~ray in the NDrth. and 5en'~nlu l Gumez in the west. Th. ,"g ion . 1 ,lale .1'0 shore," wmmon border 
with the RepubliC of Sedan in the we". 
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IAdministratively, the region consists of 10 administrative zones as well as one special zone made up of 
its capital city, Bahir Dar, located 565 kilometres from Addis Ababa. The ANRS also encompasses 140 
woredas and over 3429 kebeles (www.ethiodemographyandhealth.org). With an estimated area of 
170,752 square kilometres, the region covers 15.4% of the country's total land area, which makes it the 
second largest state in the country, after the Oromiya regional state (Lakew 2006). 
With a population of over 17 million in 2007, the region is the most populous after Oromia. It accounts 
for 23.3% of the country's population (Census 2007). About 87% of Amhara's people live in rural areas 
and depend on agriculture (United Nations Capital Development Fund NO). Moreover, the region 
accounts for almost one third (27.9%) of the total livestock population of the country, 30.7% of poultry 
and 18.5% of beehives (USAID Collaborative Research Support Programmes Team 2000). 
Topographically, the Amhara Region is very diverse, comprises lowland, midland and highland plains, as 
well as mountains, rugged lands, undulating landforms and chains of plateaus. The lowland or hot areas 
(below 1500 m), which cover 31% of the region, are found in the North West, bordering the Sudan, and 
in the eastern parts, bordering the Afar region. 
The highland or cold zone (between 2500-4620 m) covers 25% of Amhara regional state. In the north it 
features the highest peak in Ethiopia at 4,620 metres above sea level, and massive mountain ranges can 
be found in the east and west. The temperate zone (between 1500-2500m) covers 44% of the region 
(Amhara Development Association, 2003 and Tesfahun et aI., NO). 
The region is rich in water resources. It is the source of the famous Blue Nile and features some 49 other 
perennial rivers as well as many lakes. Lake Tana, which is the third largest lake in Africa, is also found in 
the region (Tesfahun et aI., NO). Although the distribution is uneven, the region receives 80% of the total 
rainfall in the country (BoRD 2002 cited in Tesfahun et aI., NO). In addition, different studies indicate 
that approximately 1,020,000 acres of land are fit for irrigation (Amhara Development Association 
2003) . 
Despite the presence of such huge water-wealth and potential for irrigation, agriculture in Amhara is 
characterised by rain-fed and subsistence farming, like all other regions. Thus, the ANRS is one of the 
poorest in the country. The population is highly vulnerable to recurrent drought and food insecurity, 
which is caused by a range of biophysical and socioeconomic challenges and a chronically 
underperforming agricultural sector. This in turn is as the result of erratic rainfall, the prevalence of 
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pests and diseases, the scarcity of farmland, soil erosion and degradation, the lack of improved 
technologies, poor socioeconomic infrastructure and a range of other constraints of this nature. 
According to the United Nations Capital Development Fund (ND), out of 106 woredas in the region, 
Amhara has 52 of the most drought-prone woredas in the countrl. Wollo (North and South Wollo 
zones), which is often associated with famine, and which was severely affected in the well-known 
Ethiopian famine of 1984, is also found in this region. 
According to the Sustainable Development and Poverty Reduction Programme (SDPRP) of the Federal 
Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE), Amhara has a reported head count index (number of people living below 
the absolute poverty line) of 54%, and thus this region's rate of absolute poverty exceeds the national 
average by 8% and the Sub-Saharan African (SSA) average by 15% (SDPRP, 2002 cited in Tesfahun et aI., 
ND) . 
As part of the federal government food security programme, a resettlement programme was designed 
for the most chronically food-insecure people from all the region's zones (except west Gojjam). The 
targeted populations were to be relocated to the North Gondar zone woredas of Metema, Quara and 
Tsegede-Armachiho (Sewonet 2003) . 
3.6.2 Metema resettlement area 
The study site for this research is Metema Resettlement District. This is the most north-western district 
of Amhara, located about 900 km north-west of Addis Ababa and about 180 km west of the town of 
Gondar in the North Gondar zone of the Amhara region. The woreda is bounded by a 60 km long border 
with the Republic of Sudan. According to the 2007 census, Metema has a population of 110, 231 and 
total area of about 440, 000 hectares, rendering this woreda very sparsely populated relative to other 
districts. The population density was estimated at 20.8 persons per square kilometre as of July 2008 
(www.ethiodemographyandhealth.org), far below the national average of 60 persons per square 
kilometre (Ali 2007). 
According to several studies and reports, land availability is not a problem and the district is generally 
considered to have high potential. This is despite its low level of development, poor infrastructure, hot 
6Note that recently the region was re-divided into 140 woredas 
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temperatures and the fact that malaria, bilharzia, livestock diseases, crop pests and other animal and 
human health threats are endemic to the woreda (Waktola 1999). According to the IPMS team (2005), in 
addition to the 312,300 hectares of forest and grassland used for livestock and gum production, the 
district has 18, 676 hectares of potentially cultivable lands. 
Topographically, the altitude of Metema ranges from 550 to 1608 metres above sea level. Given that 
Metema has one of the harshest climates of any woreda in the country, the government allocates a 30% 
salary top-up as a hardship allowance to public servants. The minimum annual temperature in Metema 
ranges between 22°C and 28°e. During the months of March to May, the temperature may reach as high 
as 43 Qe. The mean annual temperature is 31°C (Berhe 2006). 
This woreda has one rainy season, which extends from June to the end of September, but it is not evenly 
distributed. Most of the rainfall is received during the months of July and August. Due to this, 
waterlogging has been reported. Waterlogging is most problematic during the heavy rainfall months, 
and it causes serious problems with agricultural production (IPMS team 2005). Furthermore, with an 
estimated mean annual rainfall of between 700 and 900 mm, the woreda receives the lowest amount of 
rainfall in the region. High evaporation rates, as a result of Metema's elevated temperature, lead to 
additional challenges for resettlers and government (IPMS team 2005). There are three major rivers that 
flow through the woreda, namely the Shinfa, Guang and Genda Wuha. 
Like all other woredas in the country, agriculture in Metema is rain-fed. However, unlike in the 
highlands, farmers in the Metema woreda grow mostly commercial crops such as sesame and cotton. An 
extensive area of the woreda is covered with different gum and incense species, which farmers collect 
and use as a means of income. Furthermore, according to the IPMS team (2005), groundnuts and mung 
beans could serve as additional potential commercial crops for the area. Sorghum is the major food crop 
grown in this woreda. 
Due to the availability of grassland, the cattle population in Metema is high and livestock production is 
an integral part of the production system. Households commonly raise goats and cattle. Cattle are 
exported to the Sudan while goats are mainly used for the local market (IPMS team 2005) . 
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3.6.3 Rationale for selection of Metema as study area 
As mentioned earlier, the Amhara region is one of Ethiopia's regional states that suffer high levels of 
food insecurity. The region is overpopulated both in human and livestock terms, especially in the 
highlands. While the region covers 15.4% of the total area of Ethiopia, 23.3% of the country's human 
population lives in this state. However, the region also has sparsely populated areas, such as its north-
western territory, which are capable of supporting a large number of people. Due to this capability, 
Amhara was one of the four regional states in which intra-regional resettlement were considered as a 
potential solution to the problem of food insecurity . 
Of the 2.2 million people whom the government planned to resettle, 45% were to be drawn from this 
region (New Coalition for Food Security in Ethiopia 2003). Given that resettlement is such an integral 
component of any food security strategy, it follows that an investigation of the opportunities, 
vulnerability conditions, livelihood activities and constraints faced by households in ANRS resettlement 
sites has important policy implications. This applies both for households already resettled as well as for 
designing and implementing more robust resettlement programmes that might be undertaken in the 
future. This motivated the researcher to select the Amhara region as the focus of his study. 
Furthermore, language did not constitute a problem as the study population speaks the same language 
(Amharic language) as the researcher. 
Metema, Quara and Tsegede-Armachicho were the host districts for the ANRS intra-regional 
resettlement programme of 2003 to 2005 (Sewonet 2003). Of these, Metema district was chosen for 
this research. The specific selection of Metema as the field site for this research was with reference to 
two factors. Firstly, Metema was more accessible to the researcher in comparison to the other 
resettlement districts, which were more remote and were not accessible by road. Secondly, Metema 
was one of the districts which were considered capable of accommodating the largest number of 
resettlers and as having the potential for absorbing the populations of future resettlement programmes 
(Sewonet 2003). 
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3.7 Summary 
This chapter sought to provide a clear context for the study. It has provided an overview of the role of a 
agriculture in the Ethiopian economy and the dominant agricultural activities in the country. It provided 
also detailed discussions with regard to population distribution and agricultural activities in relation to 
topography and climate. The chapter reviewed the history and rationale for the resettlement under 
three regimes including the food security problem of the country. The chapter then provided detailed 
overview of Amhara regional state and the study area. 
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4.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER FOUR 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter describes the methodology used for this study, which integrates both qualitative and 
quantitative approaches. The chapter begins with an overview of the methods used in their order or 
sequence. It continues by describing secondary data sources as well as the preparatory steps 
undertaken for primary field research. Detail is then provided on the implementation of the field 
research in Metema resettlement district. This is followed by a description of the steps involved in 
consolidating and analysing the qualitative and quantitative data collected in the field. The chapter 
concludes with a summary. 
4.2 Overview of Research Methodology 
Multiple methods and steps were applied to collect data and analyse the findings. These include 
preparatory work for field research and data collection prior to and on arrival in Metema. They also 
involved primary data collection at the three field sites as well as numerous steps in consolidating and 
analysing the field research findings. Table 2 summarises the data collection and analysis process for this 
study . 
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4.3 Collection of Secondary Data 
In order to goi" some iniight and a bette< u:1d .mandiog uf the key themes ,eleva"! to thi. study. 
effo<ts were made to reviewal! avai!able ,.,,,,,d;](y 'aurces of i ntorm"tion. '[ he,e irxludec pa;t dis,;!e, 
riik hi'lOri.< aM ,isk protile, io the resettlement cist,ict a, well" 'Br;,ultura! practi'"'; pol icie< 
regardi"~ the 'e,ettl.,,'.nt pro~ramme; detail, of the reselllc>mem pra'." a, w.1I ;l> the support that 
had been provided to the resett!ec, a :1C information regarding the "urnbe, ot totol hou,eh d c, resettled 
io the tour 'eiional ,tate, where intra regio:1.1 resettiem""t had hee:1 undert"' en . The,. sm"ce, are 
liitee be;ow in Tab!e 3 
Toblo ], S«ood ory dOll and .. tional. to th o 'tudy 
Data Suurc" 
Disaiter P'eoemi a~ ane 
Preparec :1e" Age :"Y IDPPAI 
Amhor a re~ioooi 'tote boreo" 
IB"hir Da,1 
Type of Do<;ument/report 
Reset~eme~t policY 0 ocume~t 
Reports on oum ber of fe'settieo 
ho."ehold,_ 
Ra t io:1.lejPurpuse tu the ,tucy 
To i1w,tigate' the ' i~d of 
re';en!.m e01 preparalions rna de. 
CompariiOO was made betwee:1 
plan oed a:1d actual ~umber of 
re,ettlee hu u,.hu lds 
Lioe!ih""d Integrotiuo Uoit ot lhe Reco!ded past -~i~aster eVe'r\!> - illu;trate disaster fisk history a~d 
federal DPPA (Addi, Abohol context in the (» triC! of Melerna 
Amhara Credit a~d Savi:1B Number of credit beneficiaries To i~ve'ti !ate acces> to credit 
1:15titutior\ IMelema DimUI 
Metema Woreda Rural 
Dev,"opment a~c Ag'i ,ultura! 
Offic. 
A ,epOit docurnent Tu in~e'tiBate the tosk 
o[cumpli,hed ;md the 
coo,traint, fa ceo duriRg 
implememation 
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4.4 Preparation of Tools for Primary Data Collection 
4.4.1 Overview 
Several complementary data collecting instruments were used for research in Metema. These included 
the development of a household questionnaire, a checklist for focus group and key informant 
interviews, guideline for field observation . 
4.4.2 Household questionnaire 
For the purpose of the household survey, a provisional questionnaire in English was prepared. It was 
informed by survey questions that have been used in other studies and was translated into Amharic. The 
pilot survey questionnaire was tested in 10 randomly selected households in the Aftit resettlement site 
(a site nearest to the Woreda town of Shehedi) with the assistance of the two research assistants. The 
questionnaire was then modified to incorporate necessary changes, and some of the wording was 
modified in order to fit the local context. 
Major areas addressed in the questionnaire included: 
• Household demographic composition (age, marital status, education, number of household 
members) 
• Major socio-cultural, livelihood, health and environmental risks (living challenges) perceived by 
households and their coping strategies 
• Household sources of livelihood and opportunities for change (land holding size, sources and 
level of income; livestock ownership, livelihood activities); and service provision compared to 
home areas of the resettled (access to health, credit, drinking water and education) 
• Resettlement processes (reasons for moving, transport and support given during resettlement) 
and household perceptions on their food security status and wellbeing compared to home area 
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4.4.3 Checklists for focus group and Key informant interviews 
Focus group interviews as a qualitative data collection technique were used to complement the data 
from the household survey. This aimed to add depth to the researchers' understanding of household 
perceptions on wellbeing, the resettlement process, the environment conditions compared to the 
original areas, risks in the area, access to different socioeconomic services, relations with the host 
population, access to public resources such as grazing land, and the livelihood activities and 
opportunities in the area. To avoid missing important information, the researcher used an open-ended 
checklist (see Appendix 3). 
Key informants in this study include district government officials such as an agriculture and rural 
development officer, a health assistant at the resettlement sites, a Metema district food security and 
early warning process officer?, a district officer at the Amhara saving and credit institution, and a food 
security process officer at DPPA of the Amhara regional state. These personnel provided information 
about the resettlement process and the support given to the resettled, health and socio-economic 
situations, livelihood activities and access to credit services. To avoid missing information a check list 
was developed and written in a note book before approaching each of these key informants. 
4.4.4 Guidelines for field observations 
A guide line of what the researcher needed to observe was written on a note book, before the 
researcher undertook field observation walking through the villages and undertaking informal 
discussions with community members on different occasions . 
4.5 Selection of Field Research Assistants 
The household survey for this study was undertaken with the support of two research assistants from 
the Metema district. They were selected in consultation with the district's food security process officer, 
who was responsible for the resettlement programme in the district. The research assistants were 
employees of the Woreda Food Security Desk, and knowledgeable about the area as they had been 
? The key informant was identified as 'owner'. For the purpose of this thesis this position is referred to as food 
security and early warning process officer 
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working in the resettlement sites during the implementation stage. The research assistants were 
employed due to time constraints to collect the required information alone. Besides, as the area is too 
harsh and there was no appropriate transport system getting to the village alone is risky. Moreover, 
having employed different means of data collection methods, it was difficult for the researcher to 
accomplish all alone. But employment of the research assistants has its own limitation on the reliability 
of the data. However, to minimize risks of reliability, the research assistants were provided on the field 
training and an oral briefing on the objectives of the research and the methods of data collection and 
interviewing techniques that would be used before they undertook the final survey. They tested the 
entire questionnaire during the pilot stage. 
4.6 Selection of Research Site and Sampling Methods 
4.6.1 Selection of research sites 
Metema Woreda has 14 sites where resettlement took place from 2002/2003 to 2006/2007 (according 
to a key informant from Metema Woreda Food Security and Early Warning Department 2008). From 
these, three (Kumer, Das-Gundo and Wodi-Gemzu) were selected in consultation with the Woreda Food 
Security and Early Warning Process Officer, who is responsible for the implementation of the 
programme at the woreda level (see Figure 9). These three sites represent different degrees of road 
access, thus making it possible to investigate the effects of location on the vulnerability and livelihood 
status of the resettled households as well as to investigate the opportunities available in the sites 
themselves . 
Kumer is the closest site to the district town (previously called Shehedi and now renamed as Genda-
WUha). As it is located along the main road from Gondar to Sudan, about 13 kilometres from Shehedi, 
access to transport did not constitute a problem. Das-Gundo is located 31-kilometres north-west of the 
district town. The route to get there comprises an 18 kilometre stretch along the main road (relatively 
good "all weather" road) to a junction village called Kokit, with the remaining 13 kilometres from Kokit 
to the site along a dry weather road that is sometimes accessible by truck transport and otherwise by 
foot. Since the research was conducted during the harvest season, when the soil is dry and trucks go to 
the sites to buy crops from farmers, it was possible for the researcher to get a lift to Das-Gundo on an 
Isuzu truck after waiting for about 6 hours at Kokit. 
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Wodi-Gem," i, localec aOOJl 49 kilom~tres north-east of the d"trict town. Al:>out 18 'ilom"!,,,, or thi_, 
r(}<JI" i, ~Ion~ the m~in mad to Kokit, but from KokillO the ,elll"",e"t there" not ~~"n" ,,,.,,oMI ro"" 
HDv,ever, il is ,am['tlme, po"ibl" to s"t a lift with {>I"'!e 01 the truck, durin8 harvest time, when 
me rchant' a re tfan>pC<"ting ""ame from the ,ite, luckily, the ",_",.rc"",r m.ln.gee to get an N3 truck for 
the Ii ,,1 20 kilom~tre, to the neMe,t ,,; lIag". ,oiled D"biko, ~"" cove,,,,, the remain;ng 11 ki lometr~' by 
loot 
fiiuro B: M,ps ,howlnr 'no llveo fiold ,.,oo"h ,; te' {c reen ,"oded ,i«I"'1 ."d Mo.om, di"rk. 
I 
, SUDAN , , 
I 
, • " .. .. ... ~ 
...-
/ 
f 
50urc~ : De,;gned by Anne We,tooy, 200<J 
/ 
! 
< 
m= 
, 
-~. 
N 
/::."'",,c- , 
, ". -><-~
.~ 
..... ,J 
NOI~: Th" po>;!i"", oilhe "Ie. are not exact . Th"y on' the "uthor', own ",lim.!",_ 
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4.6.2 Determination of sample size 
Ref.a,dinp, hO Ls ehal c ,,,mplir,r, 1he researcher o,jf,inaliv plannec to cetermin. te., <ample <lIe in each 
•• bel. u~'n~ the e;tlmal.c proportio n ro rm~l" iYornJ,", 1967) ind""tcd below. This w[)cld I:>e ",ed 
oftc' tr", li,t of 1",",.h[)le , r~scttlcc in coch kcbclc h"d !xcn incnnlled by ",ir,r renable 'Duree, in tho 
district 
N 
" - :-;--,,;= 1 +N(ef 
Wh~ re: n j, the ",mp:e ,;,e, N is IOlal nLmber of Mus.eholds reseW"," in the kebele and e is the I ~,e l of 
prec;,i on , " . "o lly 5-10'% 
H() w~ver. th~ , e,ec,rcher co u ld [)nlV rn"",,~e j[) " bt" in the tntot n~rn!Jer of h[)u , .h[)ld, r",ettl~d in the 
dlSt",! Wh[) ,till live there 1,0 8,1<;9) from the Amhoro Notion,,1 Rel ia",,1 Stote ,aod Security 
Coordlna1ion and [)<aster Prevention Office. No list wa, IOUM in the rep,ion orlhe nimin office, tNt 
co~ld ,h[)w the totol ne m ber [)f llou,e~, lc, rc'~ttl~d in ~Jch of the ";t~s ',"cct",c for tlli' ,tedv_ 
Therefore, the r~,eorcher "ppli~d the p<op.ortlDn lorm elJ [)"IV to <kt~rrnlne tI,~ tot,,1 ",mpl~ ,i,e of 
hou,~ llo ld, intervi ew~d ot the d"tri't '" ,,' to gen~rJte " repr~'~nt"ti~e 'Jm pl~, rJ t h~r tI'Jn opplVin8 it 
to each of the ,ite, selen~n. Her.ce, the proponionate S<lmp ling method was used to determine the 
"m~e ,ize at the di,trin leve l. The", 'tep' .re ,ummarised In T.b le 4 be low. 
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, Tu e,tlmate the rumber of 
hou,ehold, in each resettlement 
,ite, 
hOU'if!i1old, in the re",ttlement 
,il,,' under the study. 
MetOOc used 
hou,eholds in the di '\rict w., 
d ivi ~ed by number of 
,.,ettl.men! "te, in th. d;'tri,t. 
,tep """ (i.e m.,rn n~mb"r of 
,es.t!I~d h<J",~oId' i>"r sit~ 
R~m.rk 
Ass" rning IXcporlio"al 
numt,.,r of hQuseholds 
in each ,it. 
huu,ehold, in the site, 
wa, (u"ne to be 1878. 
___ ~~s three), 
To delermit"!€ the tot"1 number 01 1 hf, proportion formO,C,C"C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,",t"",c,C,C,C,C", '"'mOC,C,C,C,C,,C,;--
T u cet~rrnine the ,am pie 
in ,ection 4.0.2 wa; used, w.' 94 hcl".h.;Jld,_ 
The re.ul l in step three diyid.c by 31 in ~Jch uf the th''''' 
the numi:>er of sit", visited Ii.._ ,it~, 
thr.,,) = [94/3] 
4 .6 .3 The s~l~ction of th~ sample households 
To ,.1""1 the sam>"" h()Jsehold •. the re",",cher 'pp l i~d th~ ,y't~moti, >arnplinr, rnf!tht>d, In 1his 
conte,t, every 20" hou,ehold was inleroiewed, The e,ttmated total numb-e" of hou,ehold, in eJch of 
the three ,ites were civid~d by ih ';lmple ,i,e tu de1ermine the inlerval(i.e. every 20th' hOl"ehold), The 
researcher "sed the ,y,tematir "mpl,ng method to rerm",e 1he i"ue uf bias between the proportion of 
rnale-heaced arod female-he.ctec hOl,sehold" as It prov;ce, JII the hw,~hllid, in the 'urnrn(Jn ity an 
eq~JI rh;rnce uf beinij irdu",d The hir,h mobility of ho",ehold, from D.c.mber tu the end uf January 
(ofter hJrv~'t) to ~i"t the ",iginal area meant that some ot the h"",ehold' wer~ ""t o~,il;lble lur 
int~r\li.w, If thi, h,ppen~d, the nexl household wa, chosen , 
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4.7 Primary Data Collection 
4.7. 1 Overview 
The proc€» that ' e>earche" .m" ~r til~ e in ~,der to gai n e ntry in to cammu niti., ,ign,ficantly conIc; butes 
to it, 'Jec€" or f.il·Jre IMcorl.~ 20081. In thl> ca,". the re> •• rch ."i,tan!, plav"d • I<ey wl~ in 
introd ·J ,ing the re,e."her to the vi ll.~e courxillo" a nd :cmm.Jnity membe". The rese-r:h ." j,t.nt; 
had a deep und.rstand,np, of the re,ettlement ,ite, and ccmm·Jni ty memher< .• na were pe"on.lly 
kncwn to mo.! community members a, they hod been ,cordi n.ti~ leod distributi on and ethe r 
""ishn: " in the vill age, du ri nE th e resett lement per'o d 
E. rlyon in the field re,e."h pwce». the r.,earcher "PP'o:.ch.d the vill.g. cou nci llors frem each 
comm·Jnity in ord er te introduce the ,t·Jdy . no te he lp or~ani,e foeu, ~w.Jp por tioi pont, 0' ",el l "' 
~ u idinf. the resea rc her in wal ~l,,!: thre-.J! h the ,,;lIage durin~ idenlificotion of Ihe ,ample h~.J,ehllld, _ The 
villaf.e coun,illors 1hen intreduced the re ,e.roh er 10 repre,entati", ,,,,,,m-.Jnity members fer fec" s 
p,re-.Jp di"""ion,, The ,am ple d m"",held, were ident,/ied by walki~ th reugh the vill.ge, with the 
village coun:illers 
The comm unity member> wer e ~ery ho,pltabl~ and ~ery re,p ectlu l As th e re were no ,hops to buy foo d, 
com mun ity member< at Wodi-Gem'.J invited the re,ear:her into the;r mme, and offe red food, milk and 
1"".1 beer (Tell. ) during hi, , lay at t he >lte _ He , Iept at the h~me d One of the comm unity members 
who 1'1.'. stC""ekeeper fe r the Agric .... tur. 1 .nd R.Jra: Development Oltice. The , tl>re ",a, buil t for the 
resettlement prOf.ram me in ord er 1e ,tore moterial, fe r di,tnb-.Jtien to th e !esett led he-.J,eh el d, _ The 
r~,ea rch a"i,t. nh kn ew hi m very ",ell os they worked top,eth e r duri~ the resenlement perled At Da,-
Gundo the re were place, to buy loca l food, a nd the rese.rch er , Iept at 1he muse of . comm -.Jnity 
memh er who w",. ,mall trad~r and kn ew one of the reseorch ."ist.nn , Since .(cess to t ra nsport wa s 
not a probl~m d.Je to the pro'i mi ty of the ,i te to the di,tri(t town 13 kilom etre, away, the fieldwork . t 
K-.Jme r ",as don e by travelling daily from the d;,tri:t t~wn 
The fie ld '.Jrvey 1'1"' ccnd"c\ed in 27 days, fr em the 6th of December 2008 to the 2'" of hn u. ry 200 9. 
Seven d.ys at Kumer .nd ei p,ht days in both Da ,-6" ndo 0 nd Wedi-Gem," re,ettlement ,ite, were 'pent 
en pri mary doh co lle cti on. The rem. in l"!: fo ur day' were 'pent 01 the di,tri:t centre und ert aking key 
infor m.nt interv ie w, .nd co llect i n~ ,e:~nd. ry informollOn from different bu re au, _ In addition to 
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con,ultin~ with hi, r ~, ,,.,,h ""i,ta~L, th" t •• eorcher ,pent thi' time "ndert"kin~ focus ~roup 
i ntervi ew, ~nc recDrding personal ub",rv"t iun, 
4.7.2 Qualitative data collection 
FiXUS grQUP intervi ew ! 
A facu; grm. p inlN\liew is a disc"ss;"" in which" 'mal I numi>er of peopl ~ iu;u.' Iy ,j, to 10) tal k about < 
tapir r.i", d by" moo,,,atur or foc ilita tor (Goer ing .nd Streiner 1996). The abjectlY" j, tu obt,in d ~ld i ;ed 
infe>rmotion about" p"rticu l" , tUfHc ,nd to draw out prer;", ;soue, th.t m~y be unknown to the 
reseorcher. In thi' re~"rc, s;, foeu , !ruup di;Cl.,,;un, w,"" h"lt, tr.r"" with commun ity representat ive, 
of the re,ettlee hwsehold, in e"co of the three ,it"" two "iln Ih" hu,t community at two of the 
r.,en;em.m ,il~' (Ku mer a~d Da<-Gunoo L and one with fem,,~ e- "_eaded "_o<; , ,, "_ald, • ne wi",; al h".d, 
ul hau""hule, al Kumer resen;emem ,ite, it w~, cifficu lt to get ~rc'up, or wamen tu <;nderlak" 1",,<; , 
~roup ei,cu><ian, at D.,-G i ~ d u a~d Woc-Gemlu , There wa, no host commu~ity.t Wudi-G"m,u ., il 
h., iust been est. blished by the re, ett]"e h u u",ha~ d, 
Th e locu, ~roup I~t~rvi~w, I",t"d Iram 40 minute, to two cours , ney focused on the re sett~"m"~t 
peace", r"l.t iun, wi lh th" ho>t cam m<; nil'/, Ihe major ,ocio-econom ic probi em, encountered, th ~ , I.t" 
ot the ,ocio -ecor.omic , ervi"" in Ih" ";Ie,, ,,~" Ihe support provicet from cifferent st~ke"_o l e e" ,ne 
the ~o~ e rnm en t T"", ho,t commun itie, were .,ked about t heir opin i o~s of the re,ettl"m ~ nt 
progr.mme, th eir re l"tions with the re> dtl"d curnm<;My a~t tI,e problems liley encou~tered cue to 
the re"'ttlement pro~,"mme_ Un
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4.7.3 Quantitative data collection 
The ,,, rvcy "'os conductoc in 93 ,ampled ho,,,choics 131 "'oc,chold, in c",h of the tCoree ,ele",ed 
resEnlem em sitesl. each houehol d interview lasted a pproxi matety 80 to 120 minute,. On "verage each 
of the re,earch "sistang mah'gec ooly to concuct three hou,ehold interviews per day, Thi s w,,, 
""',"e," of the Mr<.h .nwonment in troe ,ite, IiI is po,;d. to work onlV , few hOLrs .any in te.. 
morninE from 7:00 '0 11:00); Jnd ;ornetim., hou,.hold, to be inte"iewen wer e nol .v'ila~le 
Moreover. con'idcrJblc time WJ' .pent In trovel a, t~c ,"mplcd ~ouscholc, were for from each other, 
,ince every 10" household was ,.I""ted. It took "bout 15-30 minute, on JYc,"~c to "'olk from one 
sample hou,ehold to the next on~, An .ddition.ol constraint WJS posed d"~ to the limited level; of 
form, 1 ~dlJCation for mo;t of the Mu,ehoIds interviewed. This "eated a challenge in explaining 
qU"'tions in the int~ rvi"w; ,nd took more tim ~ man " peLted to .;. them in . way th't they could 
cnderst.nL an L respond. 
4.8 Data Consolidation and Analysis 
4.8.1 Consolidation of qualitative data 
NOle, from key informant inter"'v,,, foe u, group int. ryi . w, and per;on.1 ooseryatioos were 
tran,,,ined and scmmJrised a, q"ickly os p05,i~lc "pon return from th. fi.le Ihfo rmatioo from key 
infocmant interviews. focus group intcrvie"", persooJI ob,ervation Jnd 'c'onda ry ;ocrL~' were 
'c b,eqc ~ n!lv ,ppli~d !o !r.. quantitative lindi ng' in dillerent ,ecoOll' 01 the ,tudy, in order to e,pl,in or 
Lorro~or'te th . r. ,ult<. Dire-ct quote, were occasionally used in presentin£ the findi ngs from tr.c key 
InformJ nt J nd focu' ~roc p i ntervi """ , aLcordi n~ to tr,e;r con!ex!, in the study. 
4.8.3 Consolidation and analysis of quantitative data 
Microsoh Excel ond StJta ,oftwa," wer~ c;~d to ~ n'od . ,nd ,naly;e quant itaov. d'ta. Data fro m me 
"",u,ehoic ,u,"cy and ,econdary dotJ W~re compil . e u;,ng EXLel ,rid then importee to Stat. tor 
'omp..tation. 
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The study mairN u'ed de,criptive 'tali'tiul method< to j~aly,e the dat. fwm the household ,urvey 
j~" quar,liuliv[' sem~"arv i~f()(rTlalio~. The data has beer. :r,t.rpreted cor,textually ",jr,g 'imple 
d.,,,ipti,,, ,toti,tlc;,1 le;;hr.iq",,' ,u,h os averoge', p.""~t"g"', tahl", "r.d frequency ni.,trihutiun. The 
Chi-square 51.listie, technique wos ",e<J to look th~ ,t,ti,tie;,1 ~g~ifjc"nce 0: dif:erenc'" between 
hou,eholds of differe~t cotegor;", in relation to 'Income and other livelihood out,ome', Far ",amph" 
the di'ferer.ces in income lev,"s i~ relati"" to age of the head 01 hou,ehold he"d or the gender of th" 
huu,ehuld head 
In jdditioo, the livelihood frOfility i~de. Wj, developed i~ order to comp.re the livelihood profile' of 
hou,ehald_, hetwe,,~ the three ,,"ettleme~t ,it.' "nd to e."mi~e the ""ocinion betwee~ the 
hou,ehald liv,",hmxj profi le am! 'oan se,urity stalc' " a livelihood outCOme. The following ,ectio~ 
d i>cu,,", the methodology ","n to d"wlop the comfXl_,ite iCidex 
4.8 Household Livelihood Fragility Index 
4.8.1 Rationale for development of livelihood frag ility index 
As oltli""d earlier, the disa;ter rd literature e-mphasi,e, the role of vulner"hility 0, Ult"O;' Haw"ver, 
the concept of vulne"bility i~ dis., ter risk a~alysi' is .p~ied to e,amine the r.hllon,hip' hetween 
indic;,tar vMiohl., i~ rel;,tiun to a ,peellic ha,jrd_ In this stcdy, howe.er. variou, er,vironment.1 and 
,ucioecanamic threat; _,uch 0_' ,trig;' w,'ed iniestatioo, walerlop.!(ir,g, malaria aCid price fll[tuatio~ were 
identilLed o. key in the re.ettl.,..,-,.,nt ";t,,_,_ Her.ce, limiti~g the research', focus 00 hou'.l'hold 
vul"""billty to a ,peCific threat was vi~wed 0, too norcOw_ Th'''e:<lre, lar th" purpo'e af thi, 'tudv il 
was decided la iocus on more i~,lusive cooceptualization a, hou;ehold livelihood ,ragility, 
In thi' (Onte,t, the concepl of hou'.l'hok1 liveli hood fragility i ncarpor.tes .~ ir.c:lu,ive "'ew of huu,ehuld 
capability. Thi, i~,lude-d bath the ;,,,,,t or.d remurce er.dowme~ts of a hou'eho;d "' well "' those 
prcMded by the broader formal or.d informol 'o<iol ,v,t"m, It olm indudes the in,titutional and 
>truetu,"1 enabli n~!co~maiti"Ei e~;; rOl'lme~t at d fferent level, such., locol, n;,tiun,,1 a~d I nte rr.at iun,,1 
In this co~te<t, hou,,",hold liv"lihaod" ,",wed ,,_, "Ie,_, fragil,," whe~ hou,ehulds have reljti.ely mOre 
""U'" owr~,,-,hip of a"el>, ar occe,_, ta remerce' (both Ungible and intar.r,ible) aM i~,ome eartin~ 
",ti",'tle" whi,h h~lp' to ea,e the impa,t uf ,hocks, and meet food reauireme~t' and other ""ed" 
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4.H.2 Overview 
In order to ex.mine.oo compa,e the ,elotive mile,tne" of hocsehold productive r.soctce, in the three 
r~,.,ttlement ,ite, •• ,omposit~ ir>de < w.s d~vel[)ped_ T~ index .dopted tr.e methode>CilY by Sharp 
12003) in lh~ ceo .loprnen t of • de,titution ind., applied in Wollo ""trict. It wa, al,o 5i ! r,i ficantly 
inforn",d bV Q".I italive d2ta derived from liel d re,e."h in ttli, stud\'. The irlde" con,i,ted of five m~i or 
mmponents b.,ed [x\ the 'c't.inable liveliMod, framework, each 01 whici1 was lert;"" civided into 
sub-indi'o!"", T"~", were aligned tD e,tdbbhec categor ;., oi n21ura l, hem,n, phl',;cal, <0",.1 and 
fin.ncial .,,,,1, if,,, ectail, of the ,ub-ir>diCdtm, ,.e Append;, 61. The,e ,cbcate~["ie, (ornprj,ed 
v.ri.~1cs of direct relevance to '[>ad ,ccurity_ Data from the h,>c,e:oDld survey wa, u,ed tD <ele,t tr.e 
so(ice",[\orni( i ndi (<lor> • nd develop the (omp"'ite i nde., 
4.8.3 Scaling values of indicators to develolJ the index 
Since each 01 tile ,ub·indi,ato" i, me",u re<;i on. different ".Ie. it wa, r",ce"uy to 'tar.d.rdi,~ NC:' 
in dicator into u:,'-nparabl. enit' '0.11 meld be mmb"",d to construct the compo'ite index, Her"e, tr.e 
indicator, were ,caled from 0 to 1. T:..., equ.tion used lor ,cal ing e<cil oftr.e variable, was .daptec Irom 
Sh.,p 120031 wr.o used it 'In me~,e'ing destitution in the Wallo di,t,i,t. of Eth,opi. , The formela i, ., 
follows: 
ScaLed valu e (x,-x",,, .. ) (Xmu- Xmll1r······· ···············eq 1 
Wh.,e X ;s th . acteal value 01 ,ub i.-.d icator lor" ,pe(llic hou,ehold; X ... is the mln;mem values of eac~ 
seb·i nd;cators; arid X", is tile m"im um .alu. or e<cil sub·i ooic<lor>. The tr~nsformed vale e, now 
woelc be ".Ie free .nd wou ld :o.ve a me.n of ,em .rld. ,tand.rd deviaLon of cnil\'. 
II O'NeVer, one ,r.oe:d note tr.~t for i ndic.!'", wh~r~ • :,igh nl e~ ha, • neg. tive infl u.nee .nd Imv val ue 
is po~t;.e (for e,.mpie farm ci,t.nc~ from dwel lin!l. the .bDve for me I. ,hDuld be in.ert.d as follows 
(XmQX - Xi) 
5=led !'alue - -;:",==-CC'~-' (Xm= Xmill) 
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As Sharp (2003) noted, the maximum and minimum values used in scaling each of the sub-indicators can 
be the actual data ranges, or they can be threshold values chosen according to context. In the context of 
this study, since the major purpose was to examine the relative differences in household asset profiles 
between locations; and to determine the association between household asset profile and food security 
status of households, the actual data was used. 
4.8.4 Weighting of indicators 
Not all sub-indicators conferred equal importance in the livelihoods of resettled households. Therefore, 
the issue is one of finding weights appropriate to each of the indicators. Thus, after the indicators were 
standardised (scaled), it was necessary to assign weights for each so that the relative influence of each 
variable is reflected in the overall index. It was recognised that assigning of weights based on the basis 
of independent judgment could be influenced by subjectivity. Therefore, in this study a Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA)8 method was used. This was adapted from Sharp (2003) who used the 
method to quantify destitution (identify destitute households) in the rural area of Wollo district in 
Ethiopia. 
As Filmer and Pritchett noted, the PCA determines the weights for a composite index by extracting from 
the given set of variables in such a way that the weights given maximise the sum of the squares of 
correlation (Filmer and Pritchett 1998 cited in Sharp 2003: 29). However, the weights given to the 
indicators are chosen in such a way so that the Principal Components satisfy two conditions: Firstly, the 
numbers of Principal Components are equal to the number of indicators and are uncorrelated or 
orthogonal in nature. In this study 14 components were extracted (equal to the number of indicators), 
but based on the Kaiser criterion of an Eigen value9 only 5 were found significant (see Appendix 7). 
Secondly, the first Principal Component or P1 absorbs or accounts for the maximum possible proportion 
of variation in the set of the indicators. The first component explained a 17.12% variation, which was 
8 PCA is a type of factor analysis which is usually used in reducing data dimensionality by performing a covariance 
analysis between factors (Zou et al.; 2004) 
9 The Eigenvalue is a measure of standardised variance with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Each standardised 
variable (i.e. each of the 14 indicators in this case) contributes at least the variance of 1 to the principal 
components extraction. The Kaiser criterion states that unless a principal component extracts at least as much as 
one of the original variables (i.e. has a standardised variance equal to or greater than 1), it should be dropped from 
further analysis (Sharp 2003). 
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I"r~er than t~ other wrnpo ne nts , and th" give, po,i~ve wel~ht, fe>r " II the 14 ;n";c<1 \o,, _ The re/or e, 
the lirst component was chosen to ">sign the we ight fo r the irx1iciltO" a"c the re,ult w,, ' pre,"ntec '" 
loll ow,. H-e w",~ hb far earh af the inc. ic;,to" .. re p'","nleC in Ap pendix B 
4.8.4 Constructing the "livelih ood fragility" index 
The overall li".lihood frOSility Index ., well as the index lor the f,ve major .>set component, was 
wnmucted by ilpplylng the fallawin~ formul .. , which j, "" "pt",, 'ra m Sharp 11003). 
E~ =1[ wi(aji - mt)] J si ------------------- ----- ---"41 
W".ere Dj j, a ,laC\d;"d i,e;J inde.ILivel ihood fraRH;ty index) 10 ' householc_ j; 
wi j, the w"i~ht> I,care,) ""ignec. to the ik=16) variabl e, on the fim pri ncip. 1 (001 ponent; 
.ji repre,ent, the ob, ervation for the jth hou,eho ld on the ith ""ri"ble; 
mi i, the mean 0' th e ith varia ble; • nd 
,; i, the ,tarc."rd devi"tl()f1 of the it h v;!ri;,ble 
The re,ult in equation 2 then was so.led Irmmalised) fro m 0 to 1 by applying equat io n 1. Ih e o"e",11 
liveli hooc l,ap,lI ;ty 01 all hDU,ehOkjS was then ranked occorcing to their score on th i, combin ed 
,t"ndarci, ed inde •. Hou,e ho le , rankinr lowe>! on the inde. Ine.rest to zero) were ,een as havi ng mo,! 
fra s ile liv el iho od whil e tho,e ran ked cl o"" to 1 were viewed a, h.;ing • Ie" ' r.gil " portfoli o of 
livelihaoc . Hamehold, were cate ~ofi,,,,, inta three ~roup, a, indicated in Table 5 below to compare 
livel ihood ' ragil ity I evel between the three re,ettl emen! ~te,. 
Category 
""',,'"O,',',O,C,O."ileO---'-,',o,c.','"';------'",O,c."F,ap,ile 
Inde,val ue ~0.3 5 0 .36 -70 >0.70 
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4.9 Integrated Qualitative and Quantitative Methods 
This researcn h" applied both qUJ~tit"ti~" OM quo!:!"ti,. stLJdy m~th,,,h On lh~ one h.nd, 
Qu.nlit.;tive melhc)(j> .ssist i~ produoi(,€ i~ferem,,1 re,ults tho! con [J,uolly b<> used to ~"~erJliL~ tu 
",m. I",s~r p:lpul.tiofl; .nd ~",Ip to d~,cribe, lest,.oo examine cause and effect r"latio~,hip, (Burn, & 
Grove 19SJi, 
On the olh~r hand, quolitJtive m"tMd, g"r.e,ole d.loiled, more ,.;lid d.t. from lhe perspective of the 
,ubiect. not th.e res.earcner. Thi< allow, subject, to ,oi,., ,,,ue, OM tGPie, which the r~,."rc"",r rTli~hl 
flot h""e irILluded in .. <Hectored re,e.rch de'ig~. addin~ 10 the quality of data coll~Cl~d ([J"Hy ln7) 
711.,.lor., thi' 'tudy hos empiOl'ed a (ombinatio~ of qualitative (which inyol~~d k~y informJnt 
l~t~rYiew', focu, ~roup d,>(u";"",, ol"ervotion .nd photDgr.pI,vl .nd QU.~tit.live techri qce, 
l>tructured hou,ehold Que'tl("m"ir~sl_ 
Spe'ific,lIy, q-.Jo"tltotive meth(xj, th,;t employed muctured ,""ey, were ;mpMant in qcamifyin~ 
"",u",~ld liv~lihoud p rolil~'_ 7hey ,;bo ,;lIow~d .n i"ve'ti~"tiDrl of the relalion betwee~ I:velihood 
profi Ie, "nd roud ",curity ,totL"e, uf hoc,~h<> d> ., w~1I ., the (>ffer~"ce, in income level, food security 
and wellbein! statu, betwe~n differ~nl ~ru-.Jp, of people I,ceh ,;, fem.le-hedded cump.red to male-
he.;ded, ho""~hold, with he.d, 01 household, in d;ffere~t age grocp" hou",holds I:vin~ in dirf~r~nt 
re>ettlement ,it~, vi,il~d elci 
The qc,litot:~e tecMiqc., were import,;nt in c"der>tond;r>g wh,;t problem, U", re,ettled households 
experienced and how lhey have been c<.>pi,,!! with 'LJch probl~m" wh,;t tr.e complex loc.1 re,;litie, were, 
the dyr»m;" of vulneral:Hllty of the re,enled househuld" "nd the woy the re,ettl.d peuple were 
"d""tInS to life in th. new environm",,!. More""er, .s s<r.erman (Z004) point' OC1, the Qu,litot:ye 
technique enoi:Hed tr.e r~,eorcher, by m;rimi,in~ hi, ,ubjective thinkin! '0 that he cocid identify 
previously unnolic~d phenomenon by wh'"h to LJnd~"t,;"d the redlitie, in U", community, Both 
.pproaches are ntegraled usie.g the I r.e:ihood, fromework, "s i ndi<oted in Fi~ure 9, in order to eXdmi ne 
the livelihood risk outCOIT'IO" in the re"'t!I~ment ~tes ,nd informed th~ developm~nt uf th" livelihood 
fragility index. 
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Vu ln .. a bilit 
, ('unl>',! I'olio id, 
It"",,", i 0", Li ,',i;llo.' !. i,d ihoo , Shock, 
'"' 
., , 
£'- Pre-c.,,", ",,,ogle, ""I<om« , T,,,ld, 
• 
Ii", ... ,,"" 
~ ... 
, s.caKmlit), I- """o:nc As",r, i,,,kOl,,d ')' 
• ".",opt"" ,,' 
",IIb<in~ 
_1(;:wL"'".. . n<! qu , n,:,.t;v. ~pp; :"I;Gn of 
• 
Hv. li ' ·GOd f "g l ity l IM:'g' Iben pnrr..:l',· " well 
i ,do< 
. 
So urc~ : Ada pte d from DFI D (19991 
4.10 Summary 
The cha pte r ad dressed tr.e data collection proce" and met hod of da ta . n. I,'_,i _, Itwtl ;",,_, the ' tage 
;0110 .... . 0 from t he pr eparat ion 01 tool , for d"t, coll ect ion to t h~ mel hac, ",ed for c. l. an. ly_,i, _ It 
provi ded deblpd di'c<M ion of t he Qual itat ive and c, uanl ital ive met hocs use d to coll et t th " dat. 
including th" pr" p.r.tian of ta<>ls. It Pfe"n(, the pro,"" of dete rmi natlDn 01 -. mple size . nd ,ele,tlOn 
of s. mpl ed _oDu,eho lds os well os ' ''"''''ian of r~.,.a rc r_ "~;t" n" II al' a d",,,ibed th" d. to 
con ,ol ida"'" proc"" and the q ""ntitat iv" .nd qua litat ive m" lh(",h af dot, on. ly, i' "'e'C for th e >t udy 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
STUDY FINDINGS: 
VULNERABILITY CONTEXT AND PROVISION OF INSTITUTIONAL 
SUPPORT 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the findings relevant to the vulnerability context and institutional support 
components of the livelihoods framework. By drawing substantially on secondary information sources, 
key informant interviews, participant observation and survey methods, it reveals the district's exposure 
to shocks and stresses. It also describes what government resettlement support was provided, 
particularly with regards to the provision of essential services in each of the resettlement sites. 
5.2 Shocks and Stresses at District Scale 
5.2.1 Risks officially profiled in Metema district 
The disaster risk profile of Metema district is diverse, reflecting both natural and human-induced 
threats. This is reflected in ten primary hazards being identified by the Livelihoods Integration Unit in 
DPPA at federal level from 1994 to 2007. The impact of each of the hazards, the year of the events and 
the responses are summarised in Table 6. 
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loble 6: Rewrd. d di •• ,,", eve nt< in Met , ma Wo,.d. (1994-l0071 
~-
h.,.rO Y">.f' R"[()fde d [Ji""t"" 
I" 
-
1 
-
~ ~ 
, He",.,. rain :i9~' OClooer -1954: 10 bu,.,. 3 offices ano , "OO~ 
1 ' 
. , 
; Meninglti, 
'"". '00'. "',; '~oo~'~ . 
- 2002; 100 c~ses, 17 ceatils 
! -1005: 1 ,a," 
-. , 
1 " " 
Ap(1 200, .e , 
~'~':~m' , ~' I " , " '00'. , '00' ~ • , , 2005 £ndemic in the district but i ,,' K eb~e, in lne district 
, I ' loGd, '00' 
" 
, B" 
, 
, , Ma.rcn 2007 50 liveste," were affectec, (rom which 10 oled. 
, 
" , Mete "".tery Apri l 2007 
" 
"I I. , , 
" ; '''' , wtl ch i, a 1 .6% ca,. fat,,-I:ty rote 
~ 
W locust i , 2007 Uop f~iILre ; 1322 ".ectores belcng; n~ to 28 
L. __ Source: Li,'.li lwod Inte~rat\;;" u-~'ii at • , 
" 
In "cditi"", pe'l infesl.liDr1, 1;,'e<1ock eise3s •• nd m. iar:a are the rec"rr ing prcblem< affecting 
.pi[ultcr. : procuctivily . nd I,uman w~lbein8 Tn. DPPA also identified waterlDgtln~ .5 " m"ior 
prcb!"m, ~ff("t l ng crop prGeu,!ion due to !h" ,,,,I ,h. " ,teri,ti", high i"te"'itv of the 'ai"fall and 
d"trict', flat to pogr"phy. B;rd .ttoch on crGp' ond wi le . nim . 1 . n . ,k> on (rep" Iive,tDck and peeple 
were «Iso h ,gilli~hted be(~",e mao.y I~rm, Ln th e • re • • re 'c "GC need by tr"e, 
5.2.2 Health risks and vulnerability 
Foc", ~rccp "no key i~form"nt int"rview, ,";th ".,,. llh wm,e" proli:"d mal. " . , tllen ",.tN- borne 
di<e"se< (di~rrh "".1, '" m~J'" c"",,,ro.,. Rew·".IGry Ir.,! inl",l i"", [po.e umGni • • nd bron'''ti<), 
h" . lth .,,;,t . n!, m. :"i • • II",,!> everyone. Hew""er, children and ""Lit male, are ilffected oy d·,""h"". 
~ne ""' p""IGry I r.ct ; nl"cti "'1> re<pett;,e ly. TI~< w., . nri OLle-d to expo," re tD contami nated wilter dee 
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to children playing in the fields, and in the case of respiratory infections in males, due to exposure to 
dust from agricultural work. 
Survey results revealed that at least one of the family members had been affected by malaria in the 12 
months prior to the survey in 76.7% of the sampled households. The sampled households also reported 
four deaths since they resettled in the area (at the age of 60; 50; 15 and 5) due to malaria. 
Unfortunately, there were no data found at the health posts on mortality and morbidity . 
5.2.3 Threats to agricultural production and livelihood 
The two pervasive natural threats to agricultural production in Metema district are waterlogging and 
invasion by striga weeds (locally called "Akenchira"). Focus group interviews profiled waterlogging as a 
problem in times of high rainfall, mostly in August . 
Waterlogging 
The risk of crop failure due to waterlogging is attributed to five risk factors. These include the district's 
exposure to highly variable and unpredictable rainfall patterns (from 500 mm to 800 mm), linked to 
inappropriate cultivation practices. Although sesame and sorghum production levels are reportedly high 
under normal rainfall conditions, heavy rainfall is particularly damaging to sesame. 
Crop exposure to heavy rain was further exacerbated by lack of access to seasonal forecast information 
(only three households respondents across all sites owned radios and only one owned a television) . 
According to the key informant at the district's Agricultural and Rural Development Office, farmers do 
have options to grow crops suitable for high and low rainfall patterns that would avoid crop failure. He 
explained that rice is a viable crop for lands exposed to waterlogging. Conversely, sesame, which 
requires little rainfall, is an option for drier periods. However, as the survey shows, none of the sampled 
households grows rice. Focus group discussions indicated two other important reasons why farmers 
were motivated to grow sesame despite its exposure to heavy rain and likelihood of failure. Firstly, as 
past years' trends showed, sesame could be sold for a higher price compared to other crops. Secondly, 
as rice is not commonly cultivated, nor is a dietary staple in Ethiopia, the resettled as well as the host 
community are not accustomed to it. In this regard, when participants were asked why they did not try 
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to grow rice when the area is repeatedly exposed to water-logging, they explained that the crop was 
unfamiliar to them . 
An additional risk factor for waterlogging was lack of utilization of appropriate farming technologies. For 
instance, the key informant from the Agricultural and Rural Development Office explained that few 
households used the Broad Bed Maker (BBM) farming tool, which was being sold in his department at a 
price of between Birr 45 and Birr 90. However, survey results indicated that respondents either had no 
idea about BBM or viewed it as not strong enough for ploughing waterlogged land. 
Striga weed infestation 
Regarding the striga weed, the focus group participants reported that it is difficult to remove as it is 
widespread, and the herbicide that they bought from the Agricultural and Rural Development 
Department was not effective. Weeding was not effective as it grew back within a few days. As a result, 
production, especially for sorghum (which is easily affected by weeds) is below expectation. According 
to the regional Bureau of Agriculture (BoA 1997), as cited in Berhe (2006), yields from farms infested by 
the striga weed could be reduced by 50% or more. 
This quote from one of the focus group participants at Kumer illustrates the effects of water-logging and 
of the striga weed. 
In this season (year 2007/2008), I ploughed six hectares of land including four hectares of rented land 
from the host community. However, there was unexpectedly heavy rain in the area in August, which 
waterlogged the cultivated land. In addition, the striga weed was serious in the season. Consequently, 
the sesame I planted on four hectares was totally damaged and I only got seven quintals of sorghum. 
Now I have to pay six quintals of sorghum for the rent. Hence, I will have nothing left for the coming 
months and no more food aid from the government in our village; my option is to sell my ox and donkey 
and to look for wage labour . 
(Source: Author's field notes, December 2008) 
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5.2.4 Declining soil productivity 
Focus group participants reported that unlike the land in the highlands, the resettlement land could not 
be cultivated for consecutive years, as it becomes infertile easily due to the shallowness of the soil. In 
line with this, of the sampled households who did not farm all their land (11 households) in the 
2007/2008 harvesting season, six (55%) explained that the land was not productive and needed to be 
left fallow. 
In the area, shifting cultivation has been widely practised by the indigenous inhabitants as well as 
previous settlers to maintain the fertility of the land. However, those practises are difficult to apply 
today as only two hectares of land was allocated to each resettled household and also because the 
population has increased. In addition to this, according to the focus group participants in the area, the 
use of fertilizer and other technologies is almost non-existent. As a result, the land continues to lose its 
fertility. 
5.2.5 Other constraints/threats 
Other important challenges observed in crop production were lower support from child labour and the 
constraints for women having to be involved in alternative activities due to the harsh environment . 
Another reported challenge, although it is not a very serious one, was bird attacks, especially on 
sorghum. 
Moreover, unlike in the highlands where most of the crops produced were used for the households' 
own consumption which the women controlled, there is a reliance on cash crops instead of a semi-
subsistence approach (i.e. commercial cropping practices at the resettlement sites). Households need to 
buy food for consumption by marketing their commercial crops. This has decreased women's control 
over production. As women focus group participants explained, after selling the crops that have been 
produced, their husbands use some of the income for alcohol. This was not the norm in their home 
areas and men at the resettlement sites now drink more beer than before . 
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5.3 Market and Price trends 
Exposure to export price fluctuation 
Unlike the highland areas, where households depend on subsistence production, households in the 
resettlement sites are dependent on the cash crop production of cotton and sesame, which are 
intended for export. Consequently, they are very vulnerable to price fluctuations in the international 
market. For instance, in December 2008 (when this study was undertaken) sesame suffered an extreme 
price decline from around 2400 birr in the previous year to 900 birr per quintal (lOOkgs). This was 
attributed to low global market price caused by higher levels of production in competitor countries such 
as China and India . 
Exposure to the increase in the price of traditional staples 
The agro-climatic conditions and the soil type in the lowlands of the resettlement sites differ from those 
in the highlands. This limits the production of traditional staples such as teff, barley and other pulses . 
While sorghum is the staple grown in the district, it is still necessary to buy other crop varieties for 
household consumption. Hence, the resettled households are required to sell the commercial crops they 
produce to buy traditional staples such as teff, which are mainly produced in the highlands and must be 
transported to the resettlement sites. However, the combined effect of weak market integration 
between districts, poor road infrastructure and declining per capita production of cereals has increased 
the purchase price of these imported staples. For instance, focus group participants reported that the 
price of teff had increased from around birr 450 in 2004/2005 to around 1000 birr in December 2008 . 
Moreover, local prices of most domestic consumption goods such as sugar, food and vegetable oil had 
increased in line with international trends . 
Exposure to opportunistic traders and merchants 
The combination of weak market integration, poor transportation services, low institutional support and 
precarious economic states also exposes households to opportunistic traders and merchants, resulting 
in the sale of produce at lower prices. This is exacerbated by the absence of appropriate transport 
services from and to the villages of Das-Gundo and Wodi-Gemzu, which necessitates the sale of produce 
to merchants with trucks that travel to the villages. This means selling at cheaper prices as household 
bargaining power is reduced. While focus group participants are well aware that sesame's selling price 
(as well as sorghum and cotton) increases gradually after harvest, reaching higher prices in Mayor June, 
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5.4 Seasonality of Risks/Threats 
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5.5 Government Resettlement Support 
5.5.1 Institutional arrangements for resettlement support 
The food security and early warning process officer reported that there was no separate or constituted 
official authority to implement the district's resettlement programme. However, he reported the 
existence of a loosely-configured resettlement task force headed up by a committee led by the district 
chairman and three sub-committees, i.e. technical, mobilization and logistics, and security and justice. 
These committees are responsible for different aspects of the programme, and were established prior to 
its implementation. The main committee has members from the Agriculture and Rural Development 
Bureau, the Information Bureau, the Finance and Economic Development Bureau, the Administration 
and Social Affairs Bureau as well as the food security and early warning process officer. While these 
loose groupings were responsible for giving direction and for monitoring the programme based on 
periodic reports, they have no direct implementation authority or budget. The structure is shown in 
Figure 10 below. 
Figure 10: Structure of the Metema district resettlement task force 
Resettlement task force 
-Food security and early warning process officer 
- Agriculture and rural development bureau 
- Bureau of information and cultural affairs 
-Administration and social affairs bureau 
~ 
Technical committee Mobilisation Committee Securit)l and Justice Sub-
-Agriculture and rural 
-Bureau of information and committee 
development bureau cultural affairs -Bureau of administration 
-Rural roads authority 
-Transport bureau and security affairs 
-Education bureau 
-Health bureau - Youth and 
-Water and natural - Women Affairs Bureau. 
resources Bureau 
Source: Metema district food security and early warning process officer 
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In principle, the technical committee is responsible for: the identification of unoccupied farmlands and 
its allocation to the resettled households, the identification and allocation of residential areas (500 
square metres for each household) and the development of socio-economic infrastructures (health 
centres, primary schools, roads, water sources, distribution of an ox and distribution of seed). 
Similarly, the mobilization committee is required to disseminate information about the programme to 
host communities in order to create good relations with the resettled community. It is also responsible 
for mobilizing the host community in the construction of temporary houses for the resettled and to 
provide information about the conditions of the resettlement area for the resettled households. 
The security and justice sub-committee is responsible for coordinating the security issues in the 
resettlement area. It is tasked with providing training and organising community members to keep the 
area safe. 
5.5.2 Challenges at district level in providing resettlement support 
Metema's food security and early warning process officer acknowledged numerous challenges and 
problems, particularly in the implementation of the resettlement programme in 2002/2003. This was 
attributed to poor communication between the district's sub-committees as well as with the task forces 
at the sending districts at both the zone and regional level. This resulted in a shortage of seed and land, 
the late distribution of oxen and delays in provision of the budget. Land shortage was due to the fact 
that the size of the land identified for distribution was simply an estimate. This was reportedly 
addressed by clearing forests. 
Evidence of poor institutional preparation is reflected in the District Task Force Report (2005). This 
describes how 419 households, comprising 493 household members, were sent from the Bugina and 
Ziquala districts early on in the scheme and before the district was adequately prepared. During focus 
group discussions at Das-Gundo, the hosts reported that initially there were adequate consultations 
with the community and that the community had participated in the identification of unoccupied land 
for the resettled. However, during the implementation process some of their land had been distributed 
to the resettled; in some cases this had been distributed with cotton still growing in the fields that was 
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to be harvested late in January. While this could have resulted in confrontation between the host 
communities and the resettled families, such conflict did not occur. This was attributed to the absence 
of agricultural activities (land preparation) during January in the resettlement sites, which allowed the 
host farmers to harvest their cotton prior to releasing the land to resettled households. In addition, 
reportedly the land was redistributed from those who already had large landholdings. A further enabling 
factor was the shared history and social origin between the host and resettled families. For instance, 
most of the host communities were originally from the sending districts and had resettled either 
spontaneously in the past 30 to 40 years or through government schemes in the previous regimes, so 
they understood the predicament of the resettled households. 
5.5.3 Primary support provided 
Focus group participants in all sites revealed that they received the necessary utensils and agricultural 
implements. They also reported receiving food rations of 20 kilograms of wheat and 11 birr per person 
per month as cash stipends for the milling of their rations and to cover other necessary expenses during 
the first eight months (i.e. until the first harvest). In addition, they initially received free medical 
treatment, and the transport process from the home area to the resettlement sites was reportedly 
good. 
Some households also received an ox (a cash equivalent of 1000 birr) that was to be paid back in three 
years; others received 135 birr cash to pay for renting an ox to plough their land with the understanding 
that this was to be paid back in one year. However, focus group participants reported that as most of 
the oxen provided were very weak, these died just before the start of their first cultivation. 
Furthermore, as the oxen had been bought from the highlands of North Gonder they were not adapted 
to hot conditions in the lowlands of Metema. Moreover, the process of oxen distribution was delayed in 
the first year of the programme (oxen were distributed only after the land preparation and cultivation 
season) . 
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5.6 Provision of Essential Services 
Access to social services such as health, education, roads, water, and the like at the resettlement sites, 
and the provision of institutional assistance, has been reported as important preconditions for 
successful resettlement (Cernea 2000). Empirical evidence documented in different studies (Sewonet 
2003; Pankhurst 1992) showed that the resettlement programmes of the 1980s in Ethiopia had not only 
failed but also caused disruption. This was due to the fact that the government relocated households 
before establishing appropriate social services in the resettlement areas, and this was combined with 
poor provision of financial and technical assistance. 
This section describes the access to different social services and the institutional assistance that was 
provided to the resettled at the three resettlement sites. It also compares the levels of service across 
the three sites . 
5.6.1 Housing 
Focus group participants in all the three sites reported that on arrival they were allocated houses 
constructed out of wood and straw. As these were reportedly too small to accommodate all the 
household members, most of the households had reconstructed their houses by themselves using wood 
and grass collected from surrounding areas. Field observations indicated that almost all of the houses in 
the resettlement sites, regardless of the household's economic status, were constructed of wood and 
thin mud walls and had thatched roofs -features that were better suited to hot temperatures . 
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Pjctur~ 1: Heu,;"!! condition< in Wodi-G~m'u 
5.6.2 Health services 
It w., observed during field work that h~a l th po,ts. which provide prim.ry he. lth c.re, e,;,t in lwo of 
me three re,ettlement site, "; ,i led iDa;-Gundo _no Wodi-Gemzu) and were repDrted ., free lor the 
r~ ,~ttled 
Al thocgh t""r~ w.s M h~dlth fdCillty in Kumer, : he ,it. is cluse tu me dist rict centre and other .ebele, 
which have ""oe" 10 clinic" The rcf","e, it w", po" ible f(}f househo ld, to c,e me cl in ic at Ku , il K.b~e 17 
km .way or two huur> retum by foot, or ,mrter u;ing tron,port). 
While the r.ealth po,l.t D., G"ndo "'., ,t "ff~d by two health .";,Idnt,, th~y reportedly h.d only c<1e 
ye., of Yocat",,,.1 t,. ini n~ Moreov"" the d inic w.s Mt fully fUrlctiunal ur supp,;ed with ' cftici e,,' 
medicine and health kit< 
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" 'llIuuSh Wod,-G~mlU>' he~lt"I pOST had "r;,;n~ltv b"~,, ,'afl<.'d ""nh ,"'" 10 'hr~f p~r""r"'~I, Ollly One 
hullh ~>",t...,1 w., employ.-d ~11he l'mr 01 'he f ielQ y",t. Fow, ~ra"p Pi',tlCOl»nu ~I~o ""'ed that th. 
~alth '5~S l.nT h"n na t be.n In iltt~ "d a " ce fo' rhc PO,! Ih'"" m" nth>, .ne oven wh en ~e was prese nt, 
the heo lth ~l l ock"d m"clcin. m<>. l d.y>. rh e researcher notec that t~ M.lth post was closec and 
that the muctu re i,,,, '1 "'., "I poor qUllity~lt was m.de af woDd OM ,trow, "",n. tratched roof and 
Pklu. e 4: Hq~l th 1'''',. ... 'h~ , ..... u leme .. ' $h t lie/I a t Wod-GIL'flUU omd right . , D;M-Guno(lO) 
5 .6.3 Primary educatiun 
Fle lc rc~a"h con firm"" the Pf~.e",e of pr lm. ,y \.Chool . In . 11 thr •• -re,ett lemel1t sites, Grade I ",,~ I , 
rSr"Ii!ec from 1 4 iWadi-Gem, u) , 1-05 IKum er ) anc 1·8 I[)., Gun ca) F(>cu> ~roup pa r!l clpa nt s reportec 
tl\.l l Ir.e s.cnoo l .1 Wodi ·Gem,u wo" tm'WU(1 ed ~V !abouf (ontriootee t>y the """mu "itv a~d wM very 
PO'I! (see Piety,,, 5 !>dowl· Ho"·~",,' . the schOOl was a!lout€d tw<:J he<:t"'~' of I.nd to be cultivated by 
the 'ommunny Of remM out 10 an ,nd,viCUollorm<!f Thi, w.:IS to .... pport incom" 8"n~,.t;un to rover 
ope,~t,ns to>~ ,ueh a. SLn ,on.ry 
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5.6.4 Access to water for domestic and livestock consumption 
A"~,, to w.t~r w.,. "jti,~1 e lement tar ,", jaini ng lit~ in.1I the r •• "ttlern~nt "te" with hoo,er.old, 
'eportedly cc>l~cting ",inking waler from rivers, ,1 re.m, .nd rarely from harod pu mps. The per~"ni.1 
'Iver in Wooi-GmeZl. i; used fa' walerint of livesto ck ane oome'l ic consumptic>n. Howe"er, 11", river< 
ne" r~sl to D,,-Gufldo ~nd K um ~r r~settlem~"l "Ie, we re repo rted 10 be ,eo"'''.! Allhaug~ h."d 
pump' were ob,er~ed In.1: three si te,. mast of t~e,~ were bra~~n .nd nat func tioning due to P~Q' 
m.i nte n"nce Li~ewi,e, .I tha ugh motori,,,d pump' were ,*"er~ed in ,I I " te>, the;~ too w~ r~ r.ol 
func!",,,.:, 
In Wool-Gem," fa,", ~roup p'rticipa nts reporte d tke pre,,,,,,. of rine h,nd pump, fa ' sourcing pot,ble 
w,te'. However, only on e of the,e was workin~ ,t toe t; me of fieid vi,it" 1'><= rest h,d been w"hed 
,w,y . nd ce,lroyec by r,e,1iY rains in preoious yeM'_ 5im;IMIY,;t Wa' 'eported th.lll", moto ri sed waler 
pump h.c n",-,er wor k",," ., nO arle W", re<pan,;ble fo ' m';"le r"flC~ ."d the mmmun;ty 
'epre,eflt.t;ve, ~d ,,0 ;de. who to _Wro_' h to .ddre» the probl~m. Furthermore, ,,,,en though 
-~, ; de nt, repoeteo _ will ; n~ne" to (Qntnbut~ money to 'OY~r ;\s ape"tlng co,t" th~r~ w" I,c~ of 
;"' (;t ut;on . 1 suppa rt Ia!" t,_ ;n; ng or tr.n,le, af '~,p on,;bil ;ty_ Almo,t . 11 ,urvey ,e'pand~nt; reparted 
that they u,ed dYe r w.ter 10.- r.ou,er.old con,umption "';t i; loc, ted neM 10 t"e villilge, req uiring on 
oye r .ge , ) C m;nut~ w.l ~ to letc h w,teL 
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I~ Kumer, foc", s mup p",b,i p.r.!> reportee the presence of five hond rumps, "r.d one mDtor i,~d pum p 
However, at the time of t~ field ~ i' it, "Clly t .... o of the hard pumps were fu~'t<mir_g "no the re,~.rcl1er 
ob,e"ed ma~y householcs fetc~;r_~ w"ter f rom ,tre"ms ac,d the ,."oral r".r "di"ce~t tD the 
,ettlemer.t i,ee Picture 6 below), Su rvey oota ,1m re ~~"leo to",! mo'l houser.olds used woter from a 
'tr~"m . no river for domestic con,umptlDn CLl . to th~ pro'imily to the se1tlement anc a round trip 
collection tim o of;3 minule' 
Household, at D., -Gur_dD hove re'ettled close to but O~ two 'ides of"~ €.,ier re<ettled community 
~he researcher ob,er~.d that or.ly or_e of th e t .... o ."_r.d pu mps were tunctior.i n~, recuir; n~ m"~y p""ple 
to cueue urli1 7 pm to fetch "".t. r (s ee Picture 6) 0" Or.e >ice of the settl.m~~t. On th~ other <ide, 
three I,."c pump< a~d ore motori,ed pump were r_oteo, .11I)()ugh only or~ of the hard pump, wo, 
fur_ctior.ing durir.g II", field visit. FOClS group participants r~ported th.t ., the motori,ed pump 
tunctior~d mi~lmal" due tD m.,nten.nCe problem" lh~y ",ed the hod pump, ,tre"m ond river w.ler 
fot their wnsumptio~ , The aYer.ge time token tD feteo w"ter in th is resettlement ,ile wa, 18 minute, 
Pictu re 6, Wotor ">L.r oo , for ( on, um ption Ilrom lei', K"m,:r, D.,·Gu nda ,nd Wodi- G<m,") 
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5.6.5 Credit service 
Access to formal banking and micro credit services 
Formal banking services were provided only at district level in Metema and were completely 
inaccessible to those in the resettlement sites. With specific reference to micro credit, the Amhara 
Credit and Saving Institution (ACSI) (owned by the ruling party of the Amhara region state) is the only 
officially recognised provider of credit and saving services for the resettled households. According to the 
information at the ACSI Metema sub-branch, 879,000 birr has been distributed since 2003 for 586 
resettled households, with each receiving 1, 500 birr. 
The procedures for accessing micro credit through ACSI require borrowers to self-select members and 
form a group of five to seven people who know each other well. Ideally a credit and saving committee 
from the village should recruit and evaluate these prospective borrowers. However, in the case of the 
resettlement sites, the absence of strong social ties and weak local administration had resulted in the 
Agriculture and Rural Development Bureau at the district level stepping in to screen and recruit 
potential borrowers instead of a local credit and saving committee 
Another obstacle to access credit explained by this key informant was that the resettled households had 
misunderstood the financial implications of the oxen they received (or financial equivalent of 1000 birr) 
from the Agriculture and Rural Development Bureau. As the settlers had perceived this as aid rather 
than as a soft loan, they did not pay it back, which now disqualified them from access to credit . 
Moreover, the weak social ties among resettled families meant they did not know each other sufficiently 
well to trust each other enough to form a group. These observations were confirmed by focus group 
participants who noted that it was difficult to take credit on a group basis, as one could not be sure who 
was stable enough to 'stay the time' at the resettlement site . 
Informal sources of credit 
While it is recognised that non-formal sources, such as "Iddir" (burial groups), "Iqqub" (rotating saving) 
and "Mahaber" (feasts), as well as relatives and moneylenders, playa significant role in providing credit 
for poor rural Ethiopian households, focus group participants in all the sites confirmed that these 
informal institutions were not yet established, and only Iddir, which primarily focuses on providing 
funeral services, was operating in Wodi-Gemzu . 
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5.6.6 Access to agricultural extension services 
One of the main objectives of the resettlement programme was to enable households to be food secure 
and to improve their livelihoods. In this regard, effective and efficient agricultural extension support has 
paramount importance in helping the resettled households to adapt to their new environment and to 
acquire knowledge and awareness of how to carry out agricultural practices. In the case of Metema, the 
agricultural system and the lowland environment were unfamiliar to the resettled families. Therefore, 
ample support was needed to enable households to adapt to an unfamiliar agro-ecological context. 
However, focus groups uniformly revealed poor support from extension workers, who were supposed to 
inform them about appropriate farming practices for the area. Focus group participants at Wodi-Gemzu 
reported that the visits and consultations from extension workers were primarily made to households 
that were 'better off' or for selected model farmers. They also reported that agricultural extension 
workers had not been available at their assigned resettlement site. The researcher also observed this 
and could not locate any agricultural extension worker to interview in any of the three resettlement 
sites, as they were not in the area during the the fieldwork. 
The key informant at the Metema district agriculture and rural development bureau explained that 
there were supposed to be three agricultural extension workers (or development agents) in each of the 
rural kebeles and that they were supposed to be trained in different areas, such as crop cultivation, 
natural resources protection and conservation, and animal husbandry. However, he admitted that the 
district had insufficient extension workers to undertake enough supervision and consultation in all the 
kebeles of the woreda; this was coupled with a high turnover of workers. However, he mentioned that 
to solve the problem, professionals at the woreda agriculture office usually undertook field visits and 
held group consultations in many of the rural villages, especially from January to March. Unfortunately, 
during this period, a significant number of households moved to their home areas for prolonged visits to 
their family, or in rare cases moved to the commercial farm areas of the Woreda and the neighbouring 
Sudan to generate income as hired labour . 
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5.6.7 Access to markets and transport services 
The researcher observed that only Das Gundo has a local market, and the other two sites used the 
nearest markets in other kebeles for the sale and purchase of goods. According to the survey, the 
average time taken for a return trip on foot to the nearby market was 23, 114 and 308 minutes 
respectively for Das-Gundo, Kumer and Wodi-Gemzu resettlement sites. 
Among the three sites, Kumer fared better in terms of transport services as it is located along the main 
road to Sudan near to the capital town of the district, Shehedi. Thus, as discussed in the focus group 
interview, access to transport and the market is not a problem, and it takes about 30 minutes to get to 
the market and to return home using transport. On the other hand, the focus group participants at 
Wodi-Gemzu reported that the nearby market was located 25 kilometres from their village and 
transport service was not available except by tractor and by truck when merchants came to buy and 
collect sesame during the harvest period of December and January. In addition, they noted that it is 
difficult to walk to the nearby markets during the rainy season since there are no bridges to cross the 
rivers (especially the Guang River) when they are full. 
5.6.8 Essential services: consolidated findings 
The findings on essential services show extremely low levels of service provision across the sites, as 
summarised in Table 8 below. However, the ranking exercise presented in Appendix 5 shows differences 
in service provision; Wodi-Gemzu with very poor service provision compared to the other sites in 
aggregate terms . 
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Table 8: Summary table showing availability of essential services in the three resettlement sites 
Essential service Resettlement Sites 
Sub indicator Wodi-Gemzu Das-Gundo Kumer 
Housing Houses constructed out of wood and 
straw 
Health post No 
Physical condition of health post Very poor Better Closer to the district Town. 
Health So better access to health 
services 
Health staff 1 2 
Availability of medicine Poor Poor 
Primary school Up to grade 4 Up to grade 8 Up to grade 6 
Education Physical condition of school Very poor Better Better 
Hand pump lout of 9 was working 2 out of 5 were working 2 out of 5 were working 
Motorised pump There was but it was It functioned for very limited There was but it was not 
Water not functioning time a year functioning 
Streams (perennial) 
River Seasonal Seasonal 
Credit Formal Poor Micro finance institution Micro finance institution 
Informal Only Iddir Not yet Not yet 
Road to Very poor Seasonal Asphalted 
district 
Agricultural There were no Reportedly there were three. Reportedly there were three. 
extension extension workers But were not available for But were not available for 
interview interview 
Total* Very poor Poor Adequate 
Note: *Based on the ranking exercise result for all the services (See Appendix 5) 
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5.7 Summary 
This chapter has addressed the vulnerability context in Metema district consolidating information 
primarily from secondary and qualitative sources. It has also provided comparative evidence of the 
provision of essential services in each of the resettlement sites . 
Findings indicate a complex vulnerability context characterised by a diverse combination of naturally 
occurring threats including waterlogging, striga weed infestation and malaria. It also underlines the 
exposure of resettled households to market related trends and forces due to dependence on cash 
cropping and export-related price volatility. The findings also profiled the poor quality of almost all 
essential services, especially those at Wodi-Gemzu . 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DESCRIPTIVE FINDINGS: HOUSEHOLD SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC 
AND COMPARATIVE LIVELIHOOD PROFILE 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the demographic and livelihood profiles of the sampled households. It is 
divided into five major sections. The first section presents the social and demographic characteristics 
of the sampled households; the second examines the extent of the 'voluntary-ness' of the 
resettlement programme and the reasons why households were resettled; the third section 
discusses household asset profiles; and the fourth section covers the livelihood strategies of 
households. The final section presents the livelihood outcomes that the households achieved at the 
resettlement sites. 
6.2 Socio-Demographic Profile of Study Sample 
6.2.1 Demographic characteristics of sampled households 
Gender and age of head of household 
Table 9 below shows the demographic characteristics of the sampled households. This table 
indicates that 87% of the households are headed by males. The average age of the household heads 
was 40.76 years, with a minimum age of 23 and a maximum age of 69 (S.d 12.23). Most of the 
household heads (77.42%) were in the age groups of 20-35 and 36-50, which constitute 39.78% and 
37.63% respectively. Only 5.38% of household heads were 66 years and older. There were 
differences in age distribution between the three sites. Most of the household heads (64.5 %) in 
Wodi-Gemzu were in the age group of 20-35, while the majority of the household heads (41.96 and 
48.39% respectively in Das-Gundo and Kumer) were in the age group of 36-50. The survey further 
revealed that 83% of the female heads of household were aged between 20 and 50, as compared to 
63% for their male counterparts. The average age of female heads of households (46) was slightly 
higher than those of the male household heads interviewed, which was 40 years. 
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Edu<3l ion.1 St.tu< of head 0/ Mu;ehold 
With r~~,,,,1 to ."jm,,\idn, tnp m.juri ty (09%) at huu,e ho ld head, inler.'i ewed had neoer attended 
"haul, while 14% had only a primMy education and only 2''.6 of the re,pondent< had a secondary 
~dlJC'li"n_ The re,l (15%) althe head of hou,ehold, (ould read and write 
Marital Slatu, 
With ,"~ard to marital 'tatu,. Table 9 ,how, that mo,1 of the household hc.d, intc!\Iiewed i80%j 
were m"rrred; the other 20% were d';vorced or widowed or hod n. v. ' marriM_ Tne ,ur~ " y, al'" 
,t>owe d tho! t~ majo rity of fe rnal . ne.d, ,,/ huu,~huld, inle r'\li.w~ d (91%) were 'in~I., ," 
compo red to only 10% for mole hc"d, of hOl.l5 e ho Id, i nt e rvi . we d 
T.bl~ 9, Domocraphk (nor,ctor;"i« 01 th~ "mpl~d h""s< hald, 
Re,ettlement ,ite, 
Demographic Wodi-Gem.u Da,-Gundo Kumer Tot.1 
Characteristics 
Gender 
" "" " ''''' " ''''' " ''''' _ ...• ~ ~ . .~ Mal~ 
" 
93.55 n S7,l 
" 
SO,05 
" 
S7.1 
Fe rn"'~ , 6.45 , 12.9 0 19,35 
" 
1£.9 
'" " ''''' " "" " ''''' " ''''' 
):-35 
" 
0451 
" 
32.20 , USS 
" 
39.78 
~ 
36-50 , 22,58 U 4~34 
" 
42.39 
" 
3763 
51-65 ; 908 0 1935 , 22.S8 
" 
17,2 
~ 
>"' , 3,13 , 6.45 , b.45 , 5.38 
Marit~1 St~tu. 
" 
'00 
" ''''' " ''''' " ''''' 
M"'(,e d n 70.97 
" 
8387 
" 
83.87 
" 
79. 57 
~. 
Never m~rri . d , 12.9 , 12.9 , 12,9 
" 
12.9 
.~ 
Divdrc~ [1 ; 9 .oR , , , 3.23 , 4.3 
Widowed , 5-45 , 323 ~ 0 ; 323 , , 
EdLKation 
" ''''' " ''''' " 
'00 
" 
'00 
-, 
No education n 70.97 
" 
52.06 
" 
77.42 
"' 
WR2 
Re'od and , 119 , 21.58 , 9,08 U 15,U5 
writ e 
~. ~ 
Primary , 1O.~3 , 10.13 ; 9.08 B 1398 
S. condMY , 0 ~ 3.23 ~ 3,23 , m 
Source. Author, own ,urv~y d"t" 2008 
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Household size 
The average family size for the sampled households was found to be 3.93 people with a maximum of 
eight and a minimum of one person per household. The average household size was slightly less in 
Wodi-Gemzu (3.2 persons) as compared to 4.1 and 4.5 persons per household in Kumer and Das-
Gundo respectively. In addition, as indicated in Table 9, a slightly larger number of household heads 
at Wodi-Gemzu are single, as compared to the other two sites. The average household size is almost 
the same for male and female heads of households (3.83 persons per household for female-headed 
households and 3.93 for male-headed households). The survey further indicated that the sampled 
households have an average of 1.78 dependents (i.e. under 15, over 65 or disabledL with a 
maximum of five in anyone household . 
6.2.2 Resettlement experience of study sample 
Almost all the sampled households were from the Amhara ethnic group. Although only three 
respondents were of Agew ethnicity, they also spoke Amharic. The sampled households originated 
from 16 districts of the Amhara regional state, mainly from the South Wollo, North Wollo and 
Waghimra zones (zones that are located more than 600 kilometres away from the resettlement 
sites). The exception was the Gayint district, which is located in South Gondar, approximately 350 
kilometres from Metema . 
Across all sites, the survey findings indicate that 47.31%, 10.75% and 41.94% of the sampled 
households resettled in 2002/2003, 2003/2004 and 2004/200510 respectively. 
Das-Gundo and Kumer 
Das-Gundo and Kumer are relatively established resettlements sites, where households from the 
highland parts of Amhara and Tigray regional states have been living for many years; they were 
resettled either spontaneously or by government-promoted resettlement programmes during the 
Imperial as well as the Derg regimes. Survey results indicate that 81.5% and 63% of the sampled 
households in Das-Gundo and Kumer respectively arrived in the first round (the year 2002/2003) of 
the resettlement programme. The rest, 18.5% and 37% of the sampled households in Das-Gundo 
and Kumer respectively, were resettled in 2004/2005. 
10 In the Ethiopian calendar, September is the beginning of a new year; the calendar years are eight years back 
from January to August and seven years from September to December from the Gregorian calendar. For 
instance, January 2009 in the Gregorian calendar is January 2001 in the Ethiopian calendar; and October 2009 
in Gregorian is October 2002 in the Ethiopian calendar . 
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Wodi-Gemzu 
According to the focus group participants and the district key informant, Wodi-Gemzu is a relatively 
new village which formerly was sparsely populated. Very few people who came from the highland 
areas resettled spontaneously; they were dispersed around the site by herding livestock and 
practising shifting cultivation. Officially-supported resettlement occurred in the second round 
(2003/2004). The majority of the sampled household heads (68.4%) reported that they resettled in 
2004/2005, with 31.6% resettling in 2003/2004. 
6.3 'Voluntary-ness' and Reasons for Resettlement 
Many researchers view voluntary participation to be a significant determinant of the success of any 
resettlement programme. In this regard, Erlichman (2003) in his study titled Ecohealth and 
Displacement (a case study of resettlement and return in Ethiopia) stated that: 
The degree to which the choice to resettle was voluntary affected an individual's willingness to 
adapt. Adaptation was easier in the cases where households had a greater degree of freedom to 
resettle (as opposed to cases where people were simply assigned to resettlement by the Peasant 
Associations) . 
In this study, all of the respondents interviewed confirmed that they had participated voluntarily in 
the resettlement programme. According to the key informant (the food security process officer) who 
was interviewed at the Amhara Regional State Food Security Coordination and Disaster Prevention 
office, the resettlement programme was initially a response to the spontaneous movement of 
people from the highland parts of the region to the lowlands. Even though resettlement later 
became one of the three important food security strategies of the government at the end of 2002/ 
2003, people had been expressing their desire to be resettled for several years. In some areas, 
people had already begun to move on their own without government assistance. A large number of 
people (about 31,515 people) had been resettled with government assistance before 2002/2003 to 
the lowlands of the region . 
Although the government advertises the programme as voluntary, and the respondents confirmed 
that they had been resettled voluntarily, focus group interviews and household survey results 
showed that there were some push and pull factors that induced households to choose resettlement 
as an option. 
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6.3.1 Push factors 
When the researcher asked the sampled households as well as focus group participants for their 
reasons for choosing resettlement, their reply was either that they were landless, or that they had 
small landholdings, or that drought and environmental degradation as well as limited availability of 
non-farm and off-farm income sources were factors in their decison. For instance, one of the focus 
group participants at Wodi-Gemzu resettlement site who originated from Meket district, North 
Wollo zone, has five household members. His reasons to resettle are below . 
Drought occurs almost every two or three years at my home area, the productivity of the land is 
getting low, the land I had was very limited (half hectare) and is infertile. Therefore, I could not grow 
enough crops to feed and support my household members. Moreover, wage labour and other sources 
of income were very limited in our area. Therefore, the only option for many households, including 
me, was to wait for aid from the government. So I chose to register for the resettlement programme 
to come here when the Woreda and Kebele officials announced about the benefits of getting two 
hectares of land, and other supports hoping that I can be self sufficient in my food requirement and 
for a better life. Of course, I am now self sufficient and living without aid, but the environment is very 
hot and I miss my home place very much. 
(Source: Author's field notes, December 2008) 
The other group participant in the Kumer resettlement site, who came from Sekota, Waghimra 
Zone, has two children aged 5 and 2. His reasons are quoted below 
I was too young to be given farm land when the present government redistributed land after the fall 
of the Derg regime. My parents received about one hectare of land and they could not give me part 
of their land when I got married in 1999 as they had four other children. Therefore, I had been living 
with my parents since 1999, even after I got married. In addition, alternative means of livelihood are 
very limited in the area. In short, life in general was very difficult at my home area. Hence, I was 
happy to register and be resettled, when the government officials told us about the programme. I 
was keen to establish my own household, to be self sufficient and improve the fife I had been living 
for many years by receiving land independently in the resettlement area . 
(Source: Author's field notes, December 2008) 
The conditions in the home areas of the resettled are important push factors. This was supported by 
the secondary information found in the Metema Woreda's {Resettlement Task Force' report 
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(January 2005t written in Amharic. The report indicates that out of the 13,000 households targeted 
to be resettled in the Woreda in 2002/2003, 12,777 were resettled (98% of the resettlement target). 
However, in the following year, according to the same report, 2,243 households out of the planned 
15,000 were resettled (15% of the target). This low rate was attributed to high crop production in all 
parts of the region as a result of good rainfall distribution in that production year. 
6.3.2 Pull factors 
Focus group participants also reported "pull factors", including misleading information disseminated 
by some of the woreda and kebele officials about the conditions in the resettlement areas and about 
support that would be given. 
Of these groups, some left the resettlement sites immediately after reaching them when they found 
that the environment was hot and harsh compared to their home areas. They were annoyed by 
unfulfilled promises, for instance, the 2000 to 4000 birr stipend, the free oxen and better housing . 
6.3.3 Return to original areas 
Returns were reported, especially from those who resettled in the beginning of the resettlement 
programme (Metema Woreda Resettlement Task Force Report 2005). Approximately 37% of the 
resettled households (3,787 household heads including their 1,023 household members from the 
2002/2003 resettled households) reportedly returned immediately to their home areas without 
involving themselves in any activities in the resettlement area. This was not the case for those 
households who resettled in the later years of 2003/ 2004, as the same report indicated that 97% 
became involved in agricultural activities from the very first harvest season in the resettlement area. 
The key informant interviewed (the food security and early warning process officer at the woreda) 
described how households that resettled in later years had better information and a better 
understanding of the conditions of the resettlement sites and the programme than the previously 
resettled households. They had this information before they decided to move to the resettlement 
sites. The rate of return was low, at least for the first season. 
According to the focus group participants, other households had returned home after the first 
harvest season because the farm land they had received was either water-logged or not fertile 
enough to support their household members; other reasons were failure to produce enough 
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because of a lack of skills to adapt to the new agriculture practice, and no access to oxen with which 
to plough all the land they received in time. 
The Metema Woreda Resettlement Task Force Report indicated further reasons that contributed to 
households returning home. Firstly, some households chose to invest in small trading in their home 
area after a satisfactory first harvest. Secondly, a dependency syndrome led to some households 
only using the resettlement programme to receive whatever aid was distributed. Thirdly, rather than 
believing that the programme would improve their livelihoods, some were scared of not getting aid 
if they refused to be resettled and in other cases, people were homesick. In line with this, Lakew 
(2006), in his study focused on food security in Enebse Sar Midir district (one of the sending districts 
in East Gojjam zone of the regional state), reported that food insecure households had been 
prohibited from getting relief food aid in a bid to force them to accept resettlement . 
6.4 Livelihood Strategies in Resettlement Sites 
6.4.1 Role of crop production 
Survey findings indicate that crop and livestock production as well as non-farm income are dominant 
sources of livelihood across the surveyed households (see Figure 11). Crop production specifically 
accounted for 83.4% of annual income on average. However, Figure 11 also illustrates significant 
differences in the total annual income between the three sites, with households at Wodi-Gemzu 
reportedly generating an annual income exceeding 13,000 birr or more than twice of of that of the 
other two sites. This was primarily attributed to significantly stronger crop production in Wodi-
Gemzu, which generated two to three times more to household income compared with crop output 
at Das-Gundo and Kumer respectively . 
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Kumer 
Note: oM US!) """S eq",v~l"nl tt> E,rr 1],1 in Janu.,ry200!1 
6.4 .2 Livestuck as suu rce uf Ilvelihood 
• S~I~'S ofU,·"';(Mk ~nd 
Jjv,",'o<k p",du<1~ 
• Cro p P,"uu"<tio n 
~lle., ,urwv f,ndin~ indic;lIed th .. ( th~ dnnual hou«ehold ;I\COOlC S"r.e'~I"d .hrwsh ,~OC' of 
lI . e,tock .,nd l i~o.t "'~ product! o nlv com pri sed 7.2% 0" il ver .. ge (61 4 birr) Howeve r, Ih i! "" IS 
r,;poncdly !oI,m ii~lt\Iy h'Rho!r Ih~n in the districts of orlgil'\. K"Y i~form .. nts !rom th~ dl ~lri<:t'$ R", .. I 
and Agri cult ur,,1 burei1 " . 1, 0 highlighted Metem;,', prO~ l mily to Sud.n ~ " volu"ble Ilvc~!o<k 
Uportin8 opportun~y However, IhO?Y quahF.cd (his bV unde rlmlng the ''''''' .. r~n' ""po'Su,,,, to 
lI~c,tQ (k thell. For in<;ta ncc, Io< u, group por'tl cipant' " ~I Wodi-Gemw repo rted thill 19 of t he 
~nl"d oommun"ys oxen ~~d bc~n stolcR i" 2007. 5'''1,13<1'(. in O<r;-GIJr.:io ,t was reported ~n"t 
Just 0"" wp~ k beiQ'~ the iic ld visit 54 Ci lU" from One host ht.>u'~~ld h"d beErI ,toterl, foe u< 8'O!.Jp 
p""ticipoonlS abo no~ed l lut thch WAS a problem bcc.ou5e tne Sudan border b do", tu t/le i. v,II.'ae. 
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6.4.3 Non-farm income as sources oflivelihood 
With particular respect to non-farm income, a diverse range of activities were identified. These 
included wage labor, milling, charcoal and wood selling, local alcohol selling, blacksmithing, video 
shows and caring for other households' cattle. On average this only accounted for 9.37% of the total 
income on average, however (see Figure 11 above). 
Survey results also indicated that 22.3% of the sampled households in Kumer had non-farm income 
compared with 21.1% and 14.8% respectively for Wodi-Gemzu and Oas-Gundo (see Appendix 4). The 
higher non-farm income observed in Kumer is attributed in part to its proximity to the district's 
capital (Shehedi) and the border towns of Metema-Yohaness, characterized by high levels of border 
trade with Sudan. This was verified by the field observation, which indicated more people were 
engaged in charcoal and fire wood selling than at other sites. 
Modest non-farm income generating activities were noted at Wodi-Gemzu. This included two 
grinding mills owned by the resettled households and one small shop selling oil, tomatoes and other 
small consumable goods. The researcher also observed a household with its own generator that sold 
beer and soft drinks. Television/video night entertainment for payment was also offered. 
In contrast, the researcher observed no shops or small business activities in the areas in Oas-Gundo 
where the resettled were living. This is attributed to the location of resettled households on the 
periphery of the former village that was established in the 1960s. Group discussions highlighted 
Significant difficulties for the resettled to practise small trade as they were competing with previous 
settlers. They also noted that access to labor wages was related to farming, which is seasonal and 
available only during the weeding and harvesting period. 
One unexpected finding with respect to income generated concerned the role of gum and incense 
harvesting. As noted earlier, Metema is extensively covered with different gum and incense species, 
and gum and incense harvesting have been identified as major potential sources of income for the 
resettled through appropriate training and marketing support. This is underlined in the livelihood 
analysis within the district cited in Hammond and Oessalegn (2003) which estimated that 43.6% of 
household income could be derived from gum and incense harvesting (see Appendix 4) . 
However, none of the respondents in this research identified gum and incense harvesting as a 
source of income. Focus group interviews revealed numerous constraints for resettled families. First, 
individual households are not permitted to be involved in gum production, even for home 
consumption, and are required to form a co-operative. In addition, most of the laborers employed 
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re,iocnt, wcr~ not hi rc d '" do;" I" tor. r urthc r mor~, they wcr~ ".eluded Iro m paid labor doc to I"" 
of "ill, "od tr,,:ning;o gum rmduLt ion. Thcrdor~, dc,pitc the wid~'rrc"d ,w"iiat.:lity of th'" ~"tJr,,1 
rc,ourcc, ',t rem,,;o, on io"ccc"ibic ,ourcc 01 liv~lihO{ld for the rc,cttl ~d hou,chold> 
6.5 Livelihood Outcomes: Kumer, Das-Gundo and Wodi-Gernzu 
Compared 
6.5.10ven 'iew 
The ori!i~"1 iOlc~t of the govemmcnt-'"rrorted re'"tll~menl rrogramm. was to impro~. the food 
,ecurity at re,ettled househ,,"d, and thus the'" overall wellbeiop. and live'ihood stat"', The 
household survey al,o exam',oed th~,e livelir.ood ooteome, I rom the per;pective of the study 
re'pondent" 
6.5.2 Household perception offood security 
A, dep'"ted i" "" hie 10, 001'1 2~. 18% of I he '" mpled hou,ehold, re ported e' lX'rie "cing food ,~cu ril 'I 
problem, after re,ettlement , They reported that, 00 "ver"!~, th~y e"wu"ter~d wn,umption ~ap, 
for 3,88 month, a 'iNr with" minimum of two "M a ma,imum of,ix monlh" u,u"lIy bctw~en M"y 
,,~d O,t abc r. Table 10 ,,1'0 pfofil~, the difkrence, i~ perceivN lood ,ecurity ,t,tu, .ero" the th ,ee 
'it"'. with 6.67"'j, of hou,eho ld, in Wodi-Genuu ,"pofti~g period, 01 food im,ecurity com~Jred with 
23.33% in Da<-Gundo .nd 41.94% i~ Kumer, 
Table 10 : Hou<eh old pe"ept>on of t ro"'itory food i",ecurity : po<t resett lement 
Locali"" 
Percerlion of food i n .. u tily 
" 
TOlal 
'0 , ,,, , 
'" 
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'" 
% 
--- -
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SimilMiy, T"ble 11 ,how, thot the majority oj r,OUSChDld, O(ro" all ,,\e, 183.52%) perceived that 
they were mDrC tODd ,<xure p'»t- rc",ttlcmcn\. Thi, finding hDld, con,\.n\ "C"''' the three 
re5enlement 'ite" e~en when factors of age of ""ad, of hou,eho,d, and fem"le and male-headed 
hou,ehold, Were oon,'.dered. Moreover, the Chi-l te,t in Table 11 (with p-~"lue>O_DSI ,howed r'IO 
'ig~i~("m difference between different group' of household, on p""eption i~ food ,eo "rity ,lalu, 
T"bl ~ 11 olso ,hows thal 8.79% and 7.69% 01 1he hDUS~hold, ,ufveyed perceived tr..l\ their toad 
,,,,,"rity w" ~'Ilh ~ r W()"~ Dr the s' me CDm p'''cd to the home" rea; . ~ csp()ndcnts' nd loous group 
particip,nt' identified w'lerlogging, 'trig' weed i~fe5tation and dfflinirlg I.,r,d prodlJ(ti~ity" the 
meli n triggeri~g hcta" for thei r food in",cu rity co:>dition, in the re,ettlement ,ite, 
The enviro~menul cOMitio", in tr., re"'ttlement area, reportedly comtrelined the u,e of 
establi,hed copi~g ,trategie, for food ime(ure periods. FOf imta~(e, female fo(u, group patticipa~t' 
In Kumef oo1ed that I~ their home areas, in addi1io~ to food aid, multiple cfOpp',ng pri'ctice, were 
the mo,t impo'ti'm mechanism, to cope wi1h food ,n,ecurily in periods of critical food ,horti'ge 
lu,ual'y June tD OotDbcr)_ They reported that th~ y u,cd to piant cabbage and pot"t()~-' bcoelu,e 
these wefe fa,t growi ng ., h is ,trategy coold ~o1 be tri' n,terr~ d 10 Kurmr b~c, u,~ th~ environm ~m 
wa, 001 ,uited to the,e crop,. 
-
Perception Ino _ of household, 1%) 5tati'ti(al tem 
Food ,ecufity Woe.'" ! TheS"me Better P~ "',()n chi1 like lihood-'elt io ohi2 
~:;Lr:'.!ni'~' 
-I - - . -location 
Wodi-Gemzu 113.33) 4113.33) 25183.33) ! 
D~,-Cundo 2(1)_67) 113.33) n(90) I S.4 (p =0_248) 5_33Ip=O_255) 
- - --
/(umer 5(1613) 21645) Z4{77.421 
Gender 
-Femal~ 1{9_091 2{18.181 8172.731 1.9~p_O.3741 1 5510.461) 
, Mol~ 7IB.75) 5(6.15) 6&(85) 
, , ~ 
----
_. 
----
Age of Head of Household 
, 
20-35 1911. 7B) 3(8.33) 32(82.29) 
-- ---
36-50 5:14.29) 2(5.71) 28{80) 5.3Ip- O.5(5) 5.41Ip·O.492) , 
--
51-65 zln.5) 1{6;>5) l3{SU5) 
_. - --
'00 0 11Z5) 3175) I I Total 8(8.79) 7(7_69) 76(13.52) , 1 , i 
-
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6.5.2: Household perceptiun uf wellbeing: post resettlement 
With re'pect to perception of we l lbei n~. Tatle 12 ,how, that mi1jority of respondent' (70.97%) te lt 
th3t they were better off p.ost-resett le ment then they had been in their home are", . This compMcs 
with 14% and 15% of hou,ehold, respe<tivcly th.t pc"~ivcd thei r livin g ,ondit;"", had deteriorated 
or rem"ined the ,,,me. Cansi'te nt with tindin~' prc<cnlcd carliN un income aM 10M ,ecurity. 
83.87% 01 household, in Wodi-Gc mlu perceived their lite to be ~Nter in the re,ettlement , it e 
campMed with hDU,cholds ~l DJ<-Gundu {fi7.74%} a nd Kumer (61.Z9%). Whi l~ the 'loti'tical test 
with p-value af 0.0&7 ind icated ,n in,ignilican! difference by location. ,tati'tie,) lest (p-v,'ue of 
0.044) hi~hligh ted 'i~ni/i ,"nt d;fference. in well-bein8 perceptiol by gender. Ihi' indicated th"t 
more wumen-headed .enler; perceiving :hey were wor;e off than mole headed hou,eholds. Wi'I, 
regard to age, even tho ug h 3 hif,hN percentaB€ 0/ hau.ehold heads aged 20-35 p"'"e i v~d their 
livenhuod to have improved compared :0 home <He"" thi' difference w'" lot foord t o be 
st.'is:ically , ignif;cant (p-val ue 0_254>0.05) 
l obi. 12: Hous.hoId,· p. " . ption, of t~ir w. I~.in, stotu, ., c<>mp",~d to thei, h<>m e .,e. 
--
-- --
-D~'e'mi n"nt , Perception (no of hou seh uld, ('X) Stati,:ical te,:, 
, 
of we llt>c;ng Wor;e TheS"me B~tter Pe~"on chi2 li kel ih ood-
, 
,.t;o ,h;2 
- --'-
Lo",tion 
f-w;;j; -'Ge m,u - . 3(9.58) 2(6.45) 2&{83.87) , , 
-
, Dos-Gundo 4(12.g ) 6(19_35) 21(67.74) 5.39(0.067) 5.5S{C_061) 
--
Kum er 6(lg.35) 6(19.35) 19(6U9) 
. L . 
-
GendN 
---_._-
Female 4(33.33) 3(25) 5(41.67) 626(0044) 5_51(0.063) 
-
-- . 
M.le 9(11.1 1) 11(13_58) 61(75.31) 
Age a/ He-ad of ~,ehold ----
-_ ._. -
20-35 2(5,41) 1 4(10.81) 31(83.78) 
36-50 7(20) ------ 8(22.85) 20(57.14) 7.79( 0_ 254) 8_86(0181) 
... 
-
51-65 3(18.75) 2(12 .5) , 
, 
11(68.75) 
~; 1(20) 0 4(80) 
loU! BIB.9S) 14(15.05) 66(10.97) , 
-
-
" ." 
, 50 fee., l thor sawn ,u rvey d, t" 200S 
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6. 6 Summary 
This chapter presented the socio-demographic characteristics of the sampled resettled households 
along with voluntarism in the resettlement programme. It also presented the major livelihood 
strategies of the resettled and the livelihood outcomes in the resettlement sites. 
Findings indicated that almost all the sampled households interviewed shared the Amhara ethnic 
group. This significantly reduced the potential for ethnic conflict in the resettlement sites with no 
conflict either observed or reported during field work. 
Research findings also showed that households chose to resettle voluntarily. However, 'push' and 
'pull' factors induced households to choose resettlement as an option. These included conditions in 
their home areas such as landlessness, small landholdings, drought and environmental degradation, 
as well as the limited availability of non-farm and off-farm income sources. In addition, misleadingly 
optimistic information was disseminated by woreda and kebele officials regarding conditions in the 
resettlement areas and the government support that would be provided. 
In terms of livelihood activities, the research findings indicated that crop production was the main 
source of income and accounted for 83.4% on average. In addition, the households' non-farm 
income and income from sales of livestock or livestock products were reported. With regard to 
livelihood outcomes, the survey result indicated that majority of respondents felt better off post-
resettlement in terms of food security status as well as in their general wellbeing . 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS: 
FRAGILITY OF HOUSEHOLD LIVELIHOOD PROFILES 
KUMER, DAS-GUNDO AND WODI-GEMZU COMPARED 
7.1 Introduction 
This study draws substantially on and applies the sustainable livelihoods framework to examine the 
adaptive strategies of households resettled to the lowland areas of Metema. In this context, it 
recognises the central role that productive household assets (livelihood resources) play in 
determining the choice of livelihood strategies in the resettlement sites . 
Chapter Five presented findings at district scale on the co-variant threats that were faced by the 
resettling households in Kumer, Das-Gundo and Wodi-Gemzu. The major external shocks and 
stresses that undermine household efforts to achieve food security were found to be striga weed 
infestation, waterlogging, malaria and exposure to price fluctuations. 
These shocks and stresses were consistent across all three sites-largely because they all share the 
same agro-ecology and topography, and because the same traditional farming methods are 
employed. However, despite this uniformity of external shocks and stresses across all sites, it is also 
acknowledged the potential for the existence of differences among the households. This is because 
households with different livelihood resources are not necessarily affected by co-variant risks in the 
same ways . 
This chapter therefore examines the relative fragility of household livelihoods in the three 
resettlement sites. It does this by applying the livelihood fragility index, which has been developed 
and described in the course of this study . 
7.2 The Household Livelihood Fragility Index Revisited 
As described in Section 4.8.1, this study has applied a fragility index rather than a vulnerability index, 
as it is amore encompassing concept, including both the asset and resource endowments of a 
household as well as those provided by the broader formal and informal social system. The following 
section applies the fragility index to five major livelihood asset clusters-namely, access to natural 
capital, financial capital, physical capital, social capital and household human capital. The relative 
household fragility of each livelihood asset cluster is also compared across the three sites, and 
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examined by drawinf; fi~ ld ob,~r~'t; oo, .r.d qualitative data frorr key i~forrr""t ,,~d focu, ~roup 
interview" 
7.3 Household Access to Natural capital 
7.3.1 Relative fragility in Kumer, Ilas-Gundo and Wodi-Gernzil 
~ h~ key (ompon~nt' 01 • ho u,eh old" .ccess to natural capita; that intor.lled the i~Mx arc pcr 
G"pita incarrc from crop prOOLl,tion .nd far",. d;'tdme fro,," dwelling. When the robu,tnc;s of the 
hau.,ehold'.,,1CC~" to Mlural c.pil.1 was exami""d and compared "cros; the three ,itc" cle,,' 
d)fcren,~, bccorr.~ ..... idenl . ~ab" 13 ,how, thaI 86% and 90% of homehold, ,n KLlmcr .nd Do;-
Gundo re'p"'lively are 'more I f"r,ile' in relatio~ to their "ccess to ""t"'al C" I>it,l, cocnpM~d to 61% 
of household; ',n Wodi-Gccnu. HowcY~ r, these rc.,ult, .1'0 ;how <isni!;,,"l h()Usehold frar,i lity 
aero" all three of the ,ite" with "pproxi"'ately 80"" of all of the hou,~hold, f.lling i~to the 'more 
fr.gile' category, 
-
Site, 
--
-
Kumcr Wooi-Ge:nzu Das-Gundo Tot,,1 
._--
l~v~1 of frag ility Freq % FreQ, % fr~q . % fr~q. % , 
le" fr"foile , 345 , 14,29 , 3,33 C 6,81 
-
f r"gi I~ , 10,34 , 
" 
, , 6,67 
" 
1364 
-
-
Hishr,fragile n 86,21 
'" 
6071 n 90,00 n 79,55 
, 
100,00 I - -Total 
" 
100.00 
" 
W 100,00 
"" 
10000 
Sou rce. Author, own ,urvey d"t " 2008 
7.3.2 Similarities and differences between sites 
The diffHeme 'In the relative frar,ility a t n"tur,,1 C" I"t,,1 bctw~en Wooi-Gem'u .~d the otr.,r two 
,it~s i, du~ to hir,h~r level. of <a il krtil ily ,0 Wodi-Gem>u, due to i, b.,i~g establi'hed mOfe f"",,e~tly 
th.~ the other area<, This w", confir.lled by 1he to"" grO<Jp p"rtic:pilnt' ,0 Kumer, who ~xpres;ed 
their de, ire to be rela,,,ted 10 marc t~ ft;:e land ,0 ,r., district. Mor~O\Ier, Woo,-Gemzu's d"t,,",e 
tram th~ di'tr"t cap".1 ha, resu ltd i~ weak gO\lef",lle~t (antral and little regul"tion of the 
r~'~rv~d for~'t and bu,h la"ds. Thi, ha; e~"bl~d I"fm~" W culti~'tc mar~ laod than th~y were 
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actual:y Biven. In addition, focus group part;C:pann ir. 'Nooi-Gemzu reporlf"d that there ..va< 
"~lIndant rental land ava; labl. for .,lra cultvaton. 
Household, aero" all thr"" ,ite, uniformly repurted they had b~e" allu["t~d lwo hecto,e, of 
farmland for cIJltivjlioo Icompare<J to 0.57 hecure, ul ara~le lar'.d ',n the',r vill"~es 01 or;~ir'.) 
Sigr,;ficar,lIy, however, the hO llseoo ld, "II [ultivated in e.ce« ul two hect"re<, witt] Kumer 
:wu,eholds plOOJijhir,g <.7 hertares on aVe,age a~d Wooi-Gezu .od Oas-GLJndu plw~hinB 2.47 "".d 
2.33 hectare, re'pectively. 
The pre,.',,:e 01 perennial rivers al WDdI-Gemlu, compared to ",,",wed rivers or'.ly at the other two 
':Ie" al,o conferred add:tiunal ~atur j I be~efit' fur i rriijalion and dome'lic CW"'LJ mption purpuse, 
7.4 Household Access to "-inancial Capital 
7.4.1 Rela tive fragility in Kumer, Das-Gundo and Wodi-Gcmzu 
The key rom ponent, 01 o"e" to lir.anci"1 cap',tal that compiled t h~ h01l5~hold Ii ""nci,1 Capil"1 index 
w~re eU:~" ta credit end nor'.-brm i['.rome 'ULJrCeS Teble 14 ,ummor;se, tn. ,o,*x result, 
pre<ented io Apper'.di< 11. ar'.d <how< that "1% of the c,..mpled hOLJ<~hold' ir' Wud;-G~m"J ere 
fra~ile in term< af fnaoc;al capital, compared to 30% in Kumer ar'.d 37% in Da<-Gundo . Th;< i, 
attributed to the fact lhat Wodi-Gemlu ;, located far from the di<trict', capital. This, aloo~ w;th the 
fact thatt"o<port <ervices are noo-ex;stenl, limits acce« to credil ,e",ices ar,d non-farm income 
generation. 
l obi , 14: Hou<ohold, fi nonci. 1 copi .. 1 profile by ,ite 
Site, 
Kum.r Wodi·Gemlu Da>-Gur.do Tota l 
-~ - ~ 
L~vel uf f r a~il'lty Freq . % F req. 1 % Freq t: Freq % 
Less fragil~ , 6.67 : 0 000 , 3.331 ; 3.41 I , ! - ~ 
I Fragile '" 
63.33 n 39.29 ,", W.OO 
" 
53.41 
H;ghly fra~ile ! !O 30.00 
" 
"0.71 n 36.67 
'" 
4318 ! 
Tutal I W 10000 '" 
10000 ;0 10000 
"" 
10000 i 
, So urce. !\uthor; owr, ,urvey data 2008 
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7.4.2 Similarities and differences between sites 
As reported in Chapter 6, household access to credit is uneven across the sites, with only 9.7% of 
respondents in Wodi-Gemzu receiving credit, compared to 42% and 48.4% in Das-Gundo and Kumer 
respectively. With regard to non-farm income, survey results revealed that 22.3% of the sampled 
households in Kumer resettlement area have non-farm income as a supplementary source of 
income, while it was 21.1% and 14.8% in Wodi-Gemzu and Das-Gundo respectively (See Appendix 4). 
Although it was not significant, the slightly higher non-farm income observed in Kumer was 
attributed to the proximity of the site to the district capital (Shehedi) and the border town of 
Metema-Yohaness. This allowed households to engage in modest labor wage activities. Field 
observations also indicated that more people were engaged in charcoal and firewood selling than at 
the other sites. 
7.5 Household Access to Physical Capital 
7.5.1 Relative fragility in Kumer, Das-Gundo and Wodi-Gemzu 
For the purpose of this study, physical capital components were ownership of oxen, cows, shoats 
and donkeys. A summary of the physical capital index, represented by the combined index of 
livestock possession of oxen, cows, shoats and donkeys (see Appendix 13) is shown in Table 15. 
When the relative fragility of physical capital is compared across the three sites, clear differences 
emerge. Households in Das-Gundo are less fragile, with 30% of sampled households in this category, 
compared with 13.3% and 7.14% for Kumer and Wodi-Gemzu respectively. However, comparable 
levels of more fragile physical capital were found across all sites. 
Differences between the sites can be attributed to uneven access to credit and to non-farm income 
opportunities. For instance, compared to Wodi-Gemzu, households at Das-Gundo reported that they 
had better access to credit. However, households in Kumer and Das-Gundo had a similar level of 
credit service. Therefore, the difference can be attributed to the fact that households in Kumer can 
focus on non-farm income earning activities than households in Das-Gundo. This is because 
households in Kumer, relatively speaking, have better non-farm income earning opportunities . 
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Table 15, Hou,enold physical capit.' prof~o by ,ito 
-
... 
S'te, 
Ku mer Wooi-Gem,u Da , -Gundo Tota l 
Level offra~illtv Freq, % f- Freq. _ % r 'eq % rrcq % 
L.s; Ira~ile , 13.33 , 7 .14 , 3COO 
" 
1700 
-
r,ogilc 
" 
40.00 
" 
42.86 , 13.33 
" 
31.81 
--Hi~hly fr.~ile 
" 
46.67 
" 
50,CO 
" 
56.67 
" 
S 1 14 
, 
! lotol 
" 
IGO ,OO 28 1 100.00 ;0 100, 00 
" 
lOOm 
• .. Sourc~. Autt>or, O\.n ,ulvey data 2008 
7.5.2 Si milarities and d iffere nces between si tes 
Survey re,"'t, ,r.owed that more than 50% of the ,ampled household. did nat t>J~e ony ".Ie'lack 
b.s;de. oxen and poultry isee Appendix 4i. Ihe hig~r pl',ccnl~gc' of r.ouwt>ald, pm,e,slng Oxen 
ooe' otr.er linds of livestock could pcrhop. be c'plOlned by 1m, focI tnat a<en were dimibuted 
during resettlement and are the m~in >o urce of pow", fo r plwghing. The ownership at poultry was 
prooabr, due to tN> obvious tact thot it "'quire, r,tlle 'lnye,tmenl relalive to other I:ve'to(k 
Oxen owne"hip wo, higher in Kume r, wi lh One a< per hi:Juseood an ayerage, compared to 0,85 and 
0,84 re;pective.y for Do,-Gundo ~nd Wadi-Gem,u. Das-Gundo naJselwld; t.3 d more ;hoats, w',th 
),55 pcr hou,cl>old on ~~eroge compa red ta G,44 and 0.5.3 in Kum er and WOOi -Gemm, Ihe'e w~, 0 
'I , ~ht difference with regord to owne"hip af don key', cow, arod i>OlJltry 
Rewttle ment ,ile, i\yerageofthe 
Anim~l, ~;;r , Da,-Gund o Woo; Gctn>,J ;lte, 
. 
O.e~ , 085 O.R4 c." 
----
Cow, 041 0.70 0.37 049 
- . 
Sheep ar Gaat; 0,44 ) ,55 o 58 , 1.19 
--
Donkey, 0.41 0.30 0.47 0,39 
Poult ry ).1) , 1 .88 3,47 I ; 2,82 
. .. 
• , Source, i\uthor s o\\n ;Jrvey data Ze08 
m 
! 
! 
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7.6 Household Access to Sodal capital 
7.6.1 Relative fragility in KUllIer, Oas-Gulldo and Wodi-GclIlzu 
In Ethiopia, =ial fl""""'" and family often help to cop. with e<trerhe eo.nl' or famine as we!! as 
eoe'ydJy risk> . In add·'lion, peopl. ·,n rurai area, ore inooloed in labour exchange arra n~ement< 
during "" rvesti ng. s"ch as weedi,,~ and othe, agr'Lul! ural "",ioilie,. In thi' study, the hou,ehoid 
tragHilY index incorporated member;hip of ,oci . ; groupinp, or coop€r.live,. and whe1her the 
Mu,eM'd had rel.!i"e, to ask 10< suppa" as key subcomponent, of ,ocial capital. 
Despite !he importam prOleclive rt>e 01 soc ,,1 capit. 1 in ,",taining li oelihood5 1r..e index re,ul1s in 
Appendix 15, ,ummari",d ·,n Table 17, indica1e. hi~h level of «lcial frag,li t y in lhe lioer,hood, 01 
hou,eho ld, in Kumer .nd Dos-Gunoo , Even thour,h t he ,urvey re,uits showed that the hOliseho ld ,.11 
had a 'imilar pereentaf,~ of relative, in th~ three ,ite,_ onlv th~ re,iMnt, "t Wodi Gemlu had 
reponed the e,iste nee of Iddir Ibu ri.1 societyl, 
- - -
Sites 
Kume r Wodi-Gemlu D",-Gundo 10tJI 
--
-_.-
- 'Freq, -~ - -'% - -Leveloffragdity Frl'q. 
" 
% Freq Freq , 
le" fr"gile , 13.33 , 0.00 , 3 .33 ; 5.68 
Fraf,ile 
" 
20,00 n 60,}1 H 36,67 
" 
38,53 
-
-'---'- -- lsi ---. Highly Ir.~ile 00 &6 .67 D 39.18 , GO 00 
" 
55.68 
Totai ;C 100.00 
'" 
100 ,00 , ;C 100.00 
'" 
100.00 
, 
, , 
" 
, 
" 
, 
7.6.2 Similarities and differences between sites 
Suroey re<l,It, indicJted uniformly low level, of ,oc i,,1 ,upport Jero" "II s.ettlementj. with the 
m.jority ot re,pondents 157%) reportin~ th"t they h"d "no onetotJlk to". lhi, r"n~ed from 51.8% in 
D",-G,mdo to 61.3% in Wodi-Germu. 
Fr.gile levels of SOC" I capital were fu rther underlined by the f.C11hilt there were no soci.1 <l'ppart 
~ roup' 'L1"h "' Iqqub Iro\"ting '..l vinS'1 Or Muhiber (le."'I.Only 9.6% 01 respondent', . 11 of whom 
were fro m Wodi-Gemm, we re member; of a n Iddi( (buri . i ,ocietyl, 
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These low levels of social support are graphically illustrated by this account by a 45-year-old 
participant at Das-Gundo, who has three daughters. It illustrates how the absence of mutual 
assistance has affected his family's food and livelihood security. 
In June 200B, I ploughed four hectares of land including two hectares of land which I rented from 
previous settlers to pay three quintals of sorghum after harvest. Nevertheless, I got sick (TB) during 
the harvesting season in August. My daughters were too young to work for the weeding and I had no 
money to pay for wage labour. I sold all the livestock for my medical expenses; I sold a donkey for 
700 birr and seven goats for 220 birr. I had no relatives who could assist me with weeding or who 
could lend me the money to pay for wage labor. Besides this, due to heavy rains in August, the land 
was waterlogged and there was nothing my wife could do. If I had not been sick, I could have 
replanted teff. Consequently, I only got 30 kilograms of sorghum, 60 kilograms of sesame and five 
kilograms of pepper (locally called "Berberie") from four hectares of land, which was not enough 
even to pay the land rent. Hence, this year, I need food aid to survive. If it were in my home area 
(Jamma district) it would not be a problem because family members and neighbors would do all the 
farming activities for me. 
(Source: Author's field notes, December 2008) 
7.7 Household human capital 
Labour is the rural poor's most important asset, as income is generated through wage employment 
and agricultural production or through the production of other goods and services. In this case, the 
education of household members, the gender of the head of household, the age of the head of 
household and family size are critical. For the purpose of this study, the components of human 
capital were: the age of the head of household, the highest education level reached in the 
household, the marital status of the head of the household and the number of members of the 
household at a working age. 
Table 18 summarises the index results presented in Appendix 12 and shows a higher percentage of 
households with less fragile human capital at Das-Gundo than at the other two sites, especially 
compared to Wodi-Gemzu. 
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l obi. 18: Ho "< . ho ld , hum.n C. pit . 1 profilo by ,ito 
--_ .. _----_. - _ ... ----
Sites 
-
Kumer Wadi-Gem," Oa,-Gunoo Tot": 
Level of fr"iility "'eQ . % f req. % freq. I % freq. % 
le<> fragile W 33.33 , h.OO 
" 
, 4 0 .00 
" 
32.95 
fra~ile 
" 
4667 
" 
60.71 W 53.33 
" 
&4.77 
, Hi[h:yfragile C OC , 1-1.29 , 6.67 
" 
13.6~ 
I Teta: 
" 
100,00 n 100,00 
" 
40,00 
"" 
100,00 
.-
, .' , , Sou ce , i\uthc, ,0\\ n 5urvey ddt, 2008 
7 .7.2 Similarities ami differences between sites 
lhe vori"t",n i, "ttriOOted to the d iffcrc~(c i~ the n<Jmbcr of wor" r>g i1gc group mem ber, in ti'.c 
nou",hold" On OVC'OEC, tne rc",k ~\, of Wadi-Gem", I',"~c 1.8 wor king age membe" per 
nou,enold, wmp"'cd w ith 2.32 in D" ,-G,moo arid 2.1 in Kumer . n,;, is bee"".,,, ,1',QIo'm in Table 8, 
65% of the hea d, of i'.o",.i',olds in Woo i-G emzu are younger (age 20-35) compared wi th 32% and 
23% in Da>- G~r.do and KWl"Ier r"peLt i"e". Moreover, Ihe percentage of rru rri<>d hou,eholds in 
WDdi-Gemmwas low i71%) compared to 84')£ in Da>-Gur.do an d Kum e r each i,ee lob le 9 ',~ Ch"pter 
CI 
7.8 Application of Household Composite Fragility Index to Kumer, 
Das-gundo and Wodi-gernzu 
7.8.1 Resu lt s differentiated by household assets 
Tne hous ehcl d livelihood fr"gility inoc' thot w", de~d:)ped in the co,,,,e of thi, ;Iudy p,ovide, a 
tool for eon.olidotinE informa tion gothered onlhe diffecenl :" ve lihood a<>ets mobili,ed by resenling 
oO<J;ehold, in Metema, II ,o<Jgl',1 to pro~ide a mean> for profiling con"derably different a<>et 
compenent, w'lthi~ homeholds, "s we ll 0' for comp"Mg the role pl"ye d by tl',e re,pective a"et 
portfoi',o, "ero" t l',e three ,ite, (Yee Figure 12 and Tab le 19 below) 
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F" .... O 11. H.......oold m.;01 ..... ",oIiloo by Sil;, 
,------.~-------------, 
- \(um", 
- WOOI,I;"""" 
Sou,(e: "uthor, own ,ur""~ data 20DS 
-
, 
ural F in~nd ~ r Hum .... Phy.ic .. 1 , 
-Kum cr 0.'-5 0.4 5 D.56 034 
--
~ 
-Wcd, G~m'u 
'" 
0" 0.53 0.35 
-0.27 
" 
0.63 0.37 I D~,·Gunoo r-
SoI.<,~e: .... "(ho'·. own .urvey ~ .t~ 2008 
0,11 
0,171 
0.15 
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7.9 Household Asset Profile and Food Security Status 
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7.10 Gender and Livelihood Fragility 
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7.11 Chapter Summary 
This chapter compared household asset profiles in the resettlement sites through the application of 
the livelihoods fragility index developed in the come of this study. Results profiled the uneven 
contribution of the different household livelihood components across the sites, with households in 
Kumer being financially less fragile while those in Oas-Gundo and Wodi-Gemzu were found to be less 
fragile with respect to physical and natural asset. Similar index values were derived in terms of 
human and social assets across the three sites, with index values for social capital extremely low. 
Results suggest that with an overall composite index of 0.54, households who reside in Wodi-Gemzu 
have a slightly but not significantly more robust asset profile than those in Oas-Gundo and Kumer. 
Results also indicate a weak association between household livelihood fragility level and food 
security status. However, strong associations were found between household livelihood fragility 
levels and the gender of the head of household. This particularly highlights the difficulty faced by 
female headed households in the resettlement sites with respect to crop production and its 
consequence for income . 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
8.1 Introduction 
This final chapter discusses the study findings in relation to prevailing literature on resettlement, 
disaster risk, livelihood and food security theories. It then presents recommendations for policies 
related to resettlement and proposes areas of further research. 
8.2 Research Findings Revisited 
8.2.1 Focus of research 
This study sought to identify the main external shocks and stresses that faced the resettled families 
in Metema. It also sought to examine and compare the livelihood profiles of the resettled families 
across the three sites with respect to their relative livelihood fragility and robustness in the different 
areas. It also aimed to investigate the degree to which institutional and structural factors enabled or 
discouraged successful adaptation to the new sites. 
8.2.2 Key livelihood, health and environmental threats 
The research findings indicated a complex vulnerability context characterised by a diverse 
combination of naturally occurring threats, including waterlogging, striga weed infestation and 
malaria. In addition to naturally occurring threats, it was found that the households were also 
exposed to export-related price volatility due to their dependence on cash cropping, as their 
commercial crops (predominantly sesame) are produced mainly for the export market. A case in 
pOint was a decline in the price of sesame from around 2400 birr in the previous year to 900 birr per 
qUintal in December 2008 in Metema. Coupled with this was an increase in the price of the 
consumer goods that the households purchase with the proceeds of their commercial crops . 
Focus group and key informant interviews also profiled malaria as the recurrent and major health 
problem, followed by water-borne diseases such as diarrhoea. Respiratory tract infections 
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(pneumonia and bronchitis), intestinal parasites and TB were also identified as health concerns. The 
problems were reported across all three resettlement sites. 
Waterlogging and invasion by striga weeds (locally called "Akenchira") were found to be the two 
pervasive natural threats to agricultural production in all of the resettlement sites. All the sampled 
households reported waterlogging as the largest problem. Noxious weed infestation by striga was 
also reported as a major problem by 83% of the sampled households. Moreover, there is a decline in 
productivity due to the shallowness of the soil (which is ideally favourable for shifting cultivation) . 
8.2.3 Livelihood configuration and differentiation across the three Sites 
Livelihood opportunities provided by new environmental conditions 
The research findings underlined the critical importance of environmental conditions-not only as a 
potential threat (i.e. waterlogging) but also as a key livelihood opportunity. The results showed 
unexpected differences in the perceived quality of life across the three sites. This especially applied 
in the case of Wodi-Gemzu compared to Das-Gundo and Kumer. 
The findings indicated that compared to their district of origin, the sampled households viewed 
Metema as a better and more productive location. Firstly, larger landholding sizes combined with 
better access to rental land were reported. While 48.3% of the sampled households reported that 
they had been landless in their original areas, each resettling household had received two hectares 
of farmland plus 500 square meters for a house and garden. This was approximately three times 
more than the average landholding size of those who had land in their home areas (0.676 hectares) . 
Secondly, better off-farm labour wages were reported, as the district is a commercial crop growing 
area. Thirdly, the availability of abundant grazing land and a better market for livestock in 
neighbouring Sudan offered a great opportunity for livestock growing as a major source of 
livelihood. Fourth, there is higher potential for incense and gum production and it was estimated 
that this could be a significant source of income for the resettled (estimated at 43.6% of household's 
annual income in the district's plan). 
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Predominant livelihood strategy across all three sites 
Unsurprisingly, livelihood sources and strategies were poorly diversified across the three sites, and 
largely limited to crop production, livestock and off-farm/non-farm income. Crop production was the 
single largest source of income for the majority, accounting for 83.4% of household's annual income 
on average. In addition, study findings indicated that for 80.8% of the sampled households, the 
agricultural activities of crop production and animal husbandry were the only sources of income. 
Compared to the home areas, greater opportunities for generating off-farm labour wages were also 
reported-mainly because the district is a commercial crop producing area. However, off-farm/non-
farm incomes reportedly contributed only modestly to household livelihoods across the three sites, 
generating 9.37% of total household income on average. These activities comprised of income from 
wage labour, charcoal and wood selling, local alcohol selling, blacksmithing, video shows and looking 
after other households' cattle . 
Contrary to expectation, none of the sampled respondents reported income generation from gum 
and incense collection. Instead, households reported that they have been clearing trees for the 
expansion of farmland. It was also found that an effort was being made to increase numbers of 
livestock, as this important source of income was very limited. 
Livelihoods compared: The experience of Kumer, Das-Gundo and Wodi-Gemzu 
Survey findings prior to the application of the livelihood fragility index indicated a more favorable 
resettlement outcome for families in Wod-Gemzu as compared to the other sites. They also showed 
that households at Wodi-Gemzu reportedly generated an annual income of more than twice that of 
the other two sites (13,784 birr compared to 6,425 and 5,362 birr in Oas-Gundo and Kumer 
respectively). In addition, the majority of households in Wodi-Gemzu perceived their life to be better 
after resettlement and viewed themselves as food secure than households in Oas-Gundo and Kumer. 
This was primarily attributed to significantly stronger crop production in Wodi-Gemzu, which 
generated two to three times more household income compared with crop output at Oas-Gundo 
and Kumer. This productivity was attributed to the fact that Wodi-Gemzu was reportedly a more 
recently resettled area, with relatively less exploited and degraded land. 
Application of the livelihood fragility index, however, highlighted important differences in the 
composite livelihood profiles of the households living in the three sites. Overall composite index 
values that consolidated the livelihood portfolios of the households suggested that households in 
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Wodi-Gemzu have a slightly more robust livelihood profile than those in Das-Gundo and Kumer, as 
evidenced by respective index values of 0.54 in Wodi-Gemzu, 0.49 in Das-Gundo and 0.48 in Kumer. 
Despite this, households in Wodi-Gemzu were found to be highly fragile with respect to financial and 
human capital compared to Kumer and Das-Gundo, and with respect also to physical capital, 
compared to Das-Gundo. As stated earlier, this was attributed to Wodi-Gemzu's location being far 
from the district capital, which constrained access to credit services and non-farm income 
opportunities. More or less the same profile was indicated with respect to social and human capital; 
social capital was fragile in all three sites. 
While differences prevailed across all the sites, both the survey findings and the livelihood fragility 
index underlined the contribution that crop production plays as the main livelihood source in the 
three sites. This also highlights the more significant contribution of natural capital-particularly the 
quality/fertility of land cultivated for household livelihoods, compared to other productive assets. 
8.2.4 Key institutional and structural determinants that mediate household 
livelihood fragility 
The research findings highlighted major shortcomings in the institutional and structural support 
provided for all of the sites. This was reflected in composite rank values 18, 28 and 32 that assessed 
the relative adequacy of essential services respectively in Wodi-Gemzu, Das-Gundo and Kumer. 
Despite the households' heavy dependency on crop production, agriculture extension services were 
weak to non-existent. This had wide-ranging implications for cultivating appropriate crops (i.e rice) 
rather than teff under waterlogging conditions. It also limited the adoption of modern agricultural 
technologies to manage environmental threats such as waterlogging. 
Constrained access to credit services similarly limited livelihood diversification. This was in part due 
to the absence of credit providers. It was also limited by unrealistic micro-lending eligibility for the 
resettled households, which required them to establish IIsaving groups" among trusted friends and 
neighbors. Such expectations proved to be unrealistic in the resettlement sites, as they were 
characterized by low levels of social capital. 
In addition, the combination of weak market integration, poor transportation services and low 
institutional support exposed the households to high price fluctuations. It is also observed that 
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health problems in the resettlement sites were exacerbated by the absence of adequate health 
services and poor access to water sources for domestic consumption. 
8.3 Discussion of Study Findings in Relation to Prevailing Literature 
8.3.1 Overview 
This research was informed by four areas of literature, including contemporary approaches to the 
study of resettlement, as well as the disaster risk domain, livelihood approaches and literature 
relating to food insecurity. The results are directly relevant to each of these domains and not only 
provide empirical findings but also insights on the value of applying integrated research methods in 
risk-prone contexts. 
8.3.2 Interpreting findings in relation to prevailing literature on 
resettlement 
The complexity of the issues around resettlement for the families concerned has been underlined 
through De Wet's extensive research. This perspective highlights the interrelatedness of a range of 
determinants at different levels, such as cultural, social, environmental, economic, institutional and 
political factors. These make resettlement a complex process and undermine the realization of the 
intended goals of resettlement projects (De Wet 2009). In this context, the study results also 
highlighted the influence of numerous and complex factors in the livelihood adaptation of 
households in the resettlement sites. These include natural shocks and stresses, unpredictable price 
trends, weak social capital, poor access to credit and other essential services as well as the 
characteristics of the household itself (i.e age of head of the household, gender of the head of the 
household). 
Similarly, consistent with both the inherent complexity and IRR approaches, the livelihood fragility 
index results also showed that social capital is highly destabilized due to resettlement. In the three 
sites, constrained social capital was shown to limit households from accessing credit from ACSI and 
in accessing incense and gum harvesting as a viable livelihood strategy. In addition, and consistent 
with Cernea's IRR approach, the findings also indicated that poor livelihood diversification and the 
low prices realized for their produce, as well as exposure to natural shocks and stress (waterlogging, 
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striga weed infestation and malaria) in the resettlement sites were partly due to poor institutional 
support across a wide range of essential services and sectors. 
However, one possibly anomalous finding that illustrates the complexity of resettlement research 
was the more positive wellbeing perception and higher income for households residing in Wodi-
Gemzu compared to those in Das-Gundo and Kumer. This was despite the area's relatively poor 
access to essential services, including credit and transport. This was due to the dominance of a 
natural resource-based livelihood that was overwhelmingly dependent on crop production. Given 
this dependence on natural capital, those residing in Wodi-Gemzu were found to be more robust 
compared to the other sites. 
However, with their poor livelihood diversification and recurrent exposure to natural shocks and 
stresses, as well as volatile market trends, the robustness of the livelihoods of households in Wodi-
Gemzu is misleading and short term. It also illustrates the complexity of resettlement-related 
research, where in this case the apparent robustness of crop production is time-bound and short 
term. This is because with the increase in population and the declining fertility of the soil, crop 
production alone will not provide sufficient and sustainable livelihood opportunities in the long run. 
Thus, in the long run the protective capacity of the natural capital will itself become endangered and 
create a repeat of the situation in the resettled households' original areas. This also underlines the 
need for government and other stakeholder support to build diversified livelihood sources in fertile 
resettlement areas like Wodi-Gemzu without undermining the natural base of the sites. 
8.3.3 Findings in relation to resettlement studies in Ethiopia 
The study findings also address gaps in prevailing resettlement literature in Ethiopia. For instance, 
most of the past studies on government-sponsored resettlement in Ethiopia focused more on either 
the process of resettlement (voluntary or forced) or the socio-cultural implications of resettlement 
(Ezra 2001a and b). However, there is little documented attention given to the role of external 
threats (natural shocks and stresses) in undermining or enhancing household livelihood. Research 
findings from this study underline the value of this domain, particularly as it is also becoming an 
increasing concern in the international arena, due to the significant influence of climate change in 
the livelihoods of the poor. 
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8.3.4 Interpretation findings in relation to disaster risk literature 
As stated in Section 2.2.3, vulnerability is one of the key concepts in understanding disaster risk. 
While there are many different definitions as well as interpretations and usages, the Pressure and 
Release (PAR) model and Pelling's human vulnerability framework have largely informed this 
research (Pelling 2003 and Wisner et al.; 2004) . 
The results of this study converge significantly with the conceptualization and application of the PAR 
model. This approach views disaster risk as a function of two opposing forces; processes generating 
vulnerability on one side, and the natural hazard event on the other. It further differentiates the 
processes that generate vulnerability into three causal levels, which are termed as the progression of 
vulnerability. These are: the root causes, dynamic pressure and unsafe conditions (see Section 2.2.3). 
The model further emphasizes that mitigating or minimizing disaster risk is possible by addressing 
root causes, which are usua lIy remote from the occurrence of the disaster event. 
In this context, the study results suggested that even if the government's objective of food security 
has been temporarily achieved, the progression of vulnerability has in fact not been halted and over 
time will eventually progress to permanent (chronic) food insecurity. This is for various reasons. 
Firstly, the root causes of recurrent food insecurity, which require long-term development 
programmes, have not been given enough attention. Secondly, the research results showed 
numerous socio-economic, environmental and institutional processes (dynamic pressures) that are 
already transforming these root causes into unsafe conditions. These include poor social relations, 
the absence of local social institutions, high price volatility, increasing deforestation due to the 
expansion of cultivated land, an absence of a social safety net programme, poor access to essential 
services, a lack of access to credit, poor agricultural extension services and less involvement by 
NGOs . 
Field research indicated increasing evidence of unsafe conditions. These included water logged land, 
declining soil productivity, unpredictable rainfall patterns, a harsh environment, and the presence of 
female and elderly headed households. 
In this context, the study findings are highly consistent with disaster risk literature; as they profile 
the ways in which household and settlement vulnerability contribute to accumulating disaster risk in 
poor communities. 
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8.3.5 Interpretation of Study Findings in Relation to Livelihood and Food 
Security Literature 
8.3.5.1 Study findings in relation to livelihood literature 
The application of the livelihoods framework in this study provided an invaluable integrating model 
for differentiating the various components of risk and vulnerability among the resettled households . 
For instance, as shown in figure 13, the livelihoods framework provided the researcher with an 
integrated frame for investigating the complexity of life in the three-resettlement sites. The study 
findings were consolidated across the major components of the framework. In addition, the 
sustainable livelihood framework provided a systematic frame for developing and applying the 
livelihoods fragility index. This provided a method for differentiating levels of household livelihood 
fragility across the three sites . 
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8.3.5.2 Study findings in relation to food security literature 
As described in the literature review, transitory food insecurity is associated with short term shocks, 
while chronic food insecurity is the result of a failure to address the underlying causes which require 
long-term development interventions. These include extended periods of poverty, a lack of assets, 
inadequate access to productive or financial resources and an inappropriate socio-economic 
environment. In this context, the prevailing literature stresses the links between the robustness of 
household livelihoods and household food security (Maxwell et aI., 2008). 
Study results indicated that the households in the resettlement sites are vulnerable to both 
transitory and chronic food insecurity. This was confirmed by 24% of households reporting transitory 
food insecurity on average for three months a year due to the natural shocks of waterlogging and 
striga weed infestation. 
However, the study findings indicated that the underlying/root causes of chronic food insecurity that 
motivated the resettlement programme in the first place were poorly addressed in Metema. For 
instance, the root causes of food insecurity in the highlands were land degradation, poverty, 
declining land holding size or landlessness, poor livelihood diversification and poor agricultural 
practices (Haile 2004; Belay 2004). Regrettably, the findings of this study indicated a comparable 
scenario in the resettlement sites, which is likely to result in the long-term erosion of the natural 
asset base and a permanent decline in household food security ('chronic food insecurity') over time. 
The findings indicated that crop production is the main source of livelihood across the resettlement 
sites. It also indicated differences in livelihood profiles across the three areas, highlighting how 
households with relatively robust (less fragile) natural capital at Wodi-Gemzu had achieved better 
livelihood outcomes than the other sites, at least in the short-term. In addition, as stated earlier, 
across all of the sites there was compromised access to social capital, poor financial and institutional 
support, poor livelihood diversification and poor provision of essential services . 
Such findings underline the significant shortcomings in government attempts to address the 
underlying and longer-term causes of food insecurity through resettlement to areas considered 
more environmentally robust. Evidence from this research suggests that the resettlement 
programme has focused mainly on addressing transitory food insecurity rather than on reducing its 
long-term determinants. This is because the provision of land for cultivation constitutes a limited 
and short-term solution without appropriate development interventions that protect the livelihood 
portfolios of the resettled households. 
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8.4 Study Insights Gained through the Application of the Livelihood 
Fragility Index 
This study has developed a composite livelihood fragility index, which uses 14 household level 
variables that are sub-categorized under the five major household asset categories of the 
sustainable livelihood framework. However, the livelihood fragility index diverges somewhat from 
conventional studies of disaster vulnerability. Unlike disaster vulnerability analysis, which usually 
examines the relationships between indicator variables in relation to a specific hazard, the livelihood 
fragility index developed here sought to be more holistic and multi-dimensional. It captures the 
complex interactions between different household indicator variables that ultimately determine the 
degree of household livelihood fragility in relation to wide-ranging natural and other shocks and 
stresses. 
The livelihood fragility indexes specifically enable the researcher to investigate and compare 
differences in the livelihood profiles of households across the sites, while also providing quantitative 
values for the comparison of livelihood profiles across the sites. This provided analytic insights on 
the complex relationships between variables (for instance, livelihood fragility level by gender, food 
security status of households by level of livelihood fragility). In addition, the index values were 
important for examining the fragility level of the different asset categories within the specific sites. 
For instance, this study showed that social capital was more fragile compared to the other asset 
categories across the three sites. 
In this context, the index offers valuable insights for resettlement policy and for priority settings, as 
it allows for the differentiation of household capability across sites, over time and at risk groups. 
8.5 Future Directions 
8.5.1 Introduction 
This study highlights the numerous issues that are related to both to the effectiveness of the 
resettlement programme in Ethiopia and to research in this domain. This section addresses both of 
these areas. Resettlement is part of the Ethiopian government's efforts to improve the food security 
of vulnerable households. However, this research indicates that for a resettlement programme to be 
effective and address its objectives in a sustainable way, without humanitarian and ecological 
consequences, it needs to take into account and address different socio-economic, ecological and 
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demographic issues. The following section suggests responses that would strengthen the robustness 
of current resettlement strategies for policy developers and implementing bodies and also suggests 
further research based on the study results. 
8.5.2 Implications for resettlement policy and practice 
Identification of more robust candidate households 
While the resettlement programme was open to all groups of households (elderly headed, female 
headed, etc.), the results suggest that the coping and adaptation capabilities of the different groups 
of households were different. For instance, the results showed that male-headed households have 
more robust livelihood portfolios than female-headed households. Similarly, the average income for 
younger headed households was twice that of the older-headed households. Hence, a certain 
precondition or criteria should be considered in identifying households that are likely to adopt more 
favourably. Female-headed and elderly-headed households could be involved in alternative 
development programmes in their home areas, such as food for work or cash for work safety net 
programmes which would build their asset base. 
Appropriate social protection through transition 
The programme seems to be very ambitious in that it demands that households are self sufficient 
within the first year of resettlement and yet offers only meagre institutional support. The research 
findings indicated that there were some households who were food insecure even after four years in 
the area. Therefore, consideration should be given to extending the time frame for food aid and 
other support beyond one year, in order to allow households to accumulate assets and to be able to 
withstand shocks. 
While results indicated that livestock theft is a problem in the resettlement sites, grazing land was 
found to be abundant. In this context, government attention to minimize the risk of livestock theft 
would allow households to diversify into increasing livestock production as a supplementary or 
major source of livelihood. 
Results also underlined the need for greater preparatory work prior to the implementation of the 
resettlement programmes. In this context, risks need to be identified and mitigation plans made for 
the environmental and livelihood risk exposures that have been identified in the resettlement areas 
before implementation. 
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Strengthened Service provision 
In this study, government services were observed to be inadequate, especially health services 
(despite the relatively high health risks of malaria in the area). Therefore, additional investment is 
required in the provision of these essential services. Specifically, the upgrading of health posts and 
the provision of all-weather roads would contribute substantially towards reducing the risk of death 
from malaria and the improved market integration of the sites. 
In addition, upgrading the schools (to at least grade eight) would ease difficulties for children in 
walking long distances to other neighbouring sites, in the harsh environment. The very poorly 
functioning hand pumps and motorized pumps for domestic consumption in the sites also illustrate 
an urgent need for the Water Resource and Development Bureau and other concerned bodies to 
both maintain the pumps and train individuals from the sites on how to repair them, in order to 
ensure their sustainability. 
A critical priority is the strengthening of agricultural extension in the resettlement areas. For 
instance, one of the main problems in crop production was waterlogged land; this could reportedly 
be solved by using Broad Bed Maker (BBM) farming tools for ploughing, or by growing rice in land 
where waterlogging is a problem. However, the study results indicated that the resettled farmers 
were not applying the appropriate solutions due to lack of knowledge and the fact that they were 
unfamiliar with what practices could be undertaken. Therefore, close supervision and training by 
extension workers is necessary for the new settlers, so they become familiarised with the new agro-
ecology and the appropriate crops to cultivate in the resettlement sites. 
Strengthening livelihood diversification 
Ellis (2003) has noted, 'for rural dwellers, risk reduction can only occur by spreading risk across 
assets and activities that have different types of risks associated with them.' Hence, to ensure 
livelihood sustainability there should be a shift in livelihood sources from being largely dependent on 
crop production to a diversified means of income such as small trading, livestock production, bee 
keeping and wage labour. The area has the potential for all these activities. 
This underlines the need for long term and adequate support in access to credit to build up the asset 
bases of households; and in providing training on basic or important livelihood sources that are 
available in the area. 
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Building Social Capital 
Low social capital was observed as a pervasive and important constraint in accessing credit and in 
diversifying livelihood with regards to incense harvesting. Hence, facilitative support is needed to 
establish and strengthen social institutions like Iqqub, farmers' associations, Mahiber and Iddir, in 
order to build social capital, as these will serve as intermediary market actors to help diversify 
livelihood and cope with crop failure. 
Social capital could also be enhanced through the establishment of farmers' cooperatives. These 
enable farmers to sell their products at reasonable prices after harvest. 
8.5.3 Directions for further research 
This study underlines the need for future research that examines the contribution of seasonality to 
the experience of resettlement. One specific priority for further study would be a closer 
investigation of livelihood fragility in relation to seasonal exposure and over time. This might be 
undertaken through comparative case studies during different seasons, with a larger sample size, 
and would allow a more in-depth investigation into the change in livelihoods over time and the 
resettled households associated wellbeing. 
Given that the soil is shallow and shifting cultivation was the practice in the area, reportedly 
productivity of the land is declining from the first year of resettlement as the two hectares of land 
was not enough to do the same. Hence, extensive research is important to study the conditions of 
the soil and apply appropriate technology or to revise the amount of land to be redistributed for 
resettling households 
In addition, with regards to the livelihoods fragility index that was developed in the course of this 
study, future research might apply and test the relevance and robustness of the index in other 
contexts. 
8.6 Conclusion 
The results of this study suggest that for environmentally induced voluntarily resettled households, a 
resettlement programme potentially offers positive benefits to household food security. 
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For instance, in this study, the households reported that land was scarce and severely degraded in 
their home areas. In addition, the original areas reportedly offered limited alternative means of 
livelihood. Drought was also a recurrent problem . 
Conversely, the Metema resettlement area offers abundant grazing land and large plots of fertile 
agricultural land. In addition, incense and gum trees offer alternative sources of income, and wage 
labour is a relatively better income source. In this context, resettlement to Metema has eliminated 
at least the main problem of landlessness and diminishing landholdings that prevailed prior to 
resettlement and that significantly constrained food security. This had resulted in a significant 
proportion of households in highland areas being caught in food insecurity 'traps', with some 
dependent on food aid for many decades. 
However, the results of this study challenge government expectations that food security can be 
ensured through the provision of large land holdings and meagre government support in the 
provision of essential services. As stated earlier, the study indicated complexities in the livelihood 
adaptation of households due to the interplay of natural hazards, institutional constraints and due to 
the characteristics of the households. Therefore, for a resettlement programme to be effective it 
should incorporate and address the issues profiled in the recommendation above. 
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Appendix 2: Household Survey Questionnaire 
Household Survey Questionnaire 
A. General Information 
1. Please tell us information about each and every person in this household 
Name sex Age Language Relationship with Education Marital Contribution 
head of household (years of school status in the 
Completed) household 
Head 
Contribution: O=dependent, 1= student (in school), 2=watch after animals, 3=housewife, 4=farming, 
5=hired labourer, 
6=off-farm activity 
Relation to household head: l=wife, 2=child, 3=grandchild, 4=brother, 5=sister, 6=hired labour, 
7=other, specify--------------
Marital Status: Single, Married, widowed, Divorced 
Education: O=illiterate, l=read and write, 2= elementary, 3= church education, 4= secondary 
5=other, specify 
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B. Resettlement process and households perception 
1. Origi na lIy, from which district are you from? ------------------------------------------------
2. When did you resettled here? -------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Were there sufficient consultations with you or your community prior to resettlement? 
4. Did you decide to resettle voluntarily? 
I Yes I 
5. What are your reasons to be resettled? ---------------------------------------------------------
6. Did you have information about Metema before you resettled? 
I Yes I 
7. If yes, how Metema is similar from your expectation or the information you had? ---------------
8. The environment in Metema compared to your original place. 
A). somehow similar 
C). somehow different 
B). very similar 
D). very different 
9. What kind of support did you receive during the resettlement period? Specify the support 
you get and from whom. ---------------------------------------------------------------
10. How do you evaluate living standard today and before? 
A). Better B). The same C). Worse 
11. Did all of the household members accompany you when you resettled here? 
I Yes I 
If no why; and is there any former household member who stayed home still -------------
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C. Service provision 
1. How do you evaluate your housing now and before? 
A). Better B). The same C). Worse 
2. Which schools does your village have for children? 
A). Nursery school B). Kindergarten 
C). Primary school D). Junior high school 
3. Are your children attending school now? 
I Yes I 
I f now hy --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. How is the quality of the schools compared to your home area? 
A). Poor B). The same C). Better 
5. Is there any household member who was attending school in your home area but dropout 
now? 
No 
If yes why -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. Does your village have healthcare institution? 
I Yes I 
7. If yes, are you satisfied with the services? 
I Yes I 
If no why ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8. How is the health service provision compared to your original place? 
A). Poor B). The same C). Better 
9. Where does this household usually collect drinking water from? 
A). Covered well B). Uncovered well C). River/stream 
D). Spring E). Rain water tanks F). Other (specify) ------------------
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10. How far is it from your house to water resource? --------------------------------------------
11. How long does it take you to walk to water point, get water, and return home? ---------
12. How is its proximity compared to the water source in your home area? 
A). Far than home area B). The same distance C). Near than home area 
13. How far is the market from this village? -------------------------------------------------------
14. How is its proximity compared to the market in your home area? 
A). Far than home area B). The same distance C). Near than home area 
15. 00 you think you get fair prices for your products? 
I Yes I 
Why--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16. 00 you have access to credit? 
I Yes I 
17. If yes what a re the source? 
A). NGO 
0). Church 
B). Rotating scheme (Iqube) 
E).lddir 
C). Micro finance institutions 
F). Other (Specify) -------
18. Amount of credit the household gets in the last 12 months----------------------------------
19. How do you utilize your credit? 
A). Small business B). To buy food C). To pay debts 
0). Funeral E). For feast (Maheber) F). To buy cattle 
G). at her (s pec i fy) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
20. How is the credit service provision compared to your original place? 
A). Poor B). The same C). Better 
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D. Major Risks (challenges) to live and Households Adaptation Mechanisms 
1. What are the main social, economic, cultural, environmental problems in your household? 
A). Lack of seed 
D). Rain failure 
G). Lack of labour 
J). Lack of fertilizer 
B). Pests, locust worms C). Long dry season 
E). Abundant rain F). Lack of draft animals 
H). Lack of market I). Increased in price of goods 
K).Other .................... . 
2. What diseases are most prevalent in this area? -----------------------------------------------
3. How often did people in your household suffer from Malaria? 
A). Very often 
C). Sometimes 
B). Often 
D). Never 
4. Is there any household member who has died of malaria or any other disease? 
I Yes I 
If yes what age and sex? -----------------------------------------------------------------------
5. Was there any time after you came here when you have not been able to meet your food 
consumption needs? 
I Yes I 
6. If yes, number of months per year when all household members have no sufficient food to 
eat. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7. What were the most difficult months to obtain food? ----------------------------------------
8. Please tell us how the household copes to the problems you mentioned and when you do 
not have enough food to eat? 
A). Borrowing 
D). Sold animals 
B). Gifts from relatives 
E). Sale of possessions 
C). Aid from organisations 
F). Other (Specify) ---------
9. How is food amount comparing with before resettlement? 
A). Worse B). The same C). Better 
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10. Did any of your crops suffer from any of the following factors? Fill"yes "or "no" 
.. 
Flooding/water Wind/storm Plant Insects Birds/other Weed Other specify 
logging diseases animals damage 
.. E. Households Sources of Livelihood and opportunities for change 
1. What was main income of your family before you resettled here? 
.. 
A). Farm income B). Wages C). Small trade 
.. 
D). Livestock E). at he r -------------------------------------------------------
2. What crops did you grow before you resettled here? ----------------------------------------
• 3. What resources did you brought from your home area? 
.. 
Ink i n d -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I n b i r r ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Do you have farmland in your home area? 
.. 
5. If yes how ma ny hecta res-------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. What do you do with the land you have in your home area now? -------------------------------------
.. 
.. 7. Have you received land as you informed before resettlement? 
I Yes I 
8. How many hectares do you receive? -----------------------------------------------------------
9. Distance of your farm land from the nearest river --------------------------------------------
10. Distance of your farm land from home --------------------------------------------------------
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11. Do you farm all the land you own? 
I Yes I 
.. 
12. If no what are the reasons for not farming all the land you own? 
A. Could not obtain oxen at the right time 
.. 
B. Farmer or other household members were too ill to do work at the right time 
C. Could not obtain outside labour at the right time 
.. 
D. Lack of agricultural inputs like seed 
E. at her rea so ns (s pecify) -------------------------------------------------------------------
13. If your answer is no for number 10 what do you do with the land you own and do not farm? 
A). Sharecropping out land B). Renting out land 
C). Left un ploughed D). Grazing 
E). Othe r (specify) -----------------------------------------------
.. 14. List plots rented out, sharecropped out, left unploughed etc . 
A). Sharecropping out -------------- B). Renting out land --------------
.. C). Left unploughed ---------------- D). Grazing ---------------------------
E). Othe r -----------------------------------------------
.. 
15. Comparison of fertility of land now and before 
.. 
A). Better B). The same C). Lower 
16. Is the agriculture system the same as your home area? 
.. 
.. 
17. If no what is the difference and how do you adapt to it -------------------------------------
.. 
18. What tools you use for production? 
A). Own Draft animals B). Draft animals rented 
C). Shared with another household D). Borrowed (free) 
.. 
E). Rented (for cash) F). Exchanged labour for draught power 
.. G). Own tractor H). Tractor rented 
I). Hand tools J). Other (specify) ------------
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19. Do you receive any technical supports or helps in agricultural production from agricultural 
extension workers or anybody else? 
No 
20. Wou Id you please tell us the su pports you received? ----------------------------------------
21. Would you please tell us about your production this year? 
Type of crop Output in Kg Unit price per Kg Total value in Remark 
(cereal and cash) birr 
maize 
Cotton 
Sesame 
rice 
corn 
22. Income you get from sales of the following in the last 12 months 
Income sources Quantity Unit Price Total Value 
Live cattle 
Live Sheep/Goat 
Hide/Skin 
Butter/Cheese 
Milk/Cream 
Dung cakes 
Chicken 
Eggs 
Sales of gum/incense 
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23. Please indicate your current household's cash income other than farm income . 
.. 
Source of Seasonality Estimated amount Remark 
.. income (when is activity in the last 12 
carried out) months (in birr) 
.. 
,. 
... 
24. Trends of household's non-farm income compared to home area 
.. 
A}. Increased B}. Decreased C}. The same 
25. Number of income sources compared to home area for your household 
A}. Increased B}. Decreased C}. Stayed the same 
26. Do you own animals? 
I Yes I No 
If yes please specify 
Type Number Remark 
Oxen 
Chickens 
Goats 
Sheep 
Cattle 
.. Donkey/horse/mule 
Bee hives 
.. 
27. List Valuable assets the household has now. --------------------------------------------------
... 
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28. Did the resettlement programme create new opportunities than your home area for you? 
.. I Yes I No 
.. 29. If yes what are these opportunities? ------------------------------------------------------------
30. Are you benefited from the opportunities available? 
.. 
I Yes I 
.. 
31. If no what do you think should be done to use these opportunities? -----------------------
F. Family Networks, Savings and expenditure 
1. Do you have relatives in your village? 
No 
.. If yes: 
a) Do you help each other with farm and/ or other work? 
I Yes I 
.. b) Do you give or receive food to/from these relatives? 
.. 
I Yes I 
c) Do you give or receive cash to/from these relatives 
I Yes I 
d) Have these forms of mutual aid increased, decreased or stayed the same compared to 
hom e areas? -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Do you have relatives who live outside this village? 
I Yes I 
.. 
3. If yes do you receive help from them (money, food)? 
.. 
.. 
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4. Do any members of the household participate in local institutions (like: Rotating credit 
schemes, Iddir, Farmers society or organization etc)? 
I Yes I 
5. Do you have any savings? 
No 
6. If yes, how do you save? 
A). Cash in hand B). Group savings C). Other (specify) -----------
7. If so, how do you use your savi ngs? -----------------------------------------------------------
8. Consumption expenditure (for the last 12 months from the date of survey) 
Number of units consumed Average unit Total Remark 
Own Free Bought market price Expenditure 
Commodity Unit productio (in Birr) in Birr 
n 
Teff kg 
Wheat kg 
Barley kg 
Sorghum kg 
(mashila) 
Maize kg 
Bean and pea kg 
Rice kg 
Cabbage 
Pepper 
Shiro kg 
Lentils kg 
Cooking oil litre 
Salt (chew) kg 
Coffee kg 
Tomato kg 
Onion kg 
Tella (gesho etc) 
Naphta, diesel litre 
oil 
Sheep 
Goat 
Chicken 
Eggs 
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Milk litre 
.. 
Sugar kg 
Clothing Pieces 
Shoe 
Soap 
School fee 
Iddir (burial 
group) 
Feast (Maheber) 
Medical 
Church 
Contribution 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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Appendix 3: Focus group interview checklist for Community members 
1. Why you decide to move? 
2. Did you receive any kind of help? What and from whom? 
3. What were you farming in your home place? What crops are you producing now? 
4. Do you believe the land currently you have enough and fertile? 
5. How is access to health, education, market, water, credit compared to home area? 
6. What are the most important needs of this community? 
7. How are the options for Non-farm income compared to home areas? 
8. What do you see as the most serious problems facing the people now? 
9. When do you think these problems are severe? Why 
10. Which groups of people do you think are more vulnerable to? 
11. How people cope in response to these problems and livelihood threats in this community? 
12. What do you see as the solutions to these problems? 
13. In your thought do you think that it was a right decision to be resettled? Why? 
14. What opportunities do you notice in terms of income, assets, employment, access to 
services, access to public lands, etc in this place? 
15. What are the constraints to be benefited from these opportunities if any? 
16. How is the relation between the resettled and the host community? 
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Table 10: Non-farm Income by sex 
Sex obs 
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Male 
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304.1667 
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872 .963 
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Appendix 6: Scaling of sub-indicators and rationale for selection 
1. Financial Capital 
Financial capital implies access to credit or other income sources, which provide a household 
different livelihood options. Access to Non-farm income sources and access to credit were 
considered here. 
Non-Farm and off-Farm income 
Non-farm and off-farm incomes are a source of cash that enables a farm household to purchase food 
during a drought or after a harvest shortfall. Non-farm income is also a source of farm household 
savings, used for food purchase in difficult times (Gordon, A. & Craig, A. 2001). It allows the rural 
poor to smooth out or offset fluctuations in agricultural income that might occur on a seasonal basis 
(June to October in case of the study area) or as a result of unexpected shocks. This is especially the 
case in poor countries like Ethiopia where savings, credit and insurance mechanisms are not 
available in rural areas. In this context, accesses to non-farm and off-farm income sources were 
considered. Hence, households with no both farm-income and off-farm income were considered 
more fragile and assigned a value of 0 for scaling, households with off-farm income were considered 
fragile and assigned a value of 1; and households with access to both off-farm and non-farm income 
sources were considered less fragile and assigned a value of 2 for scaling. 
Access to good and effective financial and credit services is believed to be one of the most important 
factors for development. Kebede (1995) as cited in Yehual (2008) explained the importance of credit 
for the rural poor as follows: 
"Credit makes traditional agriculture more productive through the purchase of farm equipment and 
other agricultural inputs, the introduction of modern irrigation system and other technological 
developments. Credit can also be used as an instrument for market stability. Rural farmers can build 
their bargaining power by establishing storage facilities and providing transport system acquired 
through credit. Credit plays a key role in covering consumption deficits of farm households. 
Moreover, credit encourages savings and savings held with rural financial institutions that could be 
channeled to farmers for use in agricultural production. II 
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Thus the household with credit access is in a better position than the household with no access. 
Here, since the only credit provider in the sites were ACSI consideration is given whether the 
household has credit access from ACSI or not; and 0 value was assigned for those with no access and 
value of 1 for those with access to it. 
2. Human Capital 
Education 
Education of household members is critical in enhancing or undermining the capability of household 
on their efficiency in any productive activities or applying modern agricultural technologies. It also 
helps to develop skills to involve in the more remunerative non-farm activities. Hence, a household 
having better educated members has greater chances of success than a household with less 
educated members does. 
In this study, the highest education attained in the household was used to develop the index. The 
values assigned for scaling were: zero for those household with all members have no education, 1 
for those households with a member/s having attained to grade 3 or who can read and write, 2 for 
those households with a member/s having attained grade 4-8, and 3 for those with a member/s 
having attained grade 9 and above. 
Age of head of household 
Age is an important dimension of human capital. In this study the preliminary findings before the 
index showed that the older the household head the more difficult it was to adapt the new 
environment and new agriculture systems. Average annual income of young headed households 
(age 20 to 35) was higher than the average annual income of the other age groups; and even it was 
three times that of the annual income of the elder headed households (those aged greater than 65 
years). 
This was because: the environment was too harsh and demand hard labour; older people have more 
attachments to their original areas than the young ones; it was also found that older persons had 
options as they had land in their original areas than young ones. Therefore, the chance life 
adaptation to the resettlement site is high for younger-headed households than older-headed ones . 
The values assigned for scaling were: zero for those household whose head is aged $20 and ~65, 1 
for those households whose head is aged 50 to 65, 2 for those households whose head is 36-50, and 
3 for those whose head is aged 20-35. 
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Family size 
Family size affects the ability of a household to supply labour to farming activities and non-farm 
activities. In most parts of Ethiopia as Sharp (2003) noted "working-age is close to meaningless". This 
is because Ethiopia is one of the country with the highest child-labour rate in the world, and elders 
work until they go down. So generally a household with large family members mean more income or 
more diversified livelihood option. 
However, the focus group discussion in this study assures that support from child labour is very low 
due to the harsh environment and due to the risk of being attacked by wild animals. Furthermore, 
the survey findings before the index indicates older headed households are less favourably adapted 
to the environment. Consistent with this, a focus group participant at Das-Gundo mentioned that: 
"Unlike our home area where children have been keeping crops from bird attacks, it is difficult here 
to protect crops from bird by keeping watch the whole day in the farms, due to the harsh 
environmental conditions. Moreover, the farm areas are far away from the village to do so. Besides, 
children could not look after livestock because of theft problems and the existence of wild animals 
(especially snake called Sizra) in the woodlands where grazing land is abundant". 
(Source; Author's field notes, December 2008) 
Therefore, for scaling the actual number of working age group (15-65) has been considered . 
Marital status 
Marital status determines the presence of adult labour. Being a single female-headed decrease the 
chances of adult male labour for farm work. Similarly, being a single male-headed household mean 
absence of adult female for house work and in taking care of children. Therefore, for scaling a value 
of 0 was assigned for single female headed households, 1 for single male headed households and 2 
for married households. Note that those who reported they are widowed and divorced are 
considered here as single. 
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3. Physical Capital 
Capital in the context of this study implies productive assets which the household has produced, 
accumulated or invested in; which have a market value and can be liquidated through sale or 
exchange; and which can be used to generate future income or assets (after Sharp 2003) . Livestock 
is a productive asset in the context of the research area as it fulfils all the criteria. In addition to its 
importance as a means of income, livestock is a source of saving, of labour power in farming 
activities and of labour power for transporting goods to and from the market. Possession of livestock 
is reportedly very important for the potential to cope it provides in times of shocks in Ethiopia 
(Tegegn et aI., 2009). 
Livestock holdings 
In the context of the study area wealth is determined by the cultivated land holding of households as 
well as by livestock holding. The scaling was made by classifying households in to three different 
wealth groups subjectively based on the qualitative and secondary information from the Livelihood 
Integration Unit. The scaling for each of the different livestock type is presented in a table as follows. 
Livestock type Very poor Poor Better-off 
oxen 0 1 ~2 
cow 0 1-2 ~3 
shoats 1-2 2-5 >5 
Donkey 0 1 ~2 
4. Social Capital 
Relatives 
Here consideration was given whether the household has relatives in the village to ask for any help 
or not. 
Informal social institutions 
"lddir" and "lqub" are the most prominent social institution in most parts of the regional state of 
Amhara and both play vital roles in not only livelihood improvement but also in risk reduction during 
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times of drought and other shocks (Ketema 2008). Therefore, a household who participate in these 
institutions has better coping capacity to food insecurity than a household who is not a member of 
these institutions. Therefore, consideration was given whether the household has involved in such 
social institutions or not. 
5. Natural Capital 
land 
Natural capital represents resources or endowments from nature. The survey result indicated that 
on average income from crop production contributed 83.4 percent form household's total income. 
Furthermore, the survey showed that the majority of households' income is derived from crop 
production. Therefore, as a natural capital land is the major determinant of livelihood in the sites. 
For developing the "livelihood fragility" index since each of the resettled households have been 
given 2 hectares of land, the overall productivity of land was considered taking the per capita 
income from crop production for each sampled household. In the livelihood fragility index, this was 
taken as a simple continuous variable. For scaling, the actual maximum and minimum value is taken. 
Distance of farm from Dwelling 
A farm that is far from village is more difficult than a farm that is more accessible. Hence, the closer 
the distance the more productive the household will be and vice versa. In this study farm distance 
was estimated how far the farm is from the village for each household in minutes. For scaling, the 
actual minimum and maximum values were considered. Note that the inverted formula is used as 
the higher values are inversely related to positive livelihood . 
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- Appendix 7: Principal component and total variance explained 
Component Initial Eigen values 
-
Total (Eigen 
values) % of Variance Cumulative % 
-
1 2.397 17.119 17.119 
2 2.100 14.997 32.116 
-
3 1.600 11.429 43.544 
-
4 1.396 9.975 53.519 
5 1.056 7.543 61.062 
-
6 .965 6.892 67.955 
-
7 .905 6.463 74.418 
8 .876 6.254 80.672 
- 9 .643 4.592 85.264 
-
10 .510 3.642 88.907 
11 .457 3.265 92.172 
- 12 .408 2.912 95.084 
-
13 .383 2.732 97.816 
14 .306 2.184 100.000 
- (SPSS output table) 
-
-
-
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Appendix 8: Weights of indicators based on the first principal component 
Sub-indicators Score (Weight) Standard 
Mean Deviation 
• Income from crop production 0.193 .207612 .2019644 
Farm distance from dwelling 0.057 .209416 .1576107 
Non-farm income source 0.037 .27 .448 
Access to credit 0.198 .33 .473 
Age of head of household 0.096 .665 .2909 
... 
Marital status of head of household 0.104 .858 .3212 
Number of Working group household 0.109 .418831 .2238379 
member 
Highest education in the household 0.129 .337121 .2790896 
Oxen ownership 0.312 .426 .4257 
.. Cow ownership 0.081 .165 .2595 
Ownership to shoats 0.225 .188 .2766 
Ownership to donkey 0.28 .40 .492 
Relatives to receive help 0.153 .42 .496 
.. 
Membership to social institution 0.176 .07 .254 
(SPSS output table) 
.. 
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